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ABSTRACTA GRANDIS 

The present dissertation aims to incorporate inter-disciplinarily features of 

philosophical inquiry, scientific exploration, and subjective reflection on the epistemology 

of knowledge. The work begins with an extensive literature review on the topics of 

MODERN PHYSICS AND PHILOSOPHY, in particular exploring in depth the PHILOSOPHY OF 

PHYSICAL SCIENCE of Sir Arthur Eddington and synthesizes it with works of CLASSICAL 

PHILOSOPHERS, namely Aristotle, Plato, and to a smaller extent Heraclitus. It borrows 

heavily from the early movers of QUANTUM MECHANICS – Werner Heisenberg and Erwin 

Schrodinger – and demonstrates their own familiarity with the aforementioned Classical 

Thinkers, finally emphasizing their still necessary and continued relevance in MODERN 

PHILOSOPHY OF PHYSICS. The work focusses on the nature of knowledge – EPISTEMOLOGY – 

under two particular facets; that of subjectivity and the role of experimenter/observer in 

creating knowledge, and that of structuralism as defined by Eddington as the metaphysical 

“structure” created by the objects of inquiry, the methods used to observe them, and the 

observer themselves. The introductory chapters conclude with a Treatise on the Nature of 

Interdisciplinary research, emphasizing INTERDISCIPLINARITY as a naturally-occurring 

process of the human mind, and thereby illustrating its omnipresence throughout the 

entirety of Homo sapiens – from pre-history to CLASSICAL ANTIQUITY to the modern official 

conceptualization of the term in ACADEMIA. 

The work proceeds with three experimental chapters designed to explore and 

illustrate these above features. The first demonstrates the communication of bacteria 

using photons of particular periodicities, emphasizing the notion of structure. The second 

explores the most destructive of human activities, war, through the resolution of 

potentially sub-conscious patterns and periodicities within this aggressive behaviour, 

demonstrating its governance by Lunar cycles. The third and final experiment investigates 

a fundamental behaviour of our species, language, by comparing the quantitative shifts in 

frequencies and formants resultant from holding facial expressions that encapsulate 

neutral, happy, and sad affective states; the phenomenon arises from the subjective 
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expression and reception of vocalizations altered in periodic ways. The dissertation closes 

with a brief exploration of dogmatic approaches to knowledge production. 

There are a number of objectives for the present dissertation. First, it has an 

overarching aim of continuing the traditional field of what was NATURAL PHILOSOPHY – the 

highly integratory science in which the barriers between disciplines had not yet been 

firmly entrenched. In doing so, it is a work of interdisciplinary science, cobbling together 

diverse fields as biology, biophysics, experimental psychology, linguistics, with a 

particular emphasis on philosophy. It is arguably a work of EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY, only 

instead of focusing on moralist issues it explores the PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE through 

experimentation. Second, it enquires to what extent a particular tool is applicable in 

multiple scenarios from epistemological and ontological perspectives; it questions to what 

extent emergent phenomena are capable of describing the states of the biological systems. 

Whether recording biophotons from bacteria, observing patterns of human warfare, or 

measuring the vocalizations of psychology students, the dissertation hopes to demonstrate 

signals of those systems are equivalent epistemologically; in that breaking the signal down 

into its components is sufficient and justifiable for discerning knowledge of the system 

that produced it. In so doing, it is possible to argue they are ontologically related as signal 

phenomenon – although their precise natures of being differ, as signals they represent a 

particular class of being; a messenger. Finally, the document hopes to illustrate in a 

general sense the continued importance of including to some extent philosophical 

considerations and perspectives within science. It desires to be a demonstration of the “BIG 

PICTURE” approach to devising methodologies and comparing results for seemingly varied 

fields of study, promoting the act of interdisciplinarity without ascribing to any the 

nuances of particular interdisciplinary theory. In short, it emphasizes that “science can be 

destroyed by having the disciplines too thin, because there is no integration.” 1    

                                                   
1 Michael A. Persinger 
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INTRODUCTIO 

The efforts of Sir Arthur Stanley Eddington are widely recognized as some of the 

most important and influential arising from the myriad masterworks which together 

shifted the paradigm of modern science in the early 20th Century [1]. His contributions to 

the fields of astronomy and astrophysics are the primary sources for his prominence in 

the scientific Academy; however, he also made important expositions in the fields of 

mathematics and general relativity, being one of the first ardent supporters of Albert 

Einstein. Along with Frank Watson Dyson and Charles Davidson, Eddington first observed 

the bending effects of gravitation on light from stars within the constellation Taurus 

during the May 29, 1919 Total Solar Eclipse, providing the first confirmatory evidence of 

Einstein’s THEORY OF GENERAL RELATIVITY [2, 3]. Eddington subsequently became a 

household name, particularly in Britain, in the first half of the 20th Century for his 

publications aimed at elucidating the complex, and for the time current, developments in 

the field of physics for the public. Despite the universal acclaim he achieved for his 

astrophysical contributions, Eddington’s later work centering on the philosophy of 

science, and notably in developing a universal epistemology for physical knowledge, was 

received with much less enthusiasm and even some ire from his colleagues in the 

Academy, distracting many from his important astronomical discoveries [4]. Ultimately, 

many disregard Eddington’s philosophy of physical science – his THEORY OF EVERYTHING – 

and consequently rarely consider it in current epistemological discussions, in part due to 

its strong resemblance to metaphysics. 

In this latter respect to metaphysics, simultaneously as the scientific world was 

undergoing permanent alterations in the perception and understanding of natural 

phenomena, the philosophical world was vehemently declaring itself against explorations 

increasingly coming to be seen as arbitrary and dogmatic [5-7]. Although the origins of 

this movement incept earlier with Kant, suffice it to say the result was a similar 

paradigmatic shift as was seen in the physical sciences [8]. The paradigm shift marked a 
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significant change in the approach to philosophy, one that sought to justify itself on similar 

grounds as the foundations of physical science – namely through a philosophic equivalent 

of empirical observation coupled to logic – and those approaches which did not follow suit 

consequently thought ill grounded and ultimately “meaningless.” The growing emphasis 

on the ability to justify one’s claim based on observational data and logical reasoning 

eventually became recognized as a doctrine of philosophy, that of logical positivism, a 

mode of thought dominating much of 20th Century deliberations.  

The implication was that metaphysics no longer had a veridical role to play in the 

development of human society and science; for why rely on statements whose truth-value 

exists only in their logical propositioning, and yet will ultimately remain immune to full 

falsification by the very definition of a metaphysical claim? Logical positivism is virtually 

the philosophic equivalent of the scientific method, where the truth-value entails from 

some evidential aspect of reality; metaphysics lacks this entirely. However, as the 20th 

Century progressed and advances in science came at a rate and in ways unexpected by 

most academicians, it became apparent that the subtle distinction between “observables” 

and “theoreticals” might very well be little more than a metaphysical distinction in-and-of 

itself. A return to metaphysics was heralded by Quine in his conceptualization of 

ONTOLOGICAL PARSIMONY – that any theory Τ is most parsimonious when it is not 

ontologically committed to the existence of some ‘thing’, θ. Moves have been made from 

ONTOLOGICAL PARSIMONY showing that no difference exists between synthetic and analytic 

arguments – a direct challenge to the separation first set forth by Kant – and a torch gladly 

carried forward by Maxwell and Kuhn [9-11]. Metaphysics, it seemed, had returned to 

science. 

Acknowledging the acceptance of metaphysical explorations and considerations of 

knowledge in current academe, it is perhaps also time to revisit the original concepts first 

advanced by Eddington almost a century ago that are, in esse, those of metaphysics and 

epistemology. Eddington’s more extreme positions on the nature of knowledge and our 
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fundamental limitations of it were widely accepted by some of his most astute 

contemporary minds – Erwin Schrödinger and Edmund Whittaker considered Eddington’s 

work to be that of a genius beyond the ability for language to describe, while Kurt Gödel 

would independently and mathematically demonstrate the finiteness of knowledge [1, 12-

15]. GÖDEL’S TWO THEOREMS bare relevance to Eddington’s philosophy, but were also 

revolutionary with respect to general epistemology. The first states that for any formalized 

system of logic there exists a statement, or potentially statements, which is/are TRUE but 

unprovable. These statements are of-like (ομοούσιος) to metaphysical statements, which 

are unprovable but considered potentially TRUE through their use of the formalized 

language of logic; ergo, a hard interpretation of GÖDEL’S THEOREM implies that at minimum 

one metaphysical statement is necessitated through the mere existence of a given logical 

system [15]. The second, and somewhat less relevant, theorem argues no consistent system 

of logic can prove its own consistency – something will always be unaccounted for – a 

lemma that would “prove” itself influential in the development of quantum mechanics, as 

well as recently being identified as a fundamental limitation of quantum theory itself [15, 

16].  

I contend here that the most salient feature of Eddington’s epistemology – SELECTIVE 

SUBJECTIVISM – is, was, and will continue to be a significant source of variance in knowledge 

production, and represents the ultimate limitation of human knowledge [17]. I will carry 

the argument that SELECTIVE SUBJECTIVISM, if accepted, places the entirety of objective 

physics within metaphysics [18]. From demonstrating Eddington’s overall philosophy as 

one of metaphysical STRUCTURALISM limited by the epistemological box of SELECTIVE 

SUBJECTIVITY, I contend to synthesize a modern metaphysics of science with ideas of 

Classical Greek philosophy. Specifically, I intend to emphasize Platonic and Aristotelian 

philosophy and their continued relevance in the formulation and interpretation of 

modern scientific endeavours, as well as the important observations made by Heraclitus 

on relativism and energy-mass equivalence. Such an exegesis of the authors above 

exemplifies mathematical formulae as representations of relationships, which are in effect 
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representations of STRUCTURE – or FORM – which Eddington postulates as being the single 

and only fundamental reality underlying all observation and experience; a modern take 

on PLATONIC FORMALISM in many respects. I am certainly not the first to make such a 

connexion; Werner Heisenberg and Erwin Schrödinger being two such enormous 

influences on the following work [19, 20]. Aristotle’s notion of CAUSALITY, αιτία, synthesizes 

with that of Plato as part of the ongoing interlocution regarding the nature of the photon 

and of-like (ομοούσιος) subatomic particles with respect to their relevance in biological 

agency. Finally, I outline proposed philosophic-biological research designed to explore 

these aspects of a metaphysical science; in short – what KNOWLEDGE is discernable from the 

underlying STRUCTURE of a biological SIGNAL?   
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EDDINGTON’S PHILOSOPHY OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE 

Eddington’s conceptualization of the Universe evolved over the course of his career, 

beginning with the first startling realizations he had about the nature, or rather the 

limitations, of knowledge arising from the paradigm-shifting discoveries in relativity and 

quantum physics [17]. In particular, Eddington’s position on the state of scientific affairs 

was thoroughly shocked to its core by the fundamental nature of reality described by 

Dirac’s postulate of the quantum-relativistic electron [21-23]. Eddington’s resultant 

philosophy reached its most mature form as was presented in his 1939 work The 

Philosophy of Physical Science (PPS), although as stated above significant pieces of his 

epistemology trace back to a number of earlier works, the first of which being his Mind 

papers [24, 25]. Eddington himself hesitated as to whether to classify his philosophy as 

STRUCTURALISM or SELECTIVE SUBJECTIVISM, the latter comprising the first third and the former 

the final two thirds of PPS – as such, I think it best to simply phrase it SELECTIVE SUBJECTIVE 

STRUCTURALISM (SSS) if necessary to nestle his thoughts under a single moniker. However, 

one achieves an optimal understanding of Eddington’s conception of science and 

knowledge by considering the two significant contributions individually; though resulting 

from how intertwined the two concepts naturally are, forays across the dividing line of 

EPISTEMOLOGY-SELECTIVE SUBJECTIVISM and METAPHYSICS-STRUCTURALISM are necessary. 

TOWARDS A SCIENTIFIC EPISTEMOLOGY 

Eddington’s move to consider the epistemological ramifications of scientific 

investigations resulted directly from the advances in early 20th Century physics, namely 

those comprising Dirac’s contributions to QUANTUM MECHANICS and Einstein’s THEORIES OF 

RELATIVITY; or as Feynman summarized as a synthesis of Schrödinger’s differential 

equations with Heisenberg’s matrix algebra [22, 23, 26-28]. EPISTEMOLOGY, as is commonly 

understood, is a branch of (philosophic) inquiry seeking to explore and understand the 

nature of knowledge and justification for that knowledge; it describes how humans can 
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come to know what factual-reality is, as opposed to fictional-belief, what defining features 

comprise knowledge, its sources, and its limitations [29]. Within the epistemological 

discourse there exists a distinction between knowledge of OPERATIONS, or how things are 

done or developed through experience, and that of ACQUAINTANCES, or associations 

between persons, places or things [30]. Such distinctions are commonly hidden to speakers 

of the English language, where the verb to know is used in almost all epistemic situations; 

the alternatives to comprehend and to recognize are seen as synonyms, but in actuality all 

three terms reflect different domains of knowledge and neurobiological processes, 

especially in regard to linguistic contexts [31, 32]. For example, an English speaker might 

say they “know Marcus” and they “know 2+2=4”, while Italian speakers would conjugate 

conoscere in the former case and sapere in the latter, and similarly with Spanish speakers 

utilizing conocer and saber, respectively. Eddington, and science as a whole, was more 

concerned with the knowledge of ACQUAINTANCES; recognizing the similarities and 

associations between different phenomena or subjects is the first step to establishing cause 

and effect, is the vanguard of scientific inquiry, and what Eddington referred to as PHYSICAL 

KNOWLEDGE [17].  

Eddington assuredly assigned a primacy to what was revealed through the methods 

of PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE, which in his epistemological framework was frequently 

synonymous with what is produced through scientific enquiry [17]. He also ceded that 

there were many more types of knowledge possible, and a myriad of methods by which 

one might acquire what would be almost indifferentiable from PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE; 

however, Eddington himself distinguished PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE from at least two other 

species of knowledge – SYMPATHETIC and DIRECT KNOWLEDGE. As implied by the name, 

SYMPATHETIC KNOWLEDGE enables one to know the meaning of a statement through related 

or indirect experience of some kind; upon hearing the utterance “I feel tired,” you 

understand this through relation to your own experience of being tired. In this, 

Eddington’s SYMPATHETIC KNOWLEDGE bears much in common with the distinction between 

TACIT and EXPLICIT knowledge in other epistemological schemae, and a separate but much 
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more intensive argument could find parity between this type of knowledge and much of 

Wittgenstein’s LANGUAGE-GAME philosophy, though it is only cursorily mentioned at 

present [29, 33].  

DIRECT KNOWLEDGE is merely knowledge of our own experiences and self-conscious 

states – EXPLICIT knowledge – such as they are; however, our only method to compare these 

‘experiences’ is through post hoc verbal labelling, and thus are subject to the whims of 

faulty memory and other sources of variance. For instance, neutral stimuli pair easily with 

noxious but unrelated stimuli, thereby creating false relationships and associations. 

Supposedly ‘random’ environmental triggers such as those demonstrated in lagged 

meteorological effects facilitate such pairings; any number of factors leads to 

misremembering, or more often the misattribution of emotional valence to otherwise 

neutral events [34, 35]. Consequently, Eddington argues little TRUTH occasions solely 

through singular direct experience. Without independent verification of ones 

observations, there is an impossibility of knowing with certainty the truth or falsity of any 

statement under any condition; again, we may see parallels with Wittgenstein in his 

paradox of the “BEETLE IN A BOX”, as each individual uses their own emotional label to 

describe otherwise identical ‘experiences’ [29, 33].  

The greatest difference lies in that information deemed to be PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE 

has undergone rigorous processes and review methods that essentially allow us to 

conclude “…notwithstanding the diversity of method, PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE remains 

homogenous in nature…” [17]. What Eddington means is PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE describes 

with relative accuracy the Nature of the Universe and reality; it is generalizable (unless 

caveats occur) and may speak to LAWS OF NATURE. Such a position arises from his 

consideration of SPECIAL RELATIVITY, specifically that the LAWS OF NATURE are invariant [27]. 

Most importantly, Eddington cements the notion that PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE in all of its 

possible expressions is knowledge of STRUCTURE, which itself represents relations; 

structure cannot be described without the terminology of relations [1, 36]. The purpose of 
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defining and speciating physical knowledge from other types is that, when recognized, it 

becomes possible to engineer the direction of scientific endeavour with this goal in mind, 

thus enabling the rejection of systems of philosophy that are not supported by scientific 

epistemology [17]. Metaphorically, Eddington says this brings us “into the game [of 

knowledge production] as umpires as opposed to players.” 

Naturally, one finds commonalities in the early writings of the Greek Sages with 

respect to the present distinction between OPERATIONAL and ACQUAINTANCE knowledge (the 

latter which we may now also equate with Eddington’s PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE).  Such a 

discussion must begin as many philosophic enquiries do, with a particular deference to 

Plato2, who generalized knowledge as between ‘that which one learns through experience 

and cannot be taught, and that which one can only learn through instruction’ in his work 

the Gorgias [37, 38]. Using the dichotomy of knack and art he elucidates the emphasis on 

instruction, which although originally in respect to oratory or rhetoric as utilized by the 

Sophists – those skills meant to persuade an audience in favour of one’s argument 

regardless of the factual or truth-content of the argument – is applicable to the generalized 

production of PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE from other types. Oratory, or Sophistry more 

specifically in Plato’s context, differed from philosophy in that it used clever wordplay and 

argumentative tactics rather than any reliance on solid logic or reasoning to accomplish 

what was superficially a similar goal; typically, the persuasion of others to see things from 

your perspective, an invaluable skill for solicitors, aristocrats, and men seeking power-at-

large.  

Resulting from this inconsequential foundation – the lack of logic and reason – Plato 

considered Sophistry/pure oratory a useless tool to employ in the exploration of nature 

and for truly explaining anything: 

                                                   
2 See A. N. Whitehead, who famously quipped, “The safest general characterization of the European 
philosophical tradition is that it consists of a series of footnotes to Plato.”  
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…and I maintain that it [oratory] is merely a knack and not an art because it 

has no rational understanding of the nature of the various things it applies to 

or the person to whom it applies, so that it cannot explain anything. [37] 

In this passage, the basis of Plato’s epistemology – synonymous with that which 

drives general scientific enquiry – becomes apparent; art (and science) is rational, has the 

goal to understand the nature of things (partly through cause and effect), strives to be 

applicable in all situations (to be generalizable), and ergo ultimately does seek to explain 

everything. Plato’s epistemology exegeted thusly begins to bare relevance to that of 

Eddington, for when one considers that if a fact or relation is discovered that appears to 

be generalizable in every instance – becoming almost universal – it becomes what 

Eddington defined as a LAW OF NATURE, stating “Scientific study of facts of observation has 

led us to make a number of generalisations which we call laws of nature,” which bears 

much in semantic meaning with Plato’s striving for a “rational understanding of various 

things” [17]. 

Further significant passages of Gorgias focus on flushing out the differences 

between knacks (OPERATIONAL knowledge) and art (PHYSICAL knowledge), but also key 

themes such as the lack of inherent morality in oratory in addition to its inherent inability 

to arrive at TRUTH. Gorgias, as a Sophist, considered ‘knowledge’ to be that which was most 

opportune, advantageous, and when appropriate suggests that which is possible as 

opposed to aiming for any notion of a veridical or objective TRUTH [39]. It is perhaps 

unsurprising that Aristotle and Plato both took an unflattering opinion of Sophistry, as 

while all rhetoric necessitated knowledge and use of καιρός, “the opportune moment”, 

Sophistry studied the use of καιρός in a purely manipulative manner [39, 40]. As Socrates 

admonishes Polus, “But this kind of proof [knacks/oratory] is useless in establishing truth, 

for it can easily happen that a man is overborne by false evidence and many apparently 

respectable persons” (Gorgias, 471e, [37]) 
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The separation of the domains of knowledge is a position supported by modern 

neuroscientific underpinnings of the brain. In fact, general neuroanatomy suggests the 

separation, but dynamical integration of, the fundamental systems that generate 

phenomenological consciousness, voluntary and involuntary motor movements, and the 

components of the default mode network [41, 42]. In an excellent review, Pestilli outlines 

the recent (at time of writing) advances made in mapping various loci of human 

knowledge species; from biological motion, form and objects, motor function, and perhaps 

most interestingly the function of integration itself [43]. As he succinctly states, the 

evidence for localized information representation in the brain is pervasive, arising from 

numerous studies that converge upon and support the localized knowledge representation 

model as the most dominant, with even semantic knowledge mapped in four-dimensional 

space [43, 44]. However, the caveat remains that many more subtle distinctions between 

‘types’ of knowledge are possible with this sense of the word, and even more so when one 

takes the equally subtle neuroscientific underpinnings for various activities into full 

consideration. Further particulars for the categorization of knowledge are beyond the 

scope of this paper, and basing epistemology too heavily on scientific results returns us 

both to logical empiricism and to the game as players, not umpires. 

If we accept that knowledge of OPERATIONS – experiential or knacktual knowledge – 

is, in esse, different from knowledge of ACQUAINTANCES – factual or PHYSICAL knowledge – 

then we can begin to focus our discussion on the important aspect of epistemology; how 

we know the truth-value of a particular preposition. Epistemology asks how we are certain 

that Φ is TRUE in all instances of Φ or those instances when it is not, clarifying those 

conditions in which it is TRUE vs. FALSE; that is, epistemology strives to provide logical 

necessity. Both of these perspectives bring to bear the most important question – how Φ is 

not merely a “belief” held by laypeople, but rather a statement that speaks to some 

accurate, fundamental, and ideally universal, description of reality.  
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For the purposes of this manuscript, a BELIEF is equivalent to a general PROPOSITION; 

it is a statement meant describe some aspect of reality, which is either TRUE (1) or FALSE 

(0). The term has a much broader context in philosophical discussions, often being equated 

to Plato’s δόξα contrasted against επιστήμη (or knowledge) as first done in Republic; though 

in Gorgias, too, Plato references the malleability of δόξα to sway the opinion of people 

away from TRUTH as it is unrelated to reason [37, 45]. In Republic, Plato integrates the 

concept of knowledge with that of existence; propositions are TRUE if they are wholly 

knowledge – that is, they accurately reflect some aspect of reality, which is itself equivalent 

to some aspect of existence. To know a box has the colour blue is to know something about 

the existence and the fundamental essence of the box. Similarly, propositions can contain 

beliefs that may or may not be TRUE and consequently may or may not reflect an aspect of 

reality/existence/essence; Plato’s epistemology permits degrees of existence, and thus 

degrees of knowledge [46]. Plato’s distinction is similar to Quinan ONTOLOGICAL NECESSITY, 

such that ‘KNOWLEDGE of Φ’ veridically implies that if one ‘knows Φ’ then ‘Φ is TRUE’, 

whereas if one ‘believes Φ’ it is not necessarily the case that ‘Φ is TRUE’; but the former 

‘knowledge of Φ’ statements are those to be considered επιστήμη, and are equivalent to 

Eddington’s PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE [46]. In addition, as outlined in the Gorgias, Plato 

expresses δόξα as the commonly-held opinions about a particular subject held by 

laypeople, irrespective of any justification for why they hold these opinions – that is, they 

are completely absent reason – and as mentioned δόξα are seen as being subject to the 

manipulation of wordsmiths, and thus their truth-value naturally suspect [37].  

Plato’s conceptualization of belief and the ascription of TRUTH link deeply with his 

THEORY OF FORMS. As outlined in Republic V, any Φ is TRUE if and only if Φ accurately reflects 

some aspect of the form in which it describes/participates [47]. However, this introduces 

an ‘intermediary’ form of knowledge as well, the δοξάστε, objects that are of-essence 

(ομοούσιος) or participate in a particular form, but are themselves incapable of true 

knowledge or επιστήμη [48]. When taken together these distinctions of Plato’s reflect the 

usual contemporary distinction between ‘knowledge’ and ‘belief,’ in the sense that the 
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terms imply an ONTOLOGICAL NECESSITY for justification or evidence. For Plato, this 

justification came through a grasping of the essence or είδος of the FORM in which the 

subject or object of study participated in, and as such a philosopher requires the ability to 

distinguish επιστήμη from δόξα and its closely related δοξάστε.  

Eddington’s statements about PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE are virtually identical to those 

by Plato regarding επιστήμη – they will most certainly comprise propositions whose 

veridical nature suggests a factual reality, and implies a priori justification for those 

propositions. Overall, Plato argues one can come to know truth from belief through the 

application of a system of logic and analysis, and as such a parallel is clear in the scientific 

epistemology presented by Eddington: 

For the truth of conclusions of physical science, observation is the supreme 

Court of Appeal. It does not follow that every item that we confidently accept as 

physical knowledge has actually been certified by the Court; our confidence is 

that it would be certified by the Court if it were to be submitted. But it does 

follow that every item of physical knowledge is of a form which might be 

submitted to the court. (emphases my own) [17] 

What Eddington concedes here, and is applicable even to Plato’s own work, is that 

we cannot possibly independently guarantee or certify the truth-value of every 

proposition, which would entail a truth-value ascertained through “hypothetico-

observation” for Eddington or the systems of logic and reason for Plato. However, it does 

imply that any proposition that claims to be reflecting the true nature of reality bears 

something describable as an ESSENCE, which, if we subjected it to Eddington’s “Court of 

Appeals” or analysed it using Plato’s system, participates in a FORM that would 

simultaneously be characteristic of PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE, of which there are two 

fundamental components. 
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First, the FORM of PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE reflects, as stated previously, that despite the 

myriad methods or pathways one might take to arrive at a conclusion of PHYSICAL 

KNOWLEDGE, its consequences are homogenous and universal, applicable to all situations. 

Second, the particular passage also contains emphasis by myself as, although Eddington 

had not overtly implied the connexion with Plato’s THEORY OF FORMS, other physicists such 

as Heisenberg and Schrödinger came to think Plato’s FORMS were in fact conceptually 

accurate at the quantum level, where mathematical FORMS seem to them to be the true 

nature of reality [19, 20]. Indeed, Dirac best described this approach as ‘EDDINGTON’S 

PRINCIPLE OF IDENTIFICATION’ in his 1931 paper positing the existence of the monopole; that 

one should approach a problem primarily from mathematical grounds, and only 

afterwards seek to interpret the mathematics in physical terms – in essence a form of 

mathematical realism [28]. The first component of PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE outlined above is 

epistemological, however this second component is metaphysical, and espoused at length 

in the subsequent section regarding STRUCTURALISM, but one should keep in mind that 

Eddington did indeed consider PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE to be representative of a literal 

physical form – that of relations between entities. Stated alternatively, every piece of 

PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE to Eddington was of a FORM that reflected a relation, as “The 

investigation of the external world on physics is a quest for structure rather than 

substance. A structure is best represented as a complex of relations and relata;…”[49]. 

As mentioned, Eddington accepted that there were many other types of knowledge 

possible in the legion of human experience, stating “We must therefore remember that not 

all our knowledge of the physical universe is comprised in knowledge of the laws of 

nature.” [17]. Eddington’s divisionary purview of the types of knowledge bears much in 

kind with Aristotelean epistemology in addition to Platonic, perhaps even more so. 

Aristotle agreed with his mentor’s view that knowledge is superior to belief (“…for he who 

has opinions is, in comparison with the man who knows, not in a healthy state as far as 

the truth is concerned.” Metaphysics, Γ.4 1008b27-31 [50]). He also agreed with Plato in 

that TRUTH reflected some aspect of being or essence, stating “Again, ‘being’ and ‘is’ mean 
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that a statement is true, ‘not being’ that it is not true but false” [Metaphysics, Δ.7 1017a32 

[50]]. However, Aristotle was not as exclusionary as Plato with respect to belief, for 

instance going as far as to accept if there is a δόξα held as TRUE by the majority of the 

people, then perhaps it must be veridically TRUE (Nicomachean Ethics, VI.5 1140b26). Such 

a situation leads to the possibility of FALSE KNOWLEDGE – the majority of people can come to 

believe something as being TRUE which is in actuality objectively FALSE. Aristotle answers 

this challenge with dividing information into realms of “objects of opinion” and “objects 

of knowledge,” akin to the separate realms for δόξα and επιστήμη: 

Regarding contingent facts, then, the same opinion or the same statement 

comes to be false and true, and it is possible to be at one time correct and at 

another erroneous; but regarding things that cannot be otherwise opinions are 

not at one time true and at another false, but the same opinions are always true 

or always false. (Metaphysics, Θ.10 1051b14-17 [50]) 

Stated alternatively, Aristotle argues that “objects of knowledge” are, at particular 

times and with particular contingencies, both some aspect of truth and falsity; “objects of 

opinion,” however, cannot be both. 

Knowledge thus is of an entirely different nature from belief, as Aristotle also points 

out in Posterior Analytics, demarcating KNOWLEDGE from concepts of COMPREHENSION as 

well as from BELIEF; an interesting demarcation reflecting the verb choice in language 

discussed earlier [32]. Here the parallels with Eddington become more apparent with 

reference to the central question of Posterior Analytics – how does one secure justified 

premises for conclusions that are then considered pieces of knowledge [51]? As 

Eddington’s scientific method evolved from the first works of Aristotle, it should thus come 

as no surprise that Aristotle’s insistence on the usage of rationality and analysis to reveal 

the causes and reasons for the “why of it” are essentially identical to Eddington’s metaphor 

of the “Court of Appeals for Science.” Using Aristotle’s method of analysis generates 

knowledge of a nature akin to επιστήμη – identical to Plato’s use of the term – enabling its 
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distinction from τέχνη (Plato’s knack) and φρόνησης (ethics, no real equivalent within 

Plato’s works), and consequently it is fully evidential that both Plato and Aristotle’s 

επιστήμη are equivalent to Eddington’s PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE. 

ARISTOTELIAN POTENTIA AND SUBSTANCE 

At this point, I have shown how the nature of Eddington’s scientific epistemology, 

though not outright stated by himself, is very similar to that of both Plato and Aristotle; 

each in their own way proposed a system to determine what is admissible as veridical, 

universal KNOWLEDGE – typically that KNOWLEDGE passes some standard, method, or 

controlled production process. Eddington states, “…laws and properties which have an 

epistemological origin are compulsory, universal… and exact.” [17]. Ensuing from the 

primacy that Eddington places within PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE derived through 

epistemological means, and once one accepts the findings of quantum mechanics, 

Eddington points out that a) all fundamental particles of the Universe are, by definition 

INDISTINGUISHABLE from one another3 and b) some particles/properties are UNOBSERVABLE 

[16, 52-54]. These two fundamental facets of quantum theory led Eddington to conclude 

that even with rigorous epistemologically informed techniques what we ‘know’ is little 

more than correlations, probabilities, and inexactitudes: 

… it is now best to state here that although we recognize laws which we can 

confidently assert are exact, the subject-matter of the exact laws is probability… 

notwithstanding this newly acquired exactness, the system of fundamental 

laws in the universe is indeterministic. [17] 

Such a conclusion essentially carries an Aristotelian torch in the sense that when 

deliberating on a particular phenomenon from all possible angles, it becomes apparent 

that every possible event is, in fact, potentiality, and not reflecting any “real” exactness; 

                                                   
3 Best elaborated through the Principle of the Blank Sheet, a primary component of his STRUCTURALISM, discussed 
at length in that later section 
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this conclusion is concretized in the postulates of Feynman’s path-integral approach to 

quantum mechanics [23]. Considering epistemological sympathies, the result of all 

scientific endeavour is still inexactitudes or rough correlations of what one should expect 

given a particular set of experimental circumstances, and consequently we cannot only 

state anything definitive about Nature itself. Ergo, the entirety of science is SUBJECTIVE [17]. 

Similarly, Erwin Schrödinger would remark during the period of quantum revolution that 

“…in the end exact science should aim at nothing more than the description of what can 

really be observed. The question is only whether from now on we shall have to refrain 

from tying a description to a clear hypothesis about the real nature of the world.” [55]. 

Werner Heisenberg, too, argued that the “central concept of this interpretation [of 

statistical or quantum mechanics] is the concept of probability,” and perhaps more 

poignantly for the present discussion, though admittedly with direct respect to statistical 

certainty in the example of thermodynamics (the precursor to much quantum mechanical 

theory), that: 

One might perhaps call it an objective tendency or possibility, a ‘POTENTIA’ in the 

sense of Aristotelian philosophy. In fact, I believe that the language used by 

physicists when they speak about atomic events produces in their minds [sic] 

similar notions to the concept ‘POTENTIA’ … So the physicists have gradually 

become accustomed to considering [phenomena] not as reality but as a kind of 

‘POTENTIA’ [19] 

It is of importance to introduce Heisenberg here for, as mentioned, he and his 

contemporaries’ works were the primary reasons for much of Eddington’s epistemological 

exegesis, and thus leading to the present discussion on the nature of reality being 

fundamentally POTENTIA. Having illustrated the broad strokes of Eddington’s epistemology, 

we are now able to chisel the finer points from the original marble block into a visible 

sculpture – the synthesis of Eddington with Plato and especially Aristotle. 
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The connexion Heisenberg – and many others to come in his wake – made between 

the realities revealed through quantum observation and Aristotle was not a spurious one. 

He confidently states,  

The probability wave…was a quantitative version of ‘POTENTIA from Aristotelian 

philosophy. It introduced something standing in the middle between the idea 

of an event and the actual event, a kind of strange physical reality just in the 

middle between possibility and reality.[19] 

Moreover, and as shall be shown to be of central importance to with respect to 

Eddington’s work, Heisenberg further emphasized that probability statements made 

about a system contain some element of objectivity and subjectivity, again reflecting an 

Aristotelian synthesis of judgements [19, 51]. Though not presented by Heisenberg 

himself, his description of the probability wave as a “strange physical reality… in the 

middle between possibility and reality” mirrors some of the early defining work on the 

notion of ‘substance’ by Aristotle as well. In Metaphysics Z 1029a2-3, Aristotle describes 

three possibilities for ‘substance’ – matter, form, and a compound of these [50]. In this he 

is in full agreement with Heisenberg and Schrödinger, particularly the former who 

throughout his work Physics and Philosophy presents ‘energy=matter’ as tautology, which 

when coupled with the early observations of Heraclitus that ‘all is change’ (more literally, 

Πάντα Ρέι, ‘Everything flows’), essentially captures the modern thinking of quantum 

science [19, 56, 57]. Heisenberg also points out that the hard materialism of Democritus 

has been proven fundamentally incorrect, as modern science has declared in favour of 

Plato and Pythagoras in that atomic and subatomic particles are best described as 

numbers, constants, and mathematical equations; that is FORMS explicitly in the Platonic 

and Pythagorean sense of “all is numbers” [19]. Thus, just as Aristotle acknowledges 

‘substance’ as being potentially matter, form, or a compound of the two, so does 

Heisenberg outline that quantum probabilities are equivalent to Aristotelian POTENTIA of 
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matter, equivalent with energy, Platonic FORM realised through mathematical equations, 

or a compound of the two. 

As mentioned, Heisenberg and Schrödinger also leaned heavily into the attributed 

sayings of the pre-Socratic philosopher, Heraclitus, and for good reason; there is strong 

argument for Heraclitus being the most influential of the pre-Socratics, and as bespoken 

earlier Heisenberg and Schrödinger felt his metaphysics best captured quantum reality 

[19, 57-59]. More specifically, Heisenberg brazenly said that “If we replace the word ‘fire’ 

(πυρός) with the word ‘energy’ we can repeat his [Heraclitus’] statements almost word for 

word from a modern point of view.” and later, “Energy is a substance… and may be called 

the fundamental cause for all change in the world”, the latter sentiment being almost 

verbatim expressed by Heraclitus, “That which always was, and is, and will be ever-living 

fire; the same for all, the cosmos, made neither by god nor man, replenishes in measure 

as it burns away.” [19, 60] The aphoristic and riddle-like quality was intentional, as 

Heraclitus thought KNOWLEDGE was equally enigmatic due to the fact that ‘all was flux’, or 

Πάντα Ρέι; truths are revealed by solving a puzzle, without expecting to find an answer. 

In his efforts to challenge more right hemispheric than traditional philosophical/logical 

left hemispheric thought processes, he has much in common with Eddington given his 

numerological tendencies and his epistemological insistence that we know only about 

probabilities; we know only change [17]. 

Aristotelian ascription of TRUTH to a belief or proposition falls in reality along 

spectrum, not a binary, where the more accurately a statement reflects reality is MORE 

TRUTH (closer to 1), and one that does not is LESS TRUTH (closer to 0), based upon a number 

of circumstances and contingents. Conceived in such a way, it also accounts for the degrees 

of TRUTH that Aristotle seems to allow for in his epistemic and ontological discussions (see 

above section on epistemology). Such a system is more akin to how correlation coefficients 

reflect the degree to which a best-fit line accurately models the underlying data – a 

coefficient of one is a highly accurate model, while zero is highly inaccurate/completely 
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unrelated – and consequently perfectly mirrors the epistemological language preferred by 

Eddington. A complete discussion of Aristotle’s POTENTIA and ACTUALITAS is beyond the 

scope of this paper, but Heisenberg assuredly interpreted similar passages of Aristotle to 

arrive at his conclusions that the Classical Greeks grasped much more of the fundamental 

reality than we might first think [19].  

For example, Aristotle states “Again, ‘being’ and ‘that which is’ mean that some of 

the things we have mentioned ‘are’ potentially, others in complete reality.” (Metaphysics, 

Δ1017b35-6,[50]), interpretable as suggesting some things exist ‘potentially’ while others 

‘definitely’ exist in reality, and as such is further evidence of Aristotle’s conception of 

‘being in degrees’ [50, 61]. When this definition of ‘substance’ including notions of ‘degrees 

of being’ is combined with the previous passage regarding contingents [Metaphysics, 

Θ.1051b14-17 [50]], the analogous nature of Aristotelian POTENTIA with the realities of 

quantum mechanics and thus the overall epistemology of Sir Arthur Eddington’s PHYSICAL 

KNOWLEDGE becomes increasingly apparent. As Eddington surmises: 

Our knowledge of physical quantities is always more or less inexact; but the 

theory of probability enables us to give an exact specification of inexact [i.e. 

probabilistic] knowledge, including a specification of its inexactitude. The 

introduction of probability into physical theories emphasises the fact that it is 

knowledge that is being treated.[17] 

Presently we arrive at a cornerstone forming the foundation of Eddington’s 

“THEORY OF EVERYTHING.” While some or much might appear to be a review of central 

themes of EPISTEMOLOGY as a faculty of study, with exacting connectivity made between it 

as expressed by Eddington and the original conceptualizations of KNOWLEDGE in esteemed 

works of Plato and Aristotle, understanding what Eddington refers to when he discusses 

the nature of PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE is of the upmost importance to grasp the nuances of his 

Theory in total. More specifically, the synonymous nature of Eddington’s PHYSICAL 

KNOWLEDGE with Aristotle’s POTENTIA, in contradistinction to ACTUALITAS or the actuality 
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that something ‘is’; stated alternatively, despite the evolution of science declaring firmly 

for Aristotle’s primacy of ACTUALITAS over POTENTIA – what something actually ‘is’ over what 

it ‘potentially could be’ – Eddington recognized, as did Heisenberg and others, that modern 

science4 declared resolutely for the opposite; Reality is comprised fundamentally of 

POTENTIA [23].  

The key notes to abstract thus far are that A) one assumes PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE to be 

TRUE because its production process inherently gives it a quality that upon admission to a 

“Court of Appeals” that would confirm it as being TRUE; B) KNOWLEDGE generated thusly 

requires approaches that, by definition, place epistemological concerns at the forefront of 

the method; and C) though presented through Eddington’s perspective, A and B synthesize 

much from early Platonic and Aristotelian thinking with the developments of modern 

physics. The justification for propositions A and B, for Eddington, arise from the reality of 

quantum experiments (i.e. C) – concluding D) though we garner precise predictions, they 

are predictions only of probabilities – accordingly, all we fundamentally know are the 

POTENTIA of results. Such a position equates to an EPISTEMIC THESIS OF SCIENCE, in contrast to 

pure METAPHYSICAL or SEMANTIC THESES, as illustrated by Psillos [62]. However, other than 

the generalized equivalencies from Heisenberg and Schrödinger of POTENTIA, and in effect 

Eddington’s PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE5 (that which considers the epistemological realities of 

quantum mechanics i.e. probabilities) with quantum results, how well does the presented 

interpretation of POTENTIA truly capture quantum nature, aside from being merely a 

discussion of Eddington’s work? 

QUANTUM PHENOMENA AS POTENTIA 

QUANTUM POTENTIA essentially speaks to the question of realism in a strict sense. As 

has been alluded to previously but only in brevity, perhaps the most significant revolution 

                                                   
4 Modern science as used by Eddington and Heisenberg to refer specifically to the revelations of quantum 
mechanics, general and special relativity. 
5 That which considers the epistemological realities of quantum mechanics i.e. probabilities 
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in modern scientific thinking arose from the combination of quantum mechanics and 

general relativity; this, plus gauge theory mathematics, gave rise to the current STANDARD 

MODEL [19]. What is of central importance to the present discussion is the following; first, 

quantum entities are describable mathematically as interacting with the world as either 

waves, particles, or a quasi-state of both when no interaction is occurring, and as 

mentioned satisfies Aristotle’s “three types” of fundamental ‘substance.’ Second, quantum 

formulae of POTENTIA transition to ACTUALITAS or matter when observed i.e. interacted with, 

and in this particular state they must be either-or, not both-and. Third, one cannot predict 

whether an observed entity will behave as wave or particle – FORM or MATTER in Aristotelio-

Platonic terms – a priori to this observation, as the method of observation obtains the 

behaviour [19, 23, 63].  

These three central conclusions were first presented authoritatively in the Einstein, 

Podolsky, Rosen paper of 1935 [64]. In the immediate aftermath, Bohr presented a counter-

paper which ultimately led to a formal debate between Einstein and Bohr, from which the 

two positions concretize as “there is an objective universe, and each individual perceives 

their own version of it [Einstein]” against “there is no objective physical reality aside from 

that which is co-created by the observer and the universe itself [Bohr]”; many consider 

Bohr to have won [63, 65]. It also succinctly summarizes much of the central thesis of 

Eddington’s SELECTIVE SUBJECTIVISM, also quintessentially captured by Bohr’s colleague and 

friend, Heisenberg, in Physics and Philosophy, “We have to remember that what we 

observe is not nature herself, but nature exposed to our method of questioning.”, the 

difference essentially being Eddington’s outlined emphasis on epistemic concerns and 

what Dirac called his Principle of Identification, i.e. mathematical realism [17, 19, 28]. 

What remained was the EINSTEIN-PODOLSKY-ROSEN PARADOX – how can we make 

statistically accurate predictions of the (probabilistic) results of quantum mechanics if 

reality is not strictly deterministic, i.e. causality is not a ‘local’ condition; stated 

alternatively, that each observed event must arise ‘linearly’ from a previous one, which 
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consequently must have arisen from one previous to that, ad infinitum6 [66-69]. 

Essentially, the EPR PARADOX destroys any semblance of ARISTOTELIAN CAUSALITY to be a 

fundamental algorithm on which the Universe operates; one could not seemingly through 

a chain of discovery come to the FIRST CAUSE of a QUANTUM SYSTEM, nor that in every case 

“It follows, then, that there will be a process of change previous to the [one observed]” 

[Physics Θ 251b8-9 and Nicomachean Ethics III, 3; 1112b19-20 [50]]. Further pursuit of the 

nature of quantum reality by John Bell provided what has become known as BELL’S 

INEQUALITY THEOREM; the precise mathematics are not directly relevant, only that they 

incontrovertibly demonstrated that there could not be ‘local hidden variables’ to account 

for or provide some aspect of hard determinism to quantum mechanics [70, 71].  

Eddington also espoused this at length in PPS, though he provided no robust 

mathematical proofs, only argument by comparative analogy. In essence, if one claims the 

existence of an ‘unobservable’ (hidden variable) then one must accept its existence could 

never be confirmed – it is, by definition, unobservable [16, 17]. BELL’S THEOREM thus 

supports Eddington’s epistemological approach to reconsider and remove purely 

hypothetical but precise statements regarding the nature of reality and replace them with 

those that emphasize it is probabilistic; Einstein’s notion of realism simply is not 

compatible with nature [72]. In addition, despite many robust attempts to demonstrate the 

existence, or at the very least the possibility of the existence, of a hidden variable, no 

paramount paper has yet shown its necessity to explain the results of quantum mechanical 

experiments, and in fact recent papers on the subject point to the incontrovertibility of 

quantum realities uncontested by hidden variable theories [73, 74].  

To be fair, attempts have been made to show the plausibility of hidden theories, but 

if one accepts the fundamental epistemic limitations of knowledge production, that which 

one claims to observe as evidence of ‘hidden variables’ cannot be a true, hidden variable, 

                                                   
6 It is not directly related to the discussion at hand, but using the EPR as a basis for investigation and the 
parton model of the hadron nucleus Tu et al. illustrate the nucleus as existing in a state of entanglement of its 
component particles in perpetuum. 
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but a regular variable as-yet unaccounted for – an important and tantamount distinction 

to make [17, 75, 76]. If it is hidden, it is unobservable, and if it is unobservable it is beyond 

epistemic realm of knowledge, and thus beyond the possibility of entering our PHYSICAL 

KNOWLEDGE through the ‘Court of Appeals’ [17]. Argumentum ad absurdum, any scientist 

claiming to make observation of an ‘unobservable’ similarly is claiming the tortoise is 

never caught by Achilles, or more fundamentally that motion is non-existent; at some 

point in each of ZENO’S PARADOXES one must observe a process that is epistemologically 

unobservable, and one is not required to provide justification for such processes [77-79]. 

Admittedly, mathematical solutions to ZENO’S PARADOXES seem to “miss the point” of his 

position – how Many can come from One, One from Many, or the ‘instance of conjunction 

betwixt’ to Hume – but this is an entirely different discussion [80, 81]. What is relevant is 

the sound position that if something is ‘unobservable’ it is outside the bounds of 

epistemological consideration, and thus cannot be TRUE, PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE. 

The above was, admittedly, a very lean overview of only some of the important 

philosophical truths that emerged from the first forays into quantum physics in the early 

and mid-20th Century. What the reader should be aware of – and which is most pertinent 

to understanding Eddington – is that the results of the most rigorous of explorations to 

demonstrate otherwise uphold the conclusions of the three points made in the 

introductory paragraph of this section (QUANTUM AS POTENTIA), in synchrony with 

postulates a-d in earlier sections, coupled with strong support in the flavor of BELL’S 

INEQUALITY THEOREM. Prima facie, it also purports we do away with ARISTOTELIAN CAUSALITY, 

and accept the non-realistic nature of the most fundamental interactions, particles and 

entities that form the very substance of the universe. However, though not explicitly 

considered a possible species of ‘substance,’ Aristotle did permit a fourth object to which 

‘substance’ applied – the ‘substratum’ – or ‘that which everything else is predicated, while 

it itself not predicated of anything else.’ (Metaphysics Ζ 1028b35-37, [50]), and later 

permitted the possibility of “a substance which is neither number nor points nor spatial 

magnitude nor time” (Metaphysics Μ 1077a12-13, [50]) Once again, Eddington and 
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Aristotle appear to be of like mind, and though it will garner ire from many a disciplinary 

physicist, Aristotle’s description of the ‘substratum’ could easily be a place holder for what 

has become defined as the HIGGS’ FIELD in the STANDARD MODEL [53, 82]. 

With direct respect to ARISTOTELIAN CAUSALITY, we must consider his predilection for 

raising ACTUALITAS over POTENTIA, stating “Obviously, then, actuality is prior both to 

potency and to every principle of change.” (Metaphysics, Θ 1051a25, [50]). Given the 

observations capable at the time, and for centuries to come, Aristotle was correct; 

ACTUALITAS is superior to POTENTIA. Even the rare instances where potentiality seems 

temporally a priori to actuality, proper Aristotelian analysis would purportedly reveal the 

reverse being true. We would appear to be at an impasse.  

Aristotle’s apparent superiority of ACTUALITAS to POTENTIA requires contextualizing 

the categories as close to how Aristotle had intended them; in doing so, ‘actuality is 

superior’ reflects what Aristotle meant as being ‘better’ or ‘more valuable’ with respect to 

an almost emotional or moralistic valence, with particular deference to functionality. The 

‘actual well-constructed house’ is ‘better’ or ‘good’ in comparison to the ‘potentiality of a 

φ-ly built-house,’ where φ represents the quality of the build; it is ‘good’ because ‘we know’ 

it is more usable – it better protects those inside, or performs its function well. 

Consequently, Aristotle admits the actuality of a poorly constructed house is inferior to the 

‘potentiality of a φ-ly built-house,’ and furthers the ‘goodness evaluation’ in determining 

the superiority or inferiority of ACTUALITAS and POTENTIA. Yet after considering Aristotle’s 

dichotomy in such a light, his intended hierarchy of ‘superior-inferior’ is of little particular 

import with respect to the present work; however, it behooves one with aim to understand 

Aristotle to bear in mind this distinction. 

One cannot expect – nor should they – that Aristotle’s work would be infallible 

across the centuries, despite the efforts here to show its relevancy. Thus, I am of the mind 

that Aristotle’s ‘superiority-inferiority’ dichotomy of ACTUALITAS and POTENTIA is quite 

incorrect; more specifically, it is simply unnecessary. Establishing such positioning is 
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rather impossible and superseded by the overall epistemological approach championed 

by Eddington, and is the crux of the present work. For example, Aristotle continues that 

figures are not present in a diagram until, with the assistance of the geometers thinking, 

they are brought into existence (Metaphysics, Ζ 1051a29-32, [50]), and thus the ACTUALITAS 

is superior because the action of drawing brought the drawing into existence, into being. 

Aristotle’s distinction ultimately relies on existence, as mentioned earlier he and Plato 

considered ‘existence’ to be a factor necessitating knowledge. However, modern science 

considers ‘existence’ to be potentials or probabilities; thus, ascribing arbitrary superiority 

or inferiority labels to ACTUALITAS or POTENTIA is irrelevant. A priori observation, 

interaction, or creation in this example, everything is completely POTENTIA – entirely 

composed of potentials, such as the potential outcomes of the sculptor’s work on marble; 

a statue may emerge regardless – but until the process completes there are many FORMS of 

ACTUALITAS the sculpture can ‘potentially’ take.  

POTENTIA AS ACTUALITAS 

Such statements are perfectly in line with the subjective thinking of Bohr, 

Schrödinger, Heisenberg, and in particular the central figure of this work Eddington and 

his postulate of SELECTIVE SUBJECTIVISM. Almost paraphrasing Aristotle, Eddington states 

that “The mathematics are not there until we put them there”, ‘mathematics’ being for 

Eddington the basis of his other epistemological propositions [17, 28]. It is a position that 

is not entirely unique, however, though Eddington and the pioneers of quantum 

mechanics are surely the originators of its formal construction, in particular Niels Bohr 

[63, 83, 84]. Within modern circles, one interpretation of Eddington’s SELECTIVE 

SUBJECTIVISM, though evolving more directly from the early works of Bohr, is QUANTUM 

BAYESIANISM (QBISM), which defines the result of scientific endeavour as estimations of 

primarily probabilistic outcomes that are directly dependent on the state of the 

experimental system before any observation. Stated alternatively, QBISM defines 

quantum mechanics as a ‘tool’ that can be used to evaluate probabilities, but those 
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evaluations are directly influenced by the experiences and actions of the agent making 

the evaluation, and therefore the agent themselves [85-88]. Almost with explicit respect to 

the Aristotelian example of the geometer, the figure, ACTUALITAS and POTENTIA, QBISM 

surmises “There is no experience until it is experienced,” which shows clear parallels with 

the position presented here that POTENTIA is on equal footing to ACTUALITAS – ACTUALITAS 

entails situationally from POTENTIA, which necessarily occurs a posteriori whatever act in 

question brings POTENTIA into reality (i.e. ACTUALITAS). At most, the two ‘constructs’ likely 

exist along a spectrum as described by Heraclitus in the DOCTRINE OF THE UNITY OF OPPOSITES, 

to be described presently. 

Overall, such an approach places POTENTIA and ACTUALITAS along a HERACLITEAN 

UNITY OF OPPOSITES – elaborated on again further in this work – as it postulates those qualia 

that appear dichotomously in opposition are in reality fundamentally unified, expressing 

the same identical qualia but only a slightly different part of it. The degree to which one 

or the other dichotomy exists at any given time results from what Heraclitus referred to 

as a ‘tension’ between the two forms the qualia takes as well as the relative circumstances 

of ‘local reality’ [58, 60]. The most brazen interpretation of this UNITY OF OPPOSITES is the 

dualistic nature of fundamental particles; though particles, they exhibit behavioural 

characteristics of both waves and particles, dependent on the situational conditions under 

which ones records an observation. Another perhaps classical and somewhat amateurish 

way to conceive of the UNITY OF OPPOSITES with respect to modern physics is the description 

of the photon – not only a particle acting as both particle and wave, but a particle that 

‘exists’ within two mathematically opposed-but-unified physical descriptors – that is, the 

respective perpendicular electric and magnetic components of what one refers to as a 

spectrum, incidentally. The only way to describe these processes somewhat accurately 

today with quantum theory is by fundamentally considering an event as a probability P 

which is given by the absolute square of a complex number φ which itself represents a 
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probability amplitude; P = |φ|2 [23, 89, 90]. Recent scholarly work on the BORN RULE7 

further confirms this long-standing and standard physical interpretation of wave 

functions, Ψ – that at the most we can assign probabilistic values for quantum 

measurements based directly on the conditions of the observation [91, 92]. Ergo, one may 

conclude that what exists in reality, or ACTUALITAS, in the observation of quantum 

phenomena are POTENTIA – or probabilities.  

Recent experiments utilizing one type of quantum interaction, and one of central 

importance to the experiments proposed in subsequent chapters, involve the biophoton; 

defined as light emissions from biological tissues, or at the very least non-traditional 

sources of light – and in so doing, might obtain as a priori POTENTIA that are directly 

observable from FORMS of thought [93-99]. Much biophoton literature skews away from 

the direct incorporation of quantum i.e. differential mathematics, however at present the 

ratiocination of the theory behind photons (light) interacting with matter (electrons) is, 

fundamentally, described through the probabilistic system developed by Feynman [23, 89, 

90]. It follows that biophoton experiments A) must operate on similar grounds if employing 

photons as a measurand, and B) statistical methods employed should reflect some aspect 

of this probabilistic nature of reality. Correlational analyses do not speak directly to 

probabilities, but they denote whether events are related – causally or not – which is a 

stepping stone towards probabilistic analyses and interpretations. In fact, it is possible to 

use correlational matrices as probability matrices with appropriate transforms; though 

admittedly one is better off acquiring probabilistic data [100]. Suffice it to say a strong 

correlation between events often goes hand in hand with a high probability of those events 

being correlated.  

                                                   
7 Max Born in his 1926 paper synthesized Schrödinger’s Equation with measurement and description of 
quantum systems, the physical interpretation of which forms the basis for virtually all quantum investigations. 
Born’s Rule simply states the probability of a particular measurement of a quantum system – it does not say 
what the system actually is, or what it might be a priori observation. 
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Returning to the subject matter at hand – biophotons and the relevancy of quantum 

considerations – one particular set of explorations stems from István Bokkon’s hypothesis 

that the brain may release biophotons concurrent with the biochemical processing of 

visual imagery, and that these biophotons may represent ‘biophysical pictures’ with 

respect to the precise specifications of the number of cells involved in such ‘biophysical 

representations’ [101, 102]. BOKKON’S HYPOTHESES have some preliminary experimental 

support, in particular arising from the evidence that when one imagines ‘white light’ the 

component frequencies of the concurrent brain activity (as measured through 

quantitative electroencephalography, or QEEG) are strongly correlated (r=.95) with 

similar component frequencies of the ‘white light’ [103-105]. The details are not of import 

presently; suffice it to say it offers early empirical evidence of ACTUALITAS entailing 

necessarily from POTENTIA, or that actuality is potentiality; the two are merely opposite 

sides of the same coin of existence. Perhaps most excitingly is the method through by 

which POTENTIA becomes ACTUALITAS –that is through direct subjective agent experience, 

thus exemplifying both QBISM and Eddington’s SELECTIVE SUBJECTIVITY – and additionally 

with respect to Heraclitus, subjective experience is one source of the ‘tension’ or ‘force’ on 

POTENTIA resulting in ACTUALITAS [23, 60, 63]. 

Aristotle, too, seemed to acknowledge the possibility of one event being ‘both-and’, 

and though on one occasion he argued against it,  saying “…contraries cannot be present 

at the same time, and also actualities cannot be present at the same time” (Metaphysics, Ζ 

1051a10, [50]), in earlier passages regarding the subject of inquiry of ‘substance’ (ουσία) 

he hints at early anticipations of ‘quantum weirdness’. For example, in Metaphysics Ζ, 

Aristotle states “…things that are in complete reality two are never in complete reality one; 

though if they are potentially two, they can be [in complete reality] one…;” (1039a5-7, 

emphasis original [50]), and later the same passage he indicates that this is in direct 

reference to Democritus’ atomistic theory. It is a passage that bears direct similarity to a 

Heraclitean Fragment that speaks to the dualistic nature of reality, Fragment 59, “Two 

made one are never one; arguing the same we disagree; singing together we compete.”; 
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that is, some things are by their nature a combination of seemingly uncompilable parts 

[60].  

One direct and prescient occurrence of such Heraclitean thinking in modern 

science is the property of COLOUR CONFINEMENT in colour-charged particles, such as quarks 

and gluons. Stated simply, these particles cannot be found in isolation – any attempt to 

isolate a pair results in the spontaneous emergence into existence of new composite pair-

particles; that is, two made one are never one [60, 106]. Similarly, the nucleus of the 

proton-neutron, once thought to be solitary particles, are known to be three quarks held 

in an energy balancing ballet, connected by what are amusingly referred to as flux tubes 

or strings; these components obey colour confinement, and again hint at the “two made 

one are never one” fragment of Heraclitus8 [60, 107]. Though Aristotle himself was against 

the specifics of the atomists, from this and his hylomorphic definition of essence (ουσία) 

as realized through minima naturalia – which incidentally shows some parallels with 

modern chemistry – he provides a clear case in point wherein one ACTUALITAS derives from 

a composite of ‘two in one POTENTIA,’ which is conceptually identical to the dualistic 

particle-wave nature of quantum particles ‘discovered’ centuries later.  

With respect to hylomorphism – the description of ‘essence’ as comprising both the 

MATTER and FORM of ARISTOTELIAN CAUSALITY –, quantum events fit neatly into the idea that 

a composition of the two is causal to explaining the ‘substance’ of the event in question. 

Both matter, or energy as Heisenberg fundamentally considered it as informed by Einstein 

and RELATIVITY THEORY, and the FORM in which the matter is placed are central to the 

description of a quantum event, where Heisenberg considered FORM with respect to Plato’s 

THEORY OF FORMS, elaborated on in a subsequent section [19]. In fact, SCHRÖDINGER’S BOX 

describes exactly this situation – one actuality being two potentialities at one time – in 

addition to the epitomizing the EPR PARADOX and now accepted wave-particle duality; 

though there is much acceptance that particles are particles which behave as particles and 

                                                   
8 See also the previous mention of the entanglement state of the partons in perpetuum, ~pp. 18-19. 
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waves [59]. Most interestingly, recent data-driven thought experiments demonstrate the 

inconsistency of QUANTUM MECHANICS to describe itself; wherein the paradox of one event 

being two contraries/actualities at one time t persists, regardless of the particular theory 

of interpretation used, in direct opposition to the opening passage presented from Aristotle 

[16]. Returning again to Heraclitus and his UNITY OF OPPOSITES, that quantum theories 

inconsistently predict results and are often in contrary to one another further supports his 

position that fundamentally ‘things’ that appear initially a contrario may in reality merely 

reflect different ‘aspects’ of the same reality; not a simulacrum but a reality that is 

expressed, understood, or interacted with differently and dependent directly on its 

present relative conditions [57, 58, 60]. From this foundation, many hail Heraclitus as an 

early philosopher of relativism, including Heisenberg, which necessarily incorporates 

aspects of SELECTIVITY and SUBJECTIVISM; it is to these latter concepts that the present work 

considers [19]. 

SELECTIVE SUBJECTIVITY AND ARISTOTELIAN CAUSALITY 

We may now take stock that Aristotle himself may not have seen the primacy of 

POTENTIA – the full potential of what something ‘can be’ – over what something ‘has 

become’ or ‘is’ through various processes or ‘change.’ Thus, Aristotle would perhaps find 

the present interpretation contentious in the most fundamental of instances, with 

particular respect to the ultimate composition of the Universe – that ACTUALITAS is POTENTIA 

– and that at this fundamental level two contraries or actualities may thus instantiate 

together and simultaneously. However, when interpreted through a modern lens with the 

assistance of Heisenberg, Schrödinger, and Feynman, coupled with the succour of a few 

contemporaries of Aristotle, namely Plato and Heraclitus, it becomes apparent that many 

aspects of Aristotelian metaphysics have much in common with the Eddingtonian 

definition of knowledge as ‘exact inexactitudes’ than previously thought. Such a position 

may not be entirely unique, as Miller previously argued Aristotelian knowledge ideally is 

the best possible, the best attainable, but failing that “reputable belief” may be admitted 
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into the realm of strict knowledge; that is, Aristotle’s epistemology essentially argues for 

“results as exact as possible, but accepting those situations where all one knows is the 

result is inexact”, i.e. “exact inexactitudes” [51]. Still yet, Aristotle himself acknowledges 

instances where POTENTIA is superior to ACTUALITAS, and that ACTUALITAS might ‘in complete 

reality’ consist of ‘two potentialities (POTENTIA).’  

In a similar vein, Erwin Schrödinger noted that Heraclitus came upon the 

epistemological principle that whatever ‘is’ in reality is ‘created’ in some sense a posteriori 

from our sense perceptions; that is, reality or knowledge of reality is what is ‘in common’ 

to most, essentially defining a ‘group-subjectivity’ [20]. More flatly with respect to 

Aristotle’s “reputable belief” and Eddington’s “exact inexactitudes”, Schrödinger states we 

assume and extrapolate from our observations and tools exact identities, but we should 

begin to comfort ourselves with the reality that we never do anything but give rough 

approximations [20]. Collated together, we may conclude that Aristotelian metaphysics 

merges excellently with particular aspects of Eddington’s SELECTIVE SUBJECTIVITY, which 

conceptually has many parallels with the field of physics that developed (independently) 

by numerous academics into QUANTUM BAYESIANISM, and in so doing brings to light the still-

relevance of Aristotelian Causality, or αιτία; in particular the AGENT or EFFICIENT CAUSE and 

the role of the actor in knowledge production. 

First, let us clarify Eddington’s full position; his own exegesis of SELECTIVE 

SUBJECTIVITY comprises the middle third of The Philosophy of Physical Science, and it builds 

heavily off the epistemological conclusions of the first third. For expediency and given 

their particular import to the present work, I reproduce them here: 

1) PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE is of a type capable of observational test; 

2) The terms used to express knowledge must be specific and satisfy (1); 

3) The standards of length and time presuppose all others; 

4) Short standards can only measure the infinitesimal, and their displacements are 

non-integral; 
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5) Exact specifications of experimental conditions are impossible; minor details 

result from chance; 

6) Through (5), probability enters the description of definitions. Observational 

knowledge is irreversible with predictive outcomes; 

7) If unobservables exist, they must violate (2); 

8) ‘Conditionally observable’ particles can in actuality be ‘unconditionally 

unobservable’ – i.e. indistinguishable particles. 

In these conclusions, Eddington provides many of the important concepts 

expressed by other innovative thinkers in the fields of philosophy, physics, and 

mathematics. For example, point (5) is strongly reminiscent of GÖDEL’S INCOMPLETENESS 

THEOREM – as to whether Gödel had direct influence on Eddington or not is difficult to say, 

though suffice he was aware of the work, while points (6) and (8) point to the future 

development of QUANTUM BAYESIANISM, and in some respects quantum gauge field theory 

[12, 14, 15, 23]. The central theme of epistemology also synthesizes well with recent 

postulations that observations seeming outside the bounds of our explanatory powers 

result from a failure of our physical laws to do so; that is, such phenomena are inexplicable 

subjectively because human knowledge is at a limited stage [91].  

Most poignantly, the forthcoming (at time of writing) redefinition of the SI Base 

Units in May 2019 are such that (3) has become enshrined in its construction; time, in the 

unit of a second s-1, is the first unit from which all others are derived, and is defined as the 

frequency of caesium-133 decay, referred to in the literature as the hyperfine transition 

frequency between two ground-level energy states. It is not dependent on any other unit, 

and has a value of Δvcs
 = 9 192 631 770 Hz = 1 s-1  [108]. The next base unit is length, the 

meter m, which though not stated so plainly, is the distance electromagnetic radiation 

travels in a vacuum under the assumption that its velocity is c = 299 792 458 m·s-1-; that is, 

the metre is derived from the time constant, Δvcs [108]. These imminent changes to the 

fundamental definition of time and length, and the resultant changes to mass, current, 
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temperature, units of matter, and luminance – which, incidentally, are also the only units 

Eddington prescribed as necessary to derive the entirety of PHYSICAL LAWS – concur with 

the epistemological propositions of Eddington [17, 109].  

Of particular salience to the present discussion is that the Aristotelian definition of 

time is also satisfied, if not explicitly described by, the redefinition of the second base unit 

that is to come. In Physics Δ, Aristotle describes time as being both a ‘now’ as perceived by 

an object, and as the period between ‘before and after’ neither wholly dependent nor 

independent on movement or change [50].  More specifically, he states that time is ‘a 

number of motion with respect to the before and after the numerical value of motion’, 

noting ‘motion’ in many translations is equivalent to ‘change’ and not strictly limited to 

semantic ‘loco-motion’ (219b1-2, [50, 110]). Such a definition is remarkably similar to the 

new SI Base Unit of the second, which interpreted alternatively refers to the number of 

transitions or oscillations that occur within one ‘second’; it so happens that the inverse – 

the period of transition – is the formal definition, but the informal is virtually identical to 

Aristotle’s, surmising “…we can time one second by counting off the number of cycles of the 

standard frequency [of caesium hyperfine transitioning, emphasis my own].” [110].  

Also, noting the subtle influence and yet in retrospect astounding insight Heraclitus 

had regarding the nature of time, not only is existence fundamentally ‘change’ or 

‘changing’ (Πάντα Ρέι), but the rate of ‘change’ is observable through the use of a 

fundamental measure, or μέτρον. The Universal measure, μέτρον, is a constant indicator 

of ‘the rate of flux/change’ in connexion to the equally Universal πυρός or fire/energy – the 

fundamental substance of which all reality it comprised; the new definition of a second 

strongly encapsulates Heraclitean thought, and reflects the notion of ACTUALITAS being 

POTENTIA, in the parlance of Aristotle. If one requires further evidence; the entirety of 

modern physics rests upon the notion of the quantum. Quantum is not a light term – it 

stands for the fact that the most fundamental ‘essence’ of the Universe, that of energy, does 

not operate ‘continuously’ but rather ‘discretely;’ at its most finite 6.62607004·10-34 m2·kg·s-
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1 or Planck’s Constant. Assuming the fundamental time unit, the second, this equates to a 

fundamental discrete quantum of energy – or μέτρον – of 6.62607004·10-34J; synthesizing 

with Heraclitus, all change requires a minimum influence of the μέτρον which is equal to 

PLANCK’S CONSTANT of 6.62607004·10-34J. Heraclitus’ philosophy likely influenced, at least to 

some extent, Aristotle’s statement that “… neither does time exist without change” (Physics 

Ε 218b21); and incidentally this passage also exemplifies the dualistic nature of 

Heraclitean philosophy – the doctrine of the UNITY OF OPPOSITES – as if change did not occur, 

time would not be perceived nor vice versa. These two concepts are eternally locked 

together in a semantic dichotomy, insofar encapsulating the essential idea that though a 

‘thing’ may appear to be of one particular qualia, exclusionary to an equally apparent but 

dichotomously opposite qualia, often the two are in reality fundamentally unified; they 

represent two sides of the same ‘essence of qualia’, which takes a form in reality as dictated 

by the ‘tension’  [50]. 

Heisenberg explicitly felt that Heraclitus’ metaphysics was ‘essentially correct by 

modern standards’ if one were to replace “fire” with “energy” [19]. Extrapolating from 

this, the UNITY OF OPPOSITES intuitively captures the true nature of the quantum particle – 

equal parts electric and magnetic, or equal probability to behave as particle and wave, or 

other similar dualistic quantum theories – because though our language enables us to 

describe quantum interactions and this apparent duality, it fails at its most fundamental 

to exegete the actual truth. There is no wave-matter duality, rather only particles or quasi-

particles (bosons) that respond accordingly as we would expect them to under specified 

conditions; our experimental apparatus shifts the Heraclitean ‘tension’ between the 

particle-wave opposition, causing a predictable outcome based on the very experimental 

apparatus utilized [19, 57, 58, 60]. It is very akin to the colloquialism that observation 

“collapses the quantum wave function of particles”; however this colloquialism is a 

fundamental truth of science, led Heisenberg to quip that we only observe nature exposed 

to our line of questioning, is what convinced Bohr that we co-create a subjective reality, 
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and is thoroughly in the spirit of Eddington’s epistemological conclusions presented 

earlier [17, 19, 63, 84, 109].  

From these epistemological foundations, Eddington claims that we are unable to 

excise ourselves fully from the equation of knowledge production; for if from these first 

foundations one is able to derive much of the ‘Fundamental Laws’ of the Universe, a priori 

experimentation or observation, then these ‘Fundamental Laws’ are in esse 

‘Epistemological Laws’, and accordingly ‘Epistemological Laws’ are wholly subjective, and 

ergo NOT within the realm of objective physics [1, 17]. The laws created thusly – including 

those laws derived from PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE, as it, too, originates from epistemic 

considerations – are subjective laws and a direct consequence of the method used to create 

them. A priori one is able to study the nature of thought behind observational procedures, 

but a posteriori one is only able to study the nature of knowledge produced – or Nature 

exposed to our line of questioning [19]. Keeping in mind that the conceptual process of 

‘defining the standards of units’ arises from an anthropocentric experience of the Universe 

and its equivalent knowledge – as much as we want them to be fundamental, these 

Universal constants, we truly cannot be 100% certain of such –, the idea that our 

description of the Universe is wholly subjective does not seem to be entirely misplaced. 

Some aspects of this and Eddington’s position appear within a relatively recent (mid-20th 

Century) development in physics and philosophy, the ANTHROPIC PRINCIPLE, which states 

that knowledge created by a sentient being must be understandable, and thus limited by, 

that sentient being. Other considerations of phenomena in a similar vein avoid the use of 

the anthropic term, but the theme is the same – inexplicable phenomena may simply lie 

outside our current laws of Nature, but that does not preclude the discovery of new Laws 

which will explain such phenomena at some point in the future [91]. Suffice it to say the 

principle in its entirety essentially supports the major features of SELECTIVE SUBJECTIVISM, 

given such considerations as the fundamental constants appearing ‘fine-tuned’ to or for 

human sentient life, which is primarily a subjective Homo sapiens perspective on the 

rudiments of the Universe [111-113].  
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These issues bring into central focus Eddington’s concern for science as a whole, 

then, expressly as a source of knowledge production – is knowledge ‘discovered’ or is it 

‘manufactured;’ that is, in some sense ‘made up’? For Eddington, it is clearly the latter; in 

his earliest philosophical treatise he argued physicists ‘subjectively select’ lines of 

questioning that only describe relationships between observables and not any 

fundamental reality, and later in The Nature of the Physical World he postulated that the 

substratum of the Universe was a ‘cognitive construct’, which in effect was determined 

directly by “mental character” [4, 36, 109]. Eddington further discerned between two types 

of observations, both of which inadvertently occur unconsciously in knowledge 

production: 1) PROCRUSTEAN and 2) SELECTIVE. In PROCRUSTEAN OBSERVATION, Eddington 

describes the physical interference between objects and the observer as playing a role in 

the actual observation itself, shaping the outcome in various ways. He argues much of 

current science derives from such methods – the results of which are strongly 

characterized and shaped by the tools used to generate them, literally forcing matter into 

a physical state we have chosen a priori in Eddington’s view [17]. The etymology of the 

term refers to the Greek myth of Procrustes, an innkeeper who had only “one size for all” 

iron beds, so any who stayed were forcibly ‘lengthened or shortened’ accordingly. In 

SELECTIVE OBSERVATION, the observer is aware of Procrustean interference, and attempts to 

accommodate for such matters, but in so doing controls experimental conditions or sets 

specific ideals that may or may not reflect reality – the knowledge produced is thus inexact 

[17]. Note there are no options for observations untainted by subjectivity. 

In a particularly germane example, Eddington describes how the ‘reality’ of white 

light is an irregular disturbance absent any true tendency or periodicity; but we can, as 

with any disturbance no matter its irregularity, analyse the phenomenon into a sum of 

periodic, and in this case Fourier, components, wherein the disturbance is then ‘made up’ 

of those generated components [17]. He stresses white light is “irregular into which 

regularity is introduced through our method of observation”, echoing the “nature exposed 

to our line of questioning” of Heisenberg, and Bohr’s own argument against objective 
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reality and for co-created reality [17, 19, 63]. It is interesting Eddington chose ‘white light’ 

as the example, as the experiments mentioned previously regarding BOKKON’S HYPOTHESIS 

and the imagining of ‘white light’ are idealized examples of Eddington’s position in 

practice; the photomultiplier (a photon measuring device) first ‘selects’ and records the 

biophotons based upon their wavelengths/energies, imposing PROCRUSTEAN subjectivity. 

The physical limitations of the counting device itself and the particulars of the recording 

measurements such as, say, the sampling rate, next impose general SELECTIVE SUBJECTIVITY; 

this is also a realization of the QUANTUM ZENO EFFECT, wherein the observation is affected 

directly by the ‘rate of recording’ or some similar temporal parameter of the 

measurement, and even by the manner in which it is ‘saved’ for further analysis [114-117]. 

Finally, these data modify in a PROCRUSTEAN manner again in preparation for analyses and 

potentially even by the analyses themselves – through various truncations, 

transformations, etc. Incidentally, in the experiments discussed and to be proposed, the 

analyses include an actual breakdown of the biophoton or ‘light’ signal into Fourier 

components, just as hinted at by Eddington [105].  

I should state clearly now – the goal of this or any work is not to avoid subjectivity, 

but to acknowledge its existence and understand its import on the knowledge produced. 

Thus, the position outlined above does not take away from the results of the work, rather 

it demonstrates precisely the pitfalls when not aware or acknowledging the SELECTIVE 

SUBJECTIVITY Eddington bespoke of. He states as long as we accommodate for 

epistemological and subjective shortcomings in knowledge production then we may avoid 

being “deceived” by them [17]. The position is one that Aristotle may have agreed with, 

given his observation that it is the work and thought of the geometer that brings figures 

into existence, for example, and thus likewise with other professions, trades, crafts; that 

is, some subjectivity must enter the process of production (Metaphysics, Ζ 1051a29-32, 

[50]). As remarked, this position of Aristotle’s is similar to that which Eddington flatly 

would phrase as mathematics not being there “until one puts them there” [17]. Further 

evidence of such agreement in mind in this respect between the two thinkers occurs 
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within Metaphysics Β 998a 7-19 and Metaphysics Μ 1076a38-9, wherein Aristotle places 

himself against the independent existence of mathematical objects [50]. 

THE FOUR CAUSES AND PERSINGER’S AXIOM 

Aristotle’s conception of causality, or αιτία, alluded to before yet undiscussed in full, 

synthesizes presently into the current work. As briefly as necessary, Aristotle’s conception 

of CAUSALITY with respect to any event ‘φ’ is such that there are four ‘types,’ literally 

“causes” in the text, of explanation that enter, each to varying degrees, into the equation 

for answering the question of ‘why φ.’ For Aristotle, it was the central driving force that 

led people to desire knowledge and is what necessitated outlining the methods and 

approaches that gave the best route to achieve a cogent answer to such questions (Physics 

Β 194b20, [50]). Presented twice in his extant works, both in Physics Β.3 and Metaphysics 

Δ.2, the Four Causes are:  

1. THE MATERIAL, or “that out of which a thing comes to be and persists,” e.g. the wood 

of a ship; 

2. THE FORMAL, or “of form or archetype, of genera, the octave of relation,” e.g. the 

physical dimensions and form of the ship to be built; though note Aristotle’s own 

inclusion of “octave of relation” i.e. mathematical relations 

3. THE AGENT, or “the primary source of change…what causes that to be changed,” e.g. 

the shipwright who builds the ship;  

4. THE END/PURPOSE, or “the end or ‘that for the sake of which’ a thing is done,” e.g. to 

construct the ship, or the need for the ship. 

A true and proper explanation, then, for any φ required a synthesis of the FOUR 

CAUSES; a human agent’s body is the MATERIAL CAUSE, their psychological state the FORMAL 

CAUSE, their existence and actions the EFFICIENT CAUSE, their motivations, goals for, and the 

ultimate consequences of those actions are the FINAL CAUSE [118]. For the most part, 

modern science has maintained these aspects of causality in their explorations of the 
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question of ‘why,’ albeit with a significant exclusion – that of the FORMAL CAUSE – as 

conceived by Aristotle. It is generally agreed that this partition originates from the works 

of Sir Francis Bacon, namely Advancement of Learning and New Organon, expressly in his 

efforts to ‘modernize’ Aristotelian approaches with the then developing (including by 

himself, and exceedingly so) empiricism [119, 120]. In fact, the END/FINAL CAUSE, combined 

with Plato’s first discussions and definitions on the matter, essentially developed into the 

doctrine of TELEOLOGY – that agents or potentially Nature itself is goal or purpose oriented, 

driven to ‘complete’ its respective goal or purpose – which is highly significant within the 

current fields of evolutionary and developmental (EVO-DEVO) biology, with some even 

going as far to say that Darwin was a teleologist [29, 121-126].  

Persinger, across a number of his extant works, frequently emphasised an axiom 

that ‘STRUCTURE DICTATES FUNCTION’ (SDF), also underscored in a neurobiological review by 

Rouleau and Dotta, and presently such an axiom fits with the teleological considerations 

of causality. Though at first glances it might strike one to be nestled under the FORMAL 

CAUSE, the following exegesis shall clarify my own interpretation of the axiom in the least 

[127-131]. To understand the axiom properly also requires a brief, albeit thorough, 

exposition of behaviourist psychology, a discipline that formed much of Persinger’s initial 

and later interdisciplinary investigations into what he termed ‘biophysical behaviour or 

psychology’, and which ultimately heavily influenced much of my own work [132]. 

As stated, Persinger essentially drew the conclusion of ‘STRUCTURE DICTATES FUNCTION’ 

from years of his own neuroscientific, neuropsychological, clinical, and altogether 

interdisciplinary investigations. With particular respect to the neuro- disciplines, the fact 

that one can broadly ascribe functions to regions of the brain first and foremost by gross 

anatomical differences, coupled with their respective individual cellular architectures 

that generally follow the functional divisions first made by Korbninian Broadmann in the 

early 20th Century, deeply reinforces a literal interpretation of SDF [122, 127, 133]. The 

incredible relationships between neuroanatomical structures and their respective 
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functions are indeed central to current explorations of human consciousness, in particular 

network connectivity studies, wherein structural-functional associations appear to be 

fundamental in modelling basic human cognitive activities [134-137]. Such structural-

functional approaches inherently consider TEMPORAL factors and variables, in addition to 

the commonly ascertained SPATIAL components, resulting in a more dynamic and 

quantitative assessment of the resultant interrelatedness of the enquired temporo-spatial 

variables [138]. 

PERSINGER’S AXIOM – STRUCTURE DICTATES FUNCTION – arose specifically from the 

BEHAVIOURAL sub-discipline of neuroscience that he specialized in, which combines 

elements of neurophysiology, neuroanatomy, and behavioural psychology, eventually 

leading him to found one of the first Neuroscience programs in Canada at Laurentian 

University; the other leading sub-discipline being MOLECULAR neuroscience. However, 

although they are extremely interrelated, molecular approaches often emphasize the 

minutiae of cellular signalling pathways, exploring the functionality of a single cell or at 

most groups of cells and then extrapolating from those objectively small behavioural 

observations conclusions thought to be applicable to whole-organism categorizations. It, 

too, is interdisciplinary, though arguably much more multidisciplinary, given that the 

conclusions are often heavily physical or natural (molecular) science informed and 

directed, and thus drawing philosophical conclusions from what are in esse  strictly 

empirical results [139-142]. Many implications of purely molecular neuroscientific 

investigations have a limited scope due to the inherent restrictions of the nature of 

observation. The repeated failures and contradictions in gene studies to isolate ‘the autism 

gene’ or ‘the schizophrenia gene’ are evidential of the short-sightedness intrinsic to 

molecular neuroscience. In short, it aligns sharply with pure LOGICAL POSITIVISM. 

Behavioural neuroscience, however, is by definition interdisciplinary as it seeks to 

incorporate actively the theories, concepts, and working languages of fields as diverse as 

biology, philosophy, mathematics, physics, and most importantly, psychology and/or 
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psychophysiology, the latter of which were both incepted as interdisciplines [143, 144]. 

Behavioural neuroscience is strongly empirical, too, yet the franker interdisciplinary 

perspective of the field permits qualitative observation as well as the acquisition of some 

non-empirical data: though they are empirically informed, neural net models do not 

produce an actual empirical datum, for example. Behavioural neuroscience takes a big 

picture approach, then, actively considering the organism as a whole and yet 

simultaneously driven by its many component parts, which naturally interact as a unified 

whole. Alteration of a part typically results in a change in the whole, thus part and whole 

are dependent on each other. Take the firing of a single neuron leading to the subsequent 

activation of the entire cerebral cortex as the archetype of this theory in reality [145]. 

Admittedly, this might simply reflect Persinger’s own perspective of the field, as even the 

scantest survey of Persinger’s extant works reflect this interdisciplinary approach both in 

his own research, and more critically, in his pedagogical ethos; the successes of his 

students, both undergraduate and graduate, within their respective diverse fields after his 

tutelage is a testament to the broad but substantial foundation they received.  

One would also be remiss not to acknowledge the astounding influence of B.F. 

Skinner in the field of behavioural studies in general, being one of the pioneers in the area 

and carrying the torch lit first by other early researchers such as Sherrington, Magnus, 

and Pavlov [146]. Persinger’s own emphasis on behavioural contingencies arose from 

similar conceptual frameworks as Skinner, as demonstrated through his use of 

comparable behaviourist language – stimulus, response, interval, contingency, and operant 

for example. Further similarities arise from the use of the so-called ‘Skinner box’, or rather 

the modified versions that appear in Persinger’s research; interestingly, Skinner indicated 

he never used the phrase himself to describe the apparatus [146-149]. One must be aware 

at the outset that many erroneously group these two behaviourists among the standard 

fare of S-R or ‘SIGNAL AND RESPONSE’ psychologists, where signal refers to input and response 

the output. Skinner argued there were in fact three contingencies which affected the 

‘probability of response’ – the stimulus, the response itself, and the reinforcer of the 
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response – the latter of which also implied a temporal variable, and together they 

accounted for all possible cognitive processes, which are essentially more complex 

iterations of quite simple behaviours themselves [146, 150, 151]. Persinger would appear 

to agree in general with such a formulation, but an independent “stimulation-

organisation-response” also appears in his works, reflecting the whole organism or ‘big 

picture’ perspective with the inclusion of the term ‘organisation,’ which interestingly is a 

synonym for a system or STRUCTURE. The inclusion of structural concepts is a central point 

of division between the two figures under discussion at present, as will soon become 

apparent. 

Further key differences lie in that they both did not consider behavioural 

determinants to operate in a one-to-one correspondence with CAUSALITY. Rather, both 

professed that when Φ occurs simultaneously or within a particularly salient period with 

ξ, where ξ independently elicits a particular response ρ or effect on behaviour β, then Φ 

alone can be said to increase the probability of eliciting ρ and/or β after the proper 

conditioning of contingencies – the keyword being probability, wherein an obvious 

connexion to Aristotle’s POTENTIA exists [132, 146-148, 151, 152]. The parallel with 

quantum theory is also apparent – modern physics deals exclusively with probabilities 

[23]. In this regard, Skinner explicitly says, “The probability that an organism will behave 

in a given way is a more valuable datum than the mere fact that it does so behave”, similar 

to the earlier presentation on the import of POTENTIA over ACTUALITAS, or what ‘has 

happened’ is of less import than what ‘will probably happen’. One describes the past, the 

other attempts to predict the future. The ‘probability of response’ is applicable across 

varied contingencies, any ξ or Φ, which then further describes the causality and sub-

contingencies of the response or behaviour, ρ or β [153]. Skinner ultimately considered 

his work to be in the field of psychology, but applicable multidisciplinarily (though he 

never used the term), specifically within biology, psychology, physics and anthropology 

[154]. Persinger, too, emphasized his own interdisciplinary approaches to understanding 

the complex interrelations of human behaviour and the environment, early on referring 
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to his work as biophysical behaviour or psychology, and plainly using the term 

interdisciplinary [132, 147-149, 155]. 

STRUCTURE DICTATES FUNCTION CONTRA BEHAVIOURISM 

While SDF might at first suggest the primacy of morphology or the FORMAL CAUSE 

over function or the FINAL CAUSE, Persinger considered structure and function with respect 

to the dynamic ontological evolution of the organism. That is, the ontology of the present 

structure is teleologically resultant of the function it needed to serve in past iterations, a 

function selected for over the course of an organisms’ life, and collectively as a species, 

where the rapidly growing field of epigenetics centering on the methylation of DNA gives 

one example of such lifetime modifications to genetic code [156-158]. DNA methylation 

itself is a process whereby cytosine and adenine bases have methyl groups passively added 

to their molecular structures, altering the activity of the DNA region but not altering the 

overall sequence, structure, or pattern of the DNA in toto. The regional structure could be 

said to ‘dictate’ the regional function of DNA, and ultimately long-term behaviour leads to 

permanent changes in genetic coding from compensatory up-and-down regulation of gene 

expression [159-161]. Skinner would likely have agreed with such a potential mechanism 

for behaviour causally determining genetic inheritance teleologically. In stating that the 

problem of understanding behaviour is that the ‘consequences of behaviour’ necessarily 

follow the ‘act of behaving’, their teleological nature is implied and thus teleological 

explanations seem to be exceedingly à propos, as a consequence is necessarily an end to 

an act performed [50, 150].  

It is perhaps not surprising, then, that Skinner later proposed a logical evolution of 

behaviours from movements or tropisms to reflexes, which grew ever more complex into 

modelling and imitative behaviours; behaviours being further reinforced into the highly 

intricate respondent (classical) and operant conditioning that encompass all higher forms 

of behaviour, and one that seemingly does away with teleological necessity [150, 153, 154, 
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162]. The argumentum ad absurdum is that even the first existence of a self-replicating 

molecule was “reinforced” in a behaviouristic sense, phrased in terms of “consequence of 

behaviour.” For example, perhaps the aforementioned methylation of DNA being one such 

“behavioural consequence” that probabilistically entails further methylations, or even is 

the original source of ‘self-replication’ in toto. Additionally, one might take pains to show 

how closely aligned the concept of “consequence of behaviour” is with the philosophical 

doctrine of CONSEQUENTIALISM, and though the latter is often being relegated to the realm 

of ethical quandaries the two share a raison d’être  – the meaning of an act or behaviour 

is derived solely from its consequence or result  [29, 126, 154]. With direct respect to the 

human species, language, and higher cognition result from the beneficial consequences of 

related social and verbal behaviours, thus permitting more mutual cooperation amongst 

individuals. Mutual cooperation naturally leads to a decrease in inter-societal struggles, 

and thereby increasing the probability of the survival of each individual, and by-extension 

the group, and ultimately the species in toto in the idealistic world [29, 126, 152, 154, 162, 

163]. Humans naturally find ever more distasteful ways to ostracize and differentiate one 

another, unfortunately. 

As briefly as necessary, but of potential relevance to the reader, CLASSICAL  or 

RESPONDENT CONDITIONING, also named PAVLOVIAN after its eponymous discoverer Ivan 

Pavlov, links two previously unassociated stimuli together to produce a new response 

[146, 164]. Elaborated, I) there exists an unconditioned stimulus (UCS) which exhibits an 

unconditioned response (UCR), II) at some point, the UCS occurs at the same time as some 

exogenous variable (EV), III) with enough pairings of UCS-EV, which co-occurs with the 

UCR a priori, the EV will evoke the UCR alone, at which point it may be termed a 

conditioned stimulus (CR) evoking a conditioned response (CR). Skinner took this 

foundation a step further with OPERANT CONDITIONING, wherein organisms learn entire 

behaviours and behavioural complexes based on the apparent associations of their actions 

to the consequences thereof, leading him to establish the LAW OF EFFECT. Stated briskly, 

reinforced behaviour tends to be repeated, whereas unreinforced behaviour tends to 
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extinguish or terminate; where my emphasis suggests the equivalence of tendency with 

probability, or POTENTIA [150, 165].  

Responses, or operants, come in three flavours – NEUTRAL, or those having no effect 

on probability of behaviour; REINFORCERS, or those that increase probability; and PUNISHERS, 

which decrease probability. With respect to reinforcers, POSITIVE-types are those that the 

organism finds rewarding, or “pleasurable” in some parlance, though Skinner avoided the 

attribution or discussion of cognitive and affective states himself; as such, the POSITIVE 

reinforcement strengthens the behaviour and thus the probability of its future occurrence 

under similar contingencies. Commonly misunderstood, NEGATIVE reinforcers are the 

‘removal of adverse stimuli,’ which itself is the reward that reinforces the behaviour 

occurring under the given contingencies – i.e. it is the cessation of an “unpleasant” 

experience. Finally, PUNISHMENT is an actual aversive stimulus presented as the 

consequence to a particular behaviour, the result being a weakening or suppression of the 

behaviour in question. The behaviour is not forgotten in the cessation but rather inhibited; 

this very different active and not passive behavioural modification leads to increased 

aggression and can also generalize to other unexpected behaviours, resulting in the 

punishment of those as well [150, 166]. 

Skinner later found that the pattern of reinforcement significantly altered the rate 

of responding of the organism, such that A) when each response is (positively) reinforced 

the behaviour terminates quickly; B) when a specified nth response is reinforced, 

responding is fast with a medium extinction rate; C) one reinforcement per time interval 

per response leads to average responding and termination; D) reinforcing the behaviour 

after an unpredictable nth time leads to the fastest responses and is only terminated with 

great difficulty; and finally E) a single response leads to a single reward after an 

unpredictable time period is similar to D) in rates of responding, albeit with much less 

difficulty terminating the scheduled behaviour [151]. The schedules A-E, respectively, are 

the CONTINUOUS, FIXED-RATIO, FIXED-INTERVAL, VARIABLE-RATIO, and VARIABLE-INTERVAL 
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schedules. Persinger also utilized these principles of scheduled reinforcements across 

many of his extant works, in particular those that sought to explore the presence of 

magnetic fields as one such ‘environmental contingency,’ which may or may not influence 

the rate of responding. In short, they can and do, and are often dependent on the pattern 

or STRUCTURE of the magnetic field, a body of literature I have added to as well [167-173].  

From these studies, Skinner theorized behaviours that are present in some 

organism and that persist in successive generations do so not simply due to selective 

pressures, natural selection, or some overt boon, melioration, or maximization. Rather, 

any behaviour β becomes selected for due to the contingencies occurring simultaneously 

or within a particularly relevant timeframe as β. These contingencies then in turn lead to 

an increased likelihood of exhibiting β again under those same or similar contingencies, 

and ultimately for particular and similar consequences as were reinforced as β occurred, 

a process in its entirety Skinner referred to as “SELECTION BY CONSEQUENCES” [153, 154, 162, 

163, 174]. However, in doing so Skinner categorizes the question as being naturally 

teleological in my interpretation, from the strict definition of a CONSEQUENCE – that κ which 

arises from any set of σ such that when all σ are TRUE κ is necessarily TRUE – and also given 

Skinner’s own consideration of these matters which he himself framed in the language of 

teleology  [29, 126, 150]. The purpose or end point – that for which an action is done – in 

teleological language is the CONSEQUENCE κ. Skinner indicates that the consequences of 

evolved behaviours or behavioural processes are some immediate effect in the individual 

organism, but which ultimately contributes overall to the survival of the species, and thus 

is incredibly similar to the teleological definition of a biological function [122, 154, 162, 

175]. Additionally, although Skinner strongly expresses that behaviours which optimize 

procreation and thus survival are selected for probabilistically, he cedes that other 

random chance associations may also persist and be passed on, i.e. those that were not 

reinforced due to any particular contingencies [153, 162, 166]. 
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Persinger and Skinner, for all their similarities in fundamental conceptual 

perspectives of behaviour, differed in significant areas with direct relevance to the current 

manuscript, and discussed presently. The most obvious is the relatively limited scope of 

Skinner’s extant works – though numerous and influential, they lie within and thus occur 

from the perspective of psychology and the psychological analysis of behaviour – despite 

Skinner’s discussion and relevance of their application to other disciplines [176]. 

Persinger, however, arguably conceived of his work interdisciplinarily, with evidence of 

such from at least his 1980 publication of The Weather Matrix and Human Behaviour, a 

book published for the needs of the ‘integrator scientist’, comprising the principles of 

“…physics, chemistry, geology, meteorology, physiology, psychology, and statistics.”, and 

to be applied to “…complex environmental and interdisciplinary problems with prowess 

equal to that of the specialist.” [132]. Of note is the inclusion of statistics, which Persinger 

knew were vital for the independent confirmation of ones own observations – both as a 

source to confirm ones intuition of the results, but also for other agents to entirely 

replicate and independently verify those conclusions; Skinner detested statistics, thinking 

them an unfortunate necessity holding back modern science [150].  

In a particularly illuminating example, Skinner professed the value of studying a 

single individual for thousands of hours as being of greater import than observing 

multiple individuals over smaller time frames [150]. If that were true, the potential for 

Skinner or another similarly governed behaviourist to derive an entire body of 

behavioural observation from a single aberrant individual exists – hence the invention 

and usage of statistics in modern science, despite his disdain for such methods [150, 152]. 

Furthermore, framing Skinnerian experimentation in the scaffolding of Eddington’s 

epistemology, we meet two immediate challenges: A) behaviourist control of contingencies 

is a contrario epistemological principle (5), and B) Skinnerian methods are undoubtedly 

100% subjective. In regards to A), Eddington argues that all the specifications of an 

experiment are unaccountable for – some variable(s) simply lie outside the bounds of our 

control, a point which holds mathematical veracity thanks to Gödel and his 
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INCOMPLETENESS THEOREM – and overtly attempting to control for everything equally makes 

the experiment highly artificial, the results likely not reflective of any practical reality, and 

thus are of little real generalizability. With respect to B), it should be obvious to the reader 

how subjective Skinner’s approach is, especially in light of his contempt for statistics and 

thus the independent confirmation of observations. Eddington would say that Skinner 

literally manufactures his results, as the ‘objective datum’ directly depends on the 

experimental contingencies – or the subjective selection and setup – of the experimental 

paradigm. That Skinner believed (unjustly so) he could shape a child into a particular 

desired outcome as an adult reflects this approach to science – run the ‘experiment’ to get 

the desired ‘result’ – or rather organize the ‘contingencies’ to get the desired ‘consequence.’ 

HINTS OF STRUCTURE 

Lastly, but of most import, the largest distinguishing feature between these two 

phenomes of behaviour is in regard to their considerations of STRUCTURE – or in the case of 

Skinner a lack thereof – and its relation to FUNCTION. With respect to the more abstract and 

philosophical interpretation of STRUCTURE, akin to Eddington, Skinner bases his 

behaviourism on the ability to control the output of an organism through the “careful 

arrangement of the contingencies of reinforcement.” Wonderfully stated, but, again, it is 

still a fancy euphemism for a specified and necessary organization of components, i.e. a 

STRUCTURE, or more specifically a STRUCTURED environment. On an interesting side note, 

much success of these STRUCTURED environments occurs in the raising of children along the 

Autism Spectrum; thus may it be clear to the reader the current salvo is not against 

behaviourism per se but rather Skinner’s inability to connect “experimental 

contingencies” with “structure” [177, 178].  

Skinner’s overt reliance on deterministic behaviourism eventually came under 

heavy fire by his own contemporaries, perhaps none better than Noam Chomsky. 

Chomsky pointed out that one typically defines an ‘individual’ by characteristics that 
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somehow partition them from others of a ‘like kind,’ where in fact these ‘individual 

characteristics’ of the altogether independent and separate organisms correlate to and are 

properties arising from STRUCTURAL differences, and at the most inferable from behaviour 

and outside events. Chomsky effectively halted the progress of pure Skinnerian 

behaviourism, and from it we might further distinguish the methods of Skinner from 

Persinger’s own approach to behavioural neuroscience and his perspective as an 

integrator scientist-at-large [132, 179]. Additionally, Chomsky points out that “…an 

account of the development and causation of behaviour that fails to consider the STRUCTURE 

of the organism will provide no real understanding of the real processes involved.” 

(emphasis added), a harsh rebuke to overt omissions of structure-function paradigms 

[179]. That Chomsky’s review of Verbal Behaviour coincided with the inception of cognitive 

science and the slow decline of Skinnerian behaviourism should speak volumes to the 

reader as to the import of STRUCTURE, the slight increase in Skinnerian thought appearing 

in literatures in recent decades notwithstanding. 

Thus, as implied by “PERSINGER’S AXIOM,” Persinger himself stressed whenever 

possible this connexion between a particular STRUCTURE – typically biological and often 

neurological but depending on the line of inquiry equates to physical objects or the direct 

environmental influence on the organism – and with some particular FUNCTION or 

consequence of function, to the extreme case of MICROSTRUCTURE dictating MICROFUNCTION. 

Though not his own work, the incredible findings of Hubel & Wiesel on the cat striate 

cortex exemplify this latter manner in which Persinger incepted SDF. In the study, young 

kittens matured in environments that selectively limited their exposure to particular 

physical visual patterns; with one group of kittens placed in an environment comprised 

entirely of vertical white and black bars, while the other group had horizontal white and 

black bars. Accordingly, because of the imposed limitations on their environmental visual 

stimuli during development, the subsequent functional ability of their retinas and 

equivalently the structure of their striate cortices changed permanently; that is to say the 

functional region associated with visual processing was underdeveloped. Summarily, the 
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mature developed structures had permanent limitations in their functional abilities; or 

stated alternatively, their mature structure dictated their mature function [180, 181]. In a 

particularly poignant application of this concept, HODGSON’S NEUROVISUAL RESONANCE 

THEORY posits that the origin of reading and writing is the structural environment itself; 

frequent, efficient, and somewhat naturally occurring geometrical and topological 

features such as intersecting lines – namely T, L, and X shapes – appear to have laid the 

foundation of more complex literacy behaviours [182]. The parallels between 

environmental structure dictating literacy and structure dictating the development of the 

retina and cortex are formidable, to be sure. 

Considerations of STRUCTURE in such a manner occur early in Persinger’s work on 

the prenatal exposure of developing rats to electromagnetic fields, wherein 

“electromagnetic field” structure replaces the “vertical/horizontal line” physical structure 

[147-149, 172]. Foremost, altering the magnetic field by as little as 20 nT from that of 

neutral or natural geomagnetic background (50,000 nT averaged globally albeit with 

substantial local variability) appears to be a threshold for such effects. It is a threshold 

easily surpassed using a strong static magnet – some fridge magnets exceed this value – 

and one in opposition to but producing a field with an essence similar to that generated 

by the geo-dynamo iron core of the Earth. Persinger  demonstrated that manipulations of 

the magnetic environment during development is akin to limiting the naturally occurring 

visual stimuli with permanent vertical or horizontal patterns imposed under particular 

developmental contingencies [183]. It began a long and exceedingly productive career on 

the vast and varied effects of magnetic fields as environmental contingents, with few 

surpassing the range and depth of their behavioural applications. Interestingly, the 

complete removal of this magnetic background – a removal of STRUCTURE, per se – in what 

are known as HYPOMAGNETIC CONDITIONS also affects biological systems variously [184-186].  

Alternatively, one might use dynamic or variable magnetic fields, wherein there is 

some change over time in a set interval in the intensity or amplitude of the magnetic field; 
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Persinger also used these dynamic fields extensively, typically applying them with electric 

or computer-based generators. Briefly, allowing for AMPÈRE'S CIRCUITAL LAW, altering the 

current passing through a coiled wire permits one to generate a propagating magnetic 

field of a strength proportional to the current; thus, altering the current increases or 

decreases the amplitude of the magnetic field proportionally, defined characteristically as 

a pattern, i.e. a STRUCTURE. Finally, Persinger stressed that the particular pattern – or 

STRUCTURE – of the magnetic field and not the intensity or overt power was the source of 

variance for most if not all observable biological effects. Correspondingly, the various 

patterns used throughout his illustrious career displayed equally diverse effects ranging, 

but not limited to: increased thermal analgesia, reduction in psychometric markers of 

depression, increases in some types of memory, lowered rates of cancer cell growth, and 

lowered rates of bacterial growth [187-197].  

TELEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE DICTATES FUNCTION 

As a point of clarification moving forward, this ‘STRUCTURE DICTATES FUNCTION’ is NOT 

identical or synonymous with the recapitulation or biogenetic theory, first proposed by 

Meckel, Serres, & Haeckel in the 1800’s, which postulated that the embryonic stages of an 

organism reflected its evolutionary phylogenetic development [198-200]. Commonly 

phrased as “ontology recapitulates phylogeny”, an idiom originating with Haeckel, the 

theory is in fact now widely derided and considered a “mythology of biology” [198, 201]. 

As declared earlier, Persinger thought the ontology of a precedent organism teleologically 

informed its present varieties, thus one might suppose a phrasing of “ontology 

recapitulates teleology” as a quick, and somewhat accurate, summary of the present 

discussion of what I term TELEOLOGICAL SDF.  

Combining the above behaviourist perspectives with teleological considerations, 

we might reformulate PERSINGER’S AXIOM to read, “Contingencies dictate structure, and 

structure dictates function,” thus acknowledging the ‘structural contingency’ of the 
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vertical or horizontal lines, for instance. Frankly, it also applies to such generalities of 

science as, say, the microstructure of water molecules dictated by the contingencies of the 

environment – such as by temperature – and consequently so is their microfunction. 

Interestingly, the aforementioned magnetic fields also induce significant structural 

changes in the arrangement of water molecules, further emphasizing the homologous 

nature of the effects as ‘environmental contingents’ [180, 181, 202-204]. It is even more 

fundamental in that the components of atoms – electrons, quarks, etc. – all require 

particular structural arrangements to generate their respective composite macro-particles 

or superstructures, those too requiring particular arrangements to generate particular 

molecules, and from those macromolecules, ad infinitum. Ergo, the fundamental matter of 

spacetime does not exist at random, willy-nilly, with the complexities of the Universe 

arising equally at random; rather order permeates everything, arranging, and structuring, 

not necessarily a priori but according to the LAWS OF NATURE, or even Eddington’s 

EPISTEMOLOGICAL LAWS. Growing from this and which was hinted at earlier, what further 

separates Persinger from Skinner and is reflective of the former’s interdisciplinary 

approach is that in his refutation of STRUCTURE the latter failed to recognize the obvious 

“structural relationship” between the environment, the organism, and what he termed 

“geological contingencies” [153, 154, 162, 163].  

Skinner describes the possibility of slow geological changes influencing animal 

behaviour over an extended or protracted period, such as the movement of tectonic plates 

resulting in what was once a small migratory distance of turtles to become incredibly vast, 

a process he refers to as PHYLOGENETIC SHAPING. SHAPING itself is the application of 

successive and incremental modifications in operant behavioural paradigms to guide a 

subject towards a long-term behavioural consequence using incrementally increasing 

rewards. Ergo, Skinner argues that just as incrementally increasing the height of a wall 

‘shapes’ a rat to jump exceptionally high, so, too, do geological contingencies shape 

speciated evolutionary development – whether this development is adaptive (i.e. directly 

leading to greater reproductive success) or otherwise [153, 154, 162, 163]. However, 
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Skinner is in gross conceptual error due to one overriding fact – the situation he describes 

is the co-evolving influence of the environment on an organism’s behavioural responses 

and subsequent consequences over time; it thus includes by definition space and time 

contingencies and variables, and considers how their multiplicative and simultaneous 

influences affect the consequence of the behaviour performed under them. What Skinner 

defines here, then, is a RELATIONSHIP, a very complex one of spatiotemporality, and ergo by 

definition is one of a continually evolving and complex STRUCTURE [138].  

STRUCTURE is also a fundamental notion represented in mathematics – a point alone 

is a point, two points separated and unconnected in any way merely two points – but to 

connect the two points requires a ‘line,’ an abstract or literal and physical object 

representing a ‘relation’ or ‘connexion’ and effectively in so doing creating STRUCTURE. The 

line itself signifies something, in this case that the two otherwise unrelated points are, in 

fact, related – as a line implies a relationship between points – or at the very least yet in 

the more abstract represents a continuous and inseparable organization of infinite points, 

but this, too, is still a STRUCTURE [20, 205]. Even your “Mind’s Eye” must at some point 

during the conceptualization of what I have just written “imagine” two points in an 

infinitely dimensionless plane, yet in the mental act of “observing” their distance between 

one another, you have created a metaphysical line – a relation – between the two points 

[206]. For this point to be “here” and that point to be “there,” in any two places of an 

infinite plane, you must perceive a distance between; whether drawn or implied. When 

you compare “here” to “there” you make a ‘line,’ a connexion or relation:  

· - - - - - - - · 

where the dashed line is either implied or physically made. The example of two 

points on an infinite plane fundamentally describes what Eddington refers to as STRUCTURE 

being relations imposed subjectively, and corresponds to Jaynes theory that the structure 

of the world must reflect the structure of consciousness [206]. 
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Similarly, Aristotle’s exemplary discussion of connexions, syllogisms, and 

predications – using statements C, D, and F to prove the TRUTH of A and B, for example – 

implies a relation between the set Σ1 [C, D, F] and the set Σ2 [A, B], otherwise the two groups 

of statements would bear no impact on one another in terms of evaluating TRUTH. 

Mathematically, one might say at some point there is, in the very least, an intersection 

between the two sets described by the statements – as Σ1 ∩ Σ2. The statements are often 

semantically organized to assert TRUTH, ergo their superficial STRUCTURE, too, is important, 

both in how they are literally presented and by the metaphysical terms used to describe 

them, consequently implying the existence of an equally metaphysical STRUCTURE 

(Posterior Analytics, I.29 [50]). Thus, it is STRUCTURE – and not just with respect to 

Eddington’s ‘observing the relations between units’ (though it is) –, but also with respect 

to the usage of the term in the diverse fields of structural linguistics, structural 

anthropology, sociology, cognitive psychology, complex systems science, experimental 

and general philosophies that Skinner omits as an influence on the behavioural 

development of an organism. STRUCTURE ultimately is the overarching doctrine informing 

the epistemological TRUTH of his entire work, as the result whether intended or not of 

specifying the organization of contingencies to force the probability a desired 

consequence is in esse the specification of a necessary STRUCTURE [29, 126, 207, 208].  

Skinner’s own language further betrays this notion, stating “The first step in the 

construction of the final pattern…” with reference to honey guide birds and the 

formulation of a learned behaviour function. However, the end result of ‘to construct’ is a 

STRUCTION, or a STRUCTURE, which as outlined above is synonymous with pattern; Skinner 

denies structure, but acknowledges the formulation of patterns, and thus it should be 

obvious to anyone the impossibility of holding these two positions simultaneously [153, 

206]. In Behaviour of Organisms, he further states that “…the operation of reinforcement 

is defined as the presentation of a certain kind of stimulus in a temporal relation with 

either a stimulus or response…”, where (with my emphasis) we see Skinner again failing 

to grasp both the complexity of his subject of study, and that his definition of 
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reinforcement also includes a specified temporal relation between two otherwise 

unrelated entities – i.e. a metaphysical STRUCTURE – in the parlance of Eddington’s 

epistemology [17, 165]. Stated alternatively, the “shaping of behaviour using small 

iterative changes over time,” too, is a structural phenomenon, and a quite dynamic one at 

that, as the relations between stimuli, responses, and reinforcements vary accordingly and 

with respect to one another – much like all points of a balloon expanding and contracting 

in toto correspondingly. Essentially, the components of a conditioned or contingency-

based behaviour are operationally continuous and contiguous in Aristotelian parlance – 

the separate ‘motions’ necessarily lead into one another, as the reinforcement must follow 

the behaviour – and in so specifying a particular relation between ‘act’ and 

‘reinforcement’, Skinner draws a metaphysical line between two otherwise unrelated 

things, and thus creates Eddingtonian STRUCTURE (Physics Ε 226b-227b, [50]). 

SDF is in line with the significant support for the consideration of biological 

FUNCTION in terms of teleology that is relatively ubiquitous in current biological literature, 

returning us to where this tangential discussion originated in Aristotelian causality, or 

αιτία; namely the END or FINAL CAUSE. Within biological literatures, the perspective shifts 

to those traits or behaviours possessed by a present creature and viewing them historically 

in terms of how the function of this particular trait or that specific behaviour led to a better 

or more favorable adaptation; arguably, it is analogous to the prime concept of NATURAL 

SELECTION [122, 175, 209]. Teleological approaches to biology all imply that living creatures 

are functionally organized, demanding a formal definition, then, of FUNCTION; pursuant to 

this, in evolutionary and developmental (EVO-DEVO) literatures FUNCTION becomes 

associated with those behaviours or traits that increase the likelihood of A) individual 

survivability, thus B) higher reproductive chances, leading to C) increased species strength 

due to the passing on of A and B traits/behaviours [122-125]. Incidentally, this definition of 

function is quite similar to Aristotle’s definition of “a good function;” in which “good” is a 

term having nothing to do with a moralistic judgement, but rather questioning the efficacy 

of the function for accomplishing the very thing, task, or goal intended. 
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Recall, this is in fact very similar to Skinners conception of “SELECTION BY 

CONSEQUENCES,” too, where “…a given response is in a sense strengthened by consequences 

which have to do with the survival of the individual and species. A given form of behaviour 

leads not to reinforcement but procreation.” [153]. Despite this, Skinner argues that what 

becomes selected for in individuals is only a “susceptibility to ontogenetic contingencies,” 

which itself permits the environmental adaptability that then leads to individual success, 

more likely procreation, and the survival of the species. He denies anything as overt as an 

alteration in the genetic code, which obviously would be an admission of structural 

changes dictating future function [153]. What Skinner seems oblivious to is that, for all his 

desires to be objective, much of the behavioural paradigm relies on and utilizes 

teleological language, and in so doing implies a metaphysical system in which agents 

rightly constitute teleological operators [210, 211]. Describe a system as objectively as you 

prefer, but it is hard to discredit the fact that independent agents – people as well as 

animals – have goals, desires, and motivations beyond the explicability of a series of 

behavioural consequences. One might ask, if not for the production and understanding of 

behaviour, what was the “point” or “goal” of Skinner’s own work? What specific 

environmental contingencies led him to deterministically become the discoverer of 

deterministic behaviour? An interesting thought conjuring an ouroboros, but ultimately a 

digression from the present discussion. 

As a brief addendum with regard to the growing discussion of and references to 

conceptual STRUCTURE, he cites an example of the environmental influence on the 

development of twins in a classic report from Plutarch in De Puerorum Educatione. Yet 

after doing so Skinner fails to recognize that his ‘ontogenetic contingencies’ operate on a 

developing organism in concert with copious other contingencies in a complex series of 

interrelations in a manner one most efficiently might describe as a STRUCTURE, or at the 

very least a structural system [153]. As noted earlier, Aristotle made clear that when one 

thing touches, flows into, or portions of it are contained in another, the things in question 
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are contiguous, continuous, and connected; in short, they are related, and Eddington 

would thus describe this overall as a STRUCTURE of relations [17, 25, 50]. 

Further fallacies of Skinnerian behaviour appear following his exposition on the 

import of determining behavioural provenance. Such knowledge is acquirable only 

through multi- if not interdisciplinary approaches, as it requires observing an organism 

over extensive time as well as necessitating the inclusion of interspecies comparisons to 

discern how ‘environmental contingencies’ shaped the behaviour in question into what 

we observe today. Strangely, Skinner does not accept the limitations of his particular 

discipline in doing so [153]. Simple environmental contingencies cannot explain the 

origin, acquisition, and subsequent complex development of language abilities in the 

human species, for example, let alone the first evolutionary off shooting of our ancestors 

from other primates. It feels appropriate to mention Liboff’s postulation of “ion cyclotron 

resonance” as the mechanism by which electromagnetic fields induce biological effects; 

appropriate because Liboff phrases it as “a consequence of biology” that organisms 

evolving within a natural magnetic environment interact innately with said environment 

as a fundamental property of any living system [212]. Liboff, as with Persinger, seemingly 

incorporates a structuralist perspective both in the multiplicative sources of variance 

driving evolution, and also in his conception of ion cyclotron resonance, which develops 

from the fundamental structure of ions, ion channels, biological membranes, and the 

structure of magnetic field lines, to name a few [213, 214]. It is also apparent from the 

language of “consequence of biology” that this model is appropriately teleological [212]. 

Returning to the uniquely anthropic behaviour of language, something as useful, 

efficient, and obviously reinforcing as verbal behaviour should be present in nearly every 

organism by strict application of Skinner’s own model of evolution [179]. Again, what 

Skinner describes – the relationship of individual to species and environment over time – 

is a highly complex and continuous one of multiple interrelations, forming a STRUCTURE. In 

stating, “What an organism does is a fact about that organism regardless of the conditions 
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under which it does it.”, he appears hypocritical of his own description that all one 

requires is the proper contingencies to generate any desired consequence of behaviour – 

and even admits no “single set of terms”, i.e. no single discipline, describes this relationship 

[153, 154, 163]. Finally, it is a contrario to the position that “the probability of an organism 

behaving” is a more important datum than “the mere fact it does so behave.” 

Taken together, the aforementioned points exemplify Skinner’s inability to grasp 

what Persinger expressed with “STRUCTURE DICTATES FUNCTION,” and certainly certifies him 

as NOT being an EVO-DEVO biologist. As stated previously, the CONSEQUENCES of Skinnerian 

language are inherently teleological – an organism performs ‘rewarding behaviour’ and 

avoids ‘aversive behaviour’ preferably – where the reward is a consequence of actions, 

and thus is the explicit purpose or is identical to that for which the organism takes (or 

suppresses) action; the use of teleological language entailing a teleological metaphysics 

[211]. If not already apparent, I am in agreement with Chomsky that much of the 

Skinnerian operational language obfuscates these inherent teleological characteristics of 

discrete organism behaviour, wherein disregarding individual differences arising from 

physical STRUCTURE is a grave epistemological error, and that doing away with concepts 

such as ‘drive’, ‘desire’, and sending internal cognitive or mental states to the rummage 

bin of science is equally as impractical [179].  

Ergo, biological FUNCTION, then, is inseparable from the concept of CONSEQUENCE with 

respect to notions of the natural selective pressures that ‘drive’ the development and 

evolution of organisms [122, 175, 209]. The concept of ‘drive’ is so valuable it was among 

the first sources Anaximander thought as being responsible for the origin of human life, a 

conclusion he arrived at having observed a peculiar ‘child-nurturing fish’ [20]. The 

inseparability of biological FUNCTION and conceptual CONSEQUENCE further highlights their 

contiguity to one another in the vein of Aristotle, which perhaps should be unsurprising 

given any teleological discussion owes a debt to “THE PHILOSOPHER”, as Aquinas noted [50, 

215]. Finally, and at the risk of being repetitive, if two unassociated points are ‘bound 
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together’ through the ascription of a ‘relation,’ Eddington concludes we create or impose 

STRUCTURE on an otherwise structureless situation; Skinner’s position against STRUCTURE is 

quite weak, resultantly. 

Logically, that which is more ‘rewarding’ – a term used loosely here to refer to any 

behaviour that ultimately satiates a natural need, thus cocaine usage in excess is not a true 

‘reward,’ despite its biologically ‘rewarding’ effects – to the individual generally leads to 

increased chances of procreation. Even the Ancient Greeks in their consideration of 

hedonistic lifestyles acknowledged that living a “natural” life necessitated some 

moderation in the pursuit of pleasures – the idea that hedonists and Epicureans dissolutely 

participated in one event of drunken debauchery after another in complete inebriety 

being resolutely false – and in so doing arguably pre-empting some elements of Skinner’s 

SCHEDULES OF REINFORCEMENT thousands of years before he formally presented them [216].  

Yet, as Skinner cedes himself, to better succeed change is often required, potentially 

in successive iterative steps (SHAPING), with the ‘purpose’ or ‘goal’ being biological fitness 

(or whatever arbitrary end point in a shaping paradigm exists); in Skinner’s words, the 

organism is now “behaving in its environment more efficiently” [121, 122, 125]. Flatly, 

Skinner argues that behaviour influenced by its consequences or which appears directed 

towards the future – that is, with respect to a ‘goal’ or ‘purpose’ – is or at the very least 

appears teleological, but denies teleology as being any real guiding influence governing 

the development and evolution of the species, all without advancing any counter evidence 

other than stating that even humans are operationally conditioned at times [153, 154, 162, 

163]. I acknowledge teleology as having some import and as an inclusive requirement if 

using teleological language, which this work proposes to do; ergo, taking the above 

together, PERSINGER’S AXIOM incorporating a teleological perspective becomes, “Structure 

dictates function; functional success dictates further structural development” –, or 

TELEOLOGICAL SDF. 
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ALTERNATIVES TO TELEOLOGY 

Despite the strong support presented for teleology, one must also recognize that 

TELEOLOGICAL SDF or teleological considerations of biological phenomena in general are 

not the only routes possible in current academe. In fact, there is a considerable movement 

within biological literatures to enforce submissions to rephrase, alter, or entirely omit 

those discussions whose results are presented in a teleological manner; a most 

unfortunate practice of authorities dictating how knowledge should be perceived, 

understood, and disseminated incidentally [217, 218]. In particular, though it has lost 

much of its support in recent years, the COMPONENTIAL view of biology remains a somewhat 

significant alternative to teleological perspectives, particularly with respect to the 

PHILOSOPHY OF BIOLOGY. COMPONENTIALISTS argue that each ‘component’ of a biological 

system has a function only insofar as it is a ‘component of the system’; were the component 

removed, it would not serve any legitimate function nor purpose [219-222]. For example, 

the ‘eye’ has no real ‘function’ when not connected to its respective parts of the visual 

system; it might process information, but the information goes unused, and thus it is 

essentially ‘functionless.’  

One might argue Eddington’s ‘we observe only relations’ is similarly 

componentialist; however, Eddington’s perspective was also heavily consequentialist, and 

as discussed, begins with epistemological considerations of what can be known. As such, 

he is much more concerned with the finality of knowledge in that he enquires how the 

FINAL or END cause of the relation might speak to a particular aspect of PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE; 

that is, what is the purpose or use of the relation described in human knowledge. At length 

he describes how the removal of an individual unit has no real effect on the entire 

STRUCTURE and yet how simultaneously this represents an ‘absence’ within the STRUCTURE; 

what Eddington means is that this ‘absence’ of a unit is simply another type of relation in-

and-of itself with respect to the structure, its independent loss ‘means’ something beyond 

being a part or component [17, 109]. Thus its function extends beyond merely being a 
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‘component’, while in contrast a componentialist would argue the removal of a unit 

definitively affects its immediate proximate neighbouring units, such as the ‘eye’ removal 

example above [17].  

As a prescient example of the limitations of componential approaches to biology, 

though it may be an argument heavily in semantics, Eddington’s ‘absence’ permits the 

maintenance of the whole structure, and often we associate structures with particular 

labels or identifications. A purely componential argument would consider a human who 

has suffered an amputation ‘less functional,’ disregarding the potential adaptations the 

individual obtains in compensation. With respect to general biological fauna, they too may 

be in one sense ‘less likely to procreate,’ but there is the equal potential for such 

individuals to pass on keen survival instincts and spontaneous, unique adaptive 

behaviours in another sense altogether. The componentialist, I feel, would argue the SHIP 

OF THESEUS is NOT the same ship9, whereas the teleologist sees how in some sense it is, in 

some sense it is not; the same for the special case presented here [223]. If thought 

somewhat abstract, consider this elaboration: while the ‘loss of a component’ implies a 

loss in structure, it is not always the case biologically. PHANTOM LIMB SYNDROME is the 

persistent somatic sensation of an amputated limb, experienced almost ubiquitously to 

some degree or another dependent on the context and severity of amputation [224]. The 

simple fact is the brain processes the amputation not as a ‘loss of component,’ but an 

‘absence of unit,’ à la Eddington; the system operates as if the unit should be there, 

whereas as a component its connexions would cease altogether operating due to the 

implied co-dependence for functionality. Componentialists fail to explain the “function” of 

these phenomena. Many have thus argued that componential descriptions of biological 

form, function and their respective evolutions are simply inadequate at all levels, as they 

omit intricate inter-systems relations, over generalize the ascription of abstract categories 

                                                   
9 “The ship on which Theseus sailed with the youths and returned in safety, the thirty-oared galley, was 
preserved by the Athenians down to the time of Demetrius Phalereus. They took away the old timbers from 
time to time, and put new and sound ones in their places, so that the vessel became a standing illustration for 
the philosophers in the mooted question of growth, some declaring that it remained the same, others that it 
was not the same vessel.” Plutarch, Theseus, 23.1 
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of functionality, and consequently any conclusions or theories drawn from such 

perspectives are woefully simplified and derisory [122, 220, 222]. 

There is another fastidious aspect of evolutionary biology that when attempting to 

come to cogent descriptions of knowledge further reveal the shortcomings of 

componential perspectives. The definition of the keystone concept – that of FUNCTION – 

becomes nebulous and entirely indistinguishable from those traits, adaptations and 

behaviours that occur by-chance, as random by-products of other evolutionary events, or 

anything else classifiable as ‘operational consequences’ of the biological organism. 

However, this term is perilously similar in spirit to Skinnerian behaviour and “SELECTION 

BY CONSEQUENCE”, and thus it suggests the underlying necessity for teleology, as discussed 

previously [122, 154, 219, 220]. The effects of lack of clarity with such a central definition 

is predominantly salient within the field of neuroscience, or more specifically with respect 

to research into phenomena labelled as the ‘neural correlates of consciousness.’ Neural 

correlates are those phenomena proposed as the minimal empirical correlations between 

environmental stimuli and subjective experience, there is no immediate obvious ‘function’ 

of these correlates, only that they merely co-occur and seem related to the phenomena in 

question [225-228]. These questions are also the subject of length psychological and 

philosophical lines of inquiry, where in the former it is characterized by the BINDING 

PROBLEM, and in the latter it nestles under what Chalmers famously called the HARD 

PROBLEM OF CONSCIOUSNESS; phenomenologically the two are essentially identical [229-233]. 

Whether neuroscientifically, psychologically, or philosophically driven, the respective 

enquiries all seek to explore or explain how the brain processes exogenous stimuli to 

create a seemingly unified endogenous subjective experience, referred to invariably 

across literatures as ‘consciousness’ [234-237].  

Accordingly, the defectiveness of componential approaches becomes immediately 

apparent, as studies of the ‘visual system’ necessarily become limited to A) how it processes 

the information, B) what immediate systems with which it interfaces do with this 
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information, and possibly C) how the ‘visual system’ relates to its present organism, with 

adaptive benefit or detriment being of no special consequence (see the ‘eye’ discussion 

above as an example). The definition of FUNCTION in teleological discussions heavily weigh 

this adaptive benefit, distinctively in terms of whether or not the object of enquiry 

ultimately leads to a more or less probable survival of the organism in a multitude of 

situational contexts. Teleological endpoints are dualistic, such as leading to successful 

reproduction (END #1), as well as accommodating itself to operate more efficiently in or 

with its environment (END #2); the latter is arguably the “purpose” of homeostasis, and 

incorporates behaviouristic tendencies in its definition. Resulting from this inclusion of 

the individual organism itself in the causality of behaviour, from the teleological 

considerations of their origins to structural concepts of multivariate influences on these 

same origins, teleological SDF and teleological approaches to biology also imply the 

necessity of the agent or efficient cause; for agents to really ‘do’ anything, there needs to 

be some ‘purpose’ for their actions, otherwise all organisms are mindless automatons 

[210]. Thus, it also emphasizes the importance of teleology when considering subjective 

doctrines – with that of Eddington coming forthwith. 

TELEOLOGY AND HERACLITEAN TEMPORALITY 

The following may be a point of contentiousness for the reader; however, I feel the 

conclusion coming is already apparent from the previous discussion. In teleological 

considerations, which the present work purports to be in the mindset of, there is the stated 

focus on the ‘purpose’ or ‘goal’ of whatever act or phenomenon is under enquiry. 

Presently, it occurs that a Heraclitean conceptualization of time, and thus reality, 

synthesizes effectively with teleological considerations, though admittedly it is highly in 

the abstract. As discussed, the most fundamental essence or descriptor of Heraclitean 

reality is ‘Πάντα Ρέι’, or “all is change”, possibly the source of inspiration for Aristotle 

stating, “But neither does time exist without change; for when the state of our minds does 

not change at all, we have noticed neither its changing nor the elapsing of time” (Physics 
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Ε, 218b21, [50]). As an illustration, take the classically misquoted River Fragment, “The 

river where you set your foot just now is gone – those waters giving way to this, now this”, 

and similarly but more egocentrically, “Just as the river where I step is not the same, and 

is, so I am as I am not”, where Heraclitus therein demonstrates the notion of a things 

characteristic ‘identity’ being defined by the very property of its changing, i.e. its purpose 

or goal is ‘to change’, ‘to cause change’ or ‘ to be ever changing’ [60]. A river is a river 

because its waters are continually changing; if not, it is some other stagnant body of water, 

and not a river, just as Theseus’ ship is a ship because it has replaceable components; and 

so too does a teleological consideration of biological function equally imply constant 

change or adaptation. 

Furthermore, the River Fragments speak especially to his doctrine of the UNITY OF 

OPPOSITES – wherein some unity of two opposing forces in a metaphysical tension comes 

to define what an object is or some essential aspect of it – such as the molecules of a human 

held together by bioelectrochemistry in opposition to the natural and physical entropic 

forces driving those same molecules apart, for example [57, 58]. Despite its ever-changing 

waters, we identify a single flowing artery of water as ‘one river,’ and ubiquitously give it 

a name. Yet for all its abstraction, Heraclitus suggested there be in existence a universal 

measure, or μέτρον, by which we could observe this change or the rate of change, where 

change itself is driven by Cosmical Fire or πυρός [19]. Briefly: first, the fundamental 

definition of a second is based on the ‘rate of change’ of a physical object (caesium atom 

decay); second, as expressed by Heisenberg, if we change ‘fire’ to ‘energy’ Heraclitus 

incepted UNIVERSAL MASS-ENERGY EQUIVALENCE two millennia before Einstein did; third, 

PLANCK’S CONSTANT is essentially his definition of the μέτρον [19, 108]. It was no small feat 

in Fifth Century BCE Greece, to be sure. 

Let us take at lengthy example the visual system of the human being. There exists 

an adaptive feature of the human eye known as FLICKER FUSION or the CRITICAL FLICKER 

FREQUENCY, defined as the frequency of light flashes at which they subjectively appear 
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‘constant.’ The operational definition technically supports Heraclitean temporality 

without further explication – despite there seeming to be a constant subjectively to the 

participant, “all is change” is the actuality as the flickering is known to be occurring – a 

UNITY OF OPPOSITES of sorts [238-240]. In addition, it speaks to the teleological nature of 

Heraclitean temporality, as the ‘endpoint of change’ (to this point in time) is ‘that which is 

most beneficial for humans to efficiently interact with their visual environment.’ Despite 

there being copious other frequencies of electromagnetic radiation that our eyes could 

perceive, previous teleological necessity dictated the structure of the present organ, and 

thus its current function and inherent limitations. Yet, should a new need arise, say, from 

excess stimulation from electronic devices, teleological Heraclitean temporality allows for 

such changes to occur; n0 → n∞, in perpetuum, and thus incorporating teleological SDF as 

well. In short, teleological Heraclitean temporality entails that Nature be, by definition, 

changing, the direction of that change driven by the subjective need for individuals to be 

adaptable to whatever the situation demands of it (i.e. the contingencies of Skinner). 

Summarily, as Aristotle quipped in Politics, “Nature, as we often say, makes nothing in 

vain”, possibly the earliest iteration of “teleological structure dictates function”; though 

admittedly as teleology is Aristotle’s mind-child one should expect some consistency across 

his works (1253a8, [50]). 

As a further but minor elaboration on Heraclitean temporality, the phenomena of 

‘bistable perceptions’ are those where an apparent singular object shifts between two 

identities; the classic ‘cup or vase’ optical illusion is one example commonly used in 

psychology textbooks [241-243]. Yet the simple illusion speaks volumes with regard to the 

fundamental reality Heraclitus discerned – that reality is always changing, often between 

two seemingly independent and, at a superficial appearance, diametrically opposed 

varieties. In the exacting context of the present manuscript which is centered on the 

philosophical consideration of biology, these ‘bistable systems’ also appear vital to 

biological homeostasis, thus suggesting the phenomenon is much more than a mere 

‘optical illusion’ indeed [244, 245]. These considerations come framed within Eddington’s 
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epistemology as well with meticulous regard to SELECTIVE SUBJECTIVITY. Whatever the 

organism (e.g. human) is experiencing is selected for A) by the teleological necessity of the 

organism, and B) by what the organism itself is ‘attending’ to; it is this latter point that is 

most noteworthy, as it ties the EFFICIENT and FINAL CAUSES together, their attributions being 

inseparable as EFFICIENT causality is meaningless without FINALITY of action [210].  

If the EFFICIENT and FINAL CAUSES are inseparable, the former leads directly into the 

latter – the beginning and end, respectively –, in a manner describable as continuous. It so 

happens Aristotle indicates that things are continuous “…when the touching limits of each 

become one and the same…” (Physics Ε 227a11), and later “…that which is continuous must 

be one” (Physics Ε 228a20), which I feel applies to a description of an evolutionary event. 

There are no obvious ‘starts’ in an evolutionary chain, per se, but take one iteration of a 

species and the continuity with others is apparent – they are ‘one’ metaphorically, though 

one might argue the different subspecies of Homo are categorical. Ultimately, the EFFICIENT 

and FINAL CAUSES are similarly ‘continuous’ given the reliance each has on the other, and 

as such confers further import to the notion of the agent or subject [50]. In the 

mathematical set example earlier, the EFFICIENT CAUSE is one set of statements, the FINAL 

another, and there is some conjunction in betwixt; that is Σ1 ∩ Σ2. One appraises a unique 

variety of the UNITY OF OPPOSITES entailing from this, as if the FINAL CAUSE or ‘end’ of an 

action is inseparable from the ‘start’ or that is to say the EFFICIENT or AGENT CAUSE, one 

naturally proceeds to embracing notions of relativity and SUBJECTIVITY, i.e. the agent. 

Heraclitus, too, appreciated the subjective element in the generation of knowledge, as the 

previous discussion on what people experience ‘in common’ being central to this doctrine 

demonstrated, whereas Heisenberg interpreted such subjective phrasings as hinting 

towards an insightful understanding of relativity and Kantian aprioristic knowledge [19, 

20]. Therefore, it is to this central theme of SUBJECTIVITY that we now turn. 
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ARISTOTLE AND SUBJECTIVITY 

 Admittedly, the direct discussion of the topic of SUBJECTIVITY is absent from 

any of Aristotle’s writings, and it is generally agreed that true exploration of this concept 

in philosophical terms began with Descartes and was heavily influenced by the likes of 

Kant, Hegel, and Wittgenstein, so much so that these latter thinkers have formulated 

strongly the current academic opinions on the subject [246-248]. Despite formalized 

definitions of the concepts of “object” and “subject” being especially particular to the 

thoughts of René Descartes, and subsequently “objective” and “subjective” being traced 

similarly back to the early reflections of Kant, Hegel, and Heidegger, other research in the 

historiography of philosophy contends it may be a much earlier, medieval concept [248].  

Concepts are rarely, if ever, generated entirely ex nihilo – the human mind must work from 

some base – thus it follows that if medieval thinkers toyed with “object” and “subject” 

philosophically, then some base (i.e. source) must have served as the impetus for it, just as 

for all other aspects of Academic Knowledge. In fact, recent research as well as my own 

observations and connexions between Aristotle, αιτία, and SUBJECTIVITY suggest that in the 

very least Aristotle likely had some notion of “proto-subjectivity”, with the idea that the 

FORMAL CAUSE can speak to a psychological state is similarly suggestive [118, 247, 248]. 

Aristotle’s “proto-subjectivity”, according to Sgarbi, is outlined in ‘FOUR DOCTRINES’ 

apparent across a number of Aristotle’s works – Nicomachean Ethics, Topics, Physics, and 

Metaphysics, for example – and in my view reflect a general “big picture”  or contextualist 

approach that Aristotle applied to the development of knowledge [51, 248]. Sgarbi’s ‘FOUR 

DOCTRINES’ are 1) “PERSPECTIVE OR POINT OF VIEW”; 2) “OBJECT OF KNOWLEDGE”; 3) “SELF-

KNOWLEDGE VS. NATURAL KNOWLEDGE”; and 4) “INDIVIDUALIZED COGNITION”, which together 

comprise significant portions of Aristotelian epistemology and, according to Sgarbi, are 

fundamental in the characterization and determination of epistemic knowledge. 

“PERSPECTIVE OR POINT OF VIEW” reflects a synthetic approach taken by Aristotle, as no single 

cause or even line of inquiry is exact in coming to an altogether TRUE definition. It also 
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acknowledges that one must consider who is involved in a particular enquiry, as the 

knowledge involved, used, or produced will modify accordingly (Nicomachean Ethics I 

1097a23-30, 1098a25-32, [50]). It is the most important of the doctrines, according to 

Sgarbi, as it is evidence of τύπους επιστήμες – types of knowledge – that are contingent on 

the source or context of knowledge, including the subject creating or performing the 

enquiry or act [248]. It also has obvious parallels with the aforementioned material 

regarding Eddington’s SELECTIVE SUBJECTIVITY – a carpenter and geometer investigating and 

using a right angle in different ways to produce different knowledge is bona fide SELECTIVE 

SUBJECTIVITY – as well as being key to Aristotelian αιτία, insofar as Aristotle discusses the 

FINAL CAUSE directly, and arguably it is implied that the EFFICIENT CAUSE is also in 

consideration [50, 248]. 

The Second Doctrine, the ‘OBJECT OF KNOWLEDGE,’ links intimately with the Third, 

‘SELF VS. NATURAL KNOWLEDGE,’ and though not done explicitly by Aristotle, the setting up 

of a formal definition for the ‘object of knowledge’ (πρόθεσης) invariably means he 

conceived of its dichotomous companion – the subject. In determining what is φ – the 

phenomenon under investigation by the Causes – the process which itself as described by 

Aristotle incorporates an isolationism of the φ from all other things in order to arrive at 

the most accurate definition possible. That is, if one wishes to define the colour ‘white’, it 

needs to be excised from the instances where it might occur (e.g. ‘white man’ or ‘white 

board’) to abstract the true knowledge of that DEFINAND [51, 248]. It thus integrates with 

the Third Doctrine where Aristotle distinguishes between ‘what is known to oneself’ and 

‘what is known to Nature’, or that which becomes knowledge through ‘experienced direct 

sensation’, and that which is not intelligible, is insensible, and absolute; other instances 

express the division as the ‘external special senses’ and the ‘internal common sense’, 

hinting again at early notions of scholastic psychological states [246-248]. A hard reading 

of the Third Doctrine in particular easily leads one to conclude that Aristotle and 

Eddington’s respective epistemologies synthesize brilliantly. Aristotle’s particular binary 

division of knowledge mirrors that between the PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE that humans know 
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and generate in contrast to the true, objective universe (‘what is known to Nature’) which 

is insensible, and argues for an ontological consideration of the subject of knowledge [248]. 

The Fourth and final Doctrine proposed by Sgarbi essentially integrates the first 

three with additional evidence provided by the fields of cognitive psychology and 

neuroscience, in particular the subject of THEORY OF MIND. Essentially, the only real 

alternative to agents being individualized cognitive sources is some form of solipsism, 

extreme egoism, or the assumption we are, in fact, mindless automatons [249-251]. That 

Aristotle presupposed individuals as possessing some aspect of self-cognition entails 

through the mere existence of Aristotle’s works, and furthermore from the idea of 

educational systems, penal systems, etc. That is to say, if humans are not rational, 

reasonable creatures capable of self-improvement, then these actions are meaningless, as 

there would be no effect of them on the individual. As such, Aristotle proposes that 

humans have a “second nature”, where in addition to the behavioural drives that originate 

in the animalistic portions of our ‘essence’ we have a psyche or soul that permits us to 

apply rationality and reason to situations, and to come to some reputable belief on 

whatever matter is at hand [51, 248]. In a more general sense, Aristotle’s “contextual 

epistemology” draws strong parallels to what some argue is fundamental to the sayings of 

Heraclitus; an acceptance that ultimate reality is truly unknowable, and what we can 

know is heavily determined by the circumstances, context, or ‘relative conditions’ under 

which knowing occurs [19, 57, 58]. As this “second nature” or “individualized cognition” 

obtains from the first three Doctrines, and is the key element distinguishing humans from 

animals in Nature, it is not surprising that the pursuit and development of knowledge – 

science in a literal meaning of the word – necessitates from the application of this human 

“second nature”; and in so doing, we further align Aristotle with Eddington, SELECTIVE 

SUBJECTIVITY, and an anthropocentric knowledge of the Universe [248, 252].  

Thus, Aristotle clearly but not explicitly had a notion of ‘proto-subjectivity’ that 

ultimately influenced his epistemology, such that the individual involved in the 
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production of knowledge is a source of causality, and a significant one at that. Whether it 

be through the FORMAL CAUSE, as conceived of by Aristotle in terms of the psyche or soul 

and in some literatures is extended directly to the psychological state of the agent, or be it 

the EFFICIENT CAUSE which since the time of Bacon has long been accepted as considering 

the agent as the subject of inquiry, SUBJECTIVITY is essential to the production of knowledge  

[118, 120, 246, 248]. Taken together, the evidence provided thus far strongly suggests that 

Aristotle’s metaphysics and epistemology converges to a large extent with fundamental 

aspects of Eddington’s, namely SELECTIVE SUBJECTIVITY, or the notion that the agent 

producing knowledge both consciously and unconsciously affects that process, in ways 

that lead all knowledge to be ultimately “exact inexactitudes”, or Aristotle’s 

“contextualized knowledge” [51]. In addition, with a few minor additions to each of the 

definitions of the FOUR CAUSES which consider a more modern iteration of causality – 

causality without counterfactuals10 – Aristotelian Causality in toto remains as vital and 

central to the production of knowledge as ever [253, 254].  

Thus far, the discussion focussed on a comparison between the respective 

epistemologies of Eddington and those of Plato, Aristotle, and Heraclitus, with additional 

contemporary commentary from Heisenberg, Schrödinger, and Bohr providing invaluable 

modern context. We now turn to the final component of Eddington’s Philosophy, 

STRUCTURALISM, and its synthesis with Plato’s THEORY OF FORMS, Aristotle’s FORMAL CAUSE, 

and Heraclitean RELATIVISM.  

EDDINGTON’S STRUCTURALISM 

Numerous references to Eddington’s conception of STRUCTURE occur previous this 

juncture of the manuscript, and taken together they succinctly summarize the most salient 

of the points to be made – that all PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE is knowledge of STRUCTURE [1, 17, 

                                                   
10 “A process transmits an invariant (or conserved) quantity from A to B (A ≠ B) if it possesses this quantity at A 
and B for every stage of the process between A and B without any interactions in the half-open interval (A, B] 
that involve an exchange of that particular invariant or conserved quantity.” 
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25]. To be absolutely frank, though this next section intends to elaborate on Eddington’s 

STRUCTURE, specifically providing the context in which it arises with respect to 

mathematical – some say numerological – group set theory and Plato’s THEORY OF FORMS, I 

will elaborate on the subject with necessary brevity as I feel the essential points already 

occur antecedent here. In addition to all PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE being the knowledge of 

STRUCTURE, the other prominent point is that STRUCTURE entails from RELATIONS; thus, 

PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE is knowledge of relations, and the myriad complex categorizations of 

those relations form Eddingtonian STRUCTURE. It is an approach Dirac thought was a form 

of mathematical idealism or realism, in that the mathematical formulae to Eddington 

represented literal objects, bluntly, in the manner that he considered them as objects 

which ideally existed – in every sense of the word – possibly in another dimension of reality 

[1, 17, 25, 28]. It is hard not to see the parallels between such a perspective towards 

mathematics and a realism of numbers and that of the Pythagoreans as well as Plato’s 

THEORY OF FORMS, in particular. Let us now build towards a synthesis of these two thinkers; 

Plato and Eddington. 

STRUCTURALISM PROPER 

Primarily, as a point of providential context, STRUCTURALISM is a broad term given to 

the various methodologies and approaches to knowledge production that aim at placing a 

particular phenomenon or phenomena within the framework of a larger system. Pattern 

formation, bifurcations, etc., are all examples of structural process phenomena that are 

integrateable regardless of disciplinary content [29, 126, 255]. These approaches often 

carry the implication that there are diverse relationships between the elements of the 

system that together comprise the object of study, or STRUCTURE [126]. It is commonly held 

that the approach originated with Ferdinand de Saussure, in the fields of linguistics & 

semiotics in particular, more exactingly with respect to the understanding of language in 
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a sociological context by incorporating Durkheim’s “social fact11” concept [29, 256]. Its 

apex as an intellectual movement occurred during the mid-20th Century, falling under 

strong criticisms from the burgeoning post-structuralist, modernist, and later post-

modernist developments [29, 126].  

Acknowledging the context and the meaning evoked by such a broad term as 

STRUCTURALISM, suffice it to say that Eddington’s own conception of it had little to do with 

this intellectual movement in general. No overt reference to philosophic STRUCTURALISM 

occurs within Eddington’s works, thus the term likely originated endogenously from the 

natural metaphorical generativity of language; as Jaynes’ might say, the structure of the 

World is mirrored in the structure of consciousness [1, 17, 25, 206]. The key difference lies 

in the latter portion of Jaynes’ statement, within “consciousness;” Eddingtonian 

STRUCTURALISM results from the epistemological virtues of SELECTIVE SUBJECTIVITY. Stated 

otherwise: all we know (or that is knowable) in a fundamental (i.e. epistemological) sense 

are the RELATIONS BETWEEN ELEMENTS, elements which may or may not be inherently 

distinguishable, and consequently any observations or descriptive features of either relations 

or elements ENTAIL ENTIRELY THROUGH SELECTIVE and SUBJECTIVE methods. Eddington’s 

STRUCTURAL approach is best captured with the PRINCIPLE OF THE BLANK SHEET [17, 25]. 

ARISTOTLE AND THE BLANK SHEET 

Rather than conceive of a Universe whose fundamental building blocks are 

particles or some derivative thereof, that is to say some fundamental substance of matter, 

Eddington’s PRINCIPLE postulates a world consisting of points or point events [24, 25]. Point 

event universal models are themselves nothing new. Mathematically, the ABELIAN and NON-

ABELIAN12 GAUGE THEORIES of modern quantum physics do this as well, where one difference 

                                                   
11 "A social fact is any way of acting, whether fixed or not, capable of exerting over the individual an external 
constraint; or: which is general over the whole of a given society whilst having an existence of its own, 
independent of its individual manifestations."  
12 These terms are synonymous with commutative vs. non-commutative groups, respectively; such that in the 
former A·B = B·A always where in the latter A·B ≠ B·A is a possibility. 
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lies in the assumption of non-point like particles condensing into point-particles under 

particular experimental circumstances. Otherwise, particles have radii and thus are not 

points proper. The theories of field mathematics upon which quantum models rely also 

assume infinite continuity or local infinite continuity [23, 257-262]. In contrast to these, 

Eddington thought the fundamental “particle” was a literal physical point, and another 

important distinction that he further emphasised in his composition of the Universe 

compared to others’ is that these FUNDAMENTAL UNITS are entirely INDISTINGUISHABLE from 

one another. The apparent ability we have in separating protons from neutrons, or the 

various flavors of quark results from a distinguishability we subjectively apply through 

our experimentational apparatus to the fundamental unit; this distinguishability is what 

Eddington called a “legend of individuality” [1, 17, 25]. Even to an omnipotent being 

capable of observing the FUNDAMENTAL UNIT, it would only objectively ‘see’ one-unit 

repeated ad infinitum, or in alternative interpretations just a smear of ‘stuff.’  

While a first contemplation might lead one to reject this idea outright, given the 16 

(17 including the HIGGS’, and further doubled if including anti-particles) ‘known’ 

fundamental particles provided by the STANDARD MODEL, it behooves one to acknowledge 

that Eddington’s theory technically centers upon phenomena at ultra-violet energies. That 

is, the level of discourse being described by Eddington is beyond the realm of the STANDARD 

MODEL; his FUNDAMENTAL UNITS thus are somewhat equivalent to dimensionless PLANCK 

PARTICLES, which a number of models propose are the theorized ‘quantum spin foam units’ 

necessitated by QUANTUM LOOP GRAVITY [263-266]. More interestingly, the quantum spin 

foam units, much like Eddington’s FUNDAMENTAL UNIT, are virtually indistinguishable from 

one another, form the substratum of the Universe in these models, and together they 

interestingly satisfy Aristotle’s definition of a ‘substratum’ as well.  

To elaborate: Aristotle states that all substance must be composed of something, in 

the least he calls it the substratum – that from which all else predicates, but it itself it not 

predicated by anything. Aristotle ultimately makes a metaphysical – and purely SUBJECTIVE 
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– “end point” to the infinite regress demanded by the idea of the Universe being comprised 

of “something”; that is, if the “something” is continually analyzed (i.e. “broken down”) into 

what makes “it”, then there will always be another “something” to be analyzed making 

another “it”, ad infinitum (Metaphysics Ζ 1029a [50]). Aristotle uses a similar line of 

reasoning with respect to his “Unmoved Mover” as the ultimate, or first, contributory 

source for all of CAUSALITY contrary to Parmenides’ famous “nothing comes from nothing”, 

Aristotle states the FIRST CAUSE – that which caused the Universe “to be” – is simply a 

fundamental necessity, period (Metaphysics Λ.6 [50, 267]). As artificial as Aristotle’s choice 

seems, it comprises a layman’s interpretation of the necessity of the HIGGS’ BOSON and its 

respective field. The particles of the STRONG FIELD must come from somewhere, mass 

irrespective of a fundamental constant or scalar must originate from massless units, zero-

point energy fluctuations must be mathematically coherent between the theory and 

model, all of which (and more) ultimately necessitates the HIGGS’ FIELD and boson [52-54, 

82]. More specifically with respect to the HIGGS’, if we assume mass/energy arises from the 

interaction of at least two entities (a particle and a field, or a field and a field), then the 

vacuum of space must have some self-interacting component as well, where interactions 

external to it give rise to “mass”; that is, mass terms represent interactions with fields [82]. 

It might be an easy point for attack, but Aristotle’s “Unmoved Mover” and the ever-

persistent, ever-existent and constantly fluctuating HIGGS’ FIELD share many points on this 

notion of SUBJECTIVE NECESSITY – we need a stopping point for analytical enquiries.  

Furthering the notion of SUBJECTIVITY in modern physics, “end points” and 

“artificialities” MUST BE introduced that “normalize” many quantum dynamical equations 

in order to achieve results that in actuality represent experimental observations. 

Examples of this are: the magnetic moment and the classical radius of the electron, the 

fine-structure or coupling constant, and the first theorized existence (and subsequent 

observation of) the positron; these are examples where human subjectivity necessarily 

instituted an end point in order to make some “sense” of theory and observed results [22, 

23, 28, 89, 257-260]. In most, if not all, of these instances’ SUBJECTIVITY becomes necessary 
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to deal with the question of infinities. Paradoxically, Feynman thought the presence of 

infinities in mathematics suggested a finite and not a continuous Universe; however, the 

idea of finite values seems to be implied by both PLANCK’S QUANTUM13 as well as PERSINGER’S 

NEUROQUANTUM14 [20, 268, 269]. Furthermore, “renormalization” overtly is the process 

whereby one assumes that the experimentally observed value of a particular quantity – the 

mass of the electron, for instance – is the result of theoretical calculations, which in 

actuality do not match the experimental values. It is “dippy mathematics”, as Feynman 

called it in his Auckland Lectures, “…but it works.” [270, 271]. It is also apparent to me that 

“RENORMALIZATION” contains an element of SUBJECTIVITY, anthropic subjectivity if not 

individual, in the sense proposed by Weinberg and other proponents of the ANTHROPIC 

PRINCIPLE and the fine-tuning argument; SUBJECTIVITY at length will not be recapitulated 

here [52, 54, 111-113, 252]. Suffice it to say, “RENORMALIZATION” procedures are, in some 

sense, individualistically or anthropically SUBJECTIVE. 

Furthering our march towards STRUCTURE, we now know that from Aristotle to the 

STANDARD MODEL SUBJECTIVITY imposes various “end points” on analyses most frequently to 

counter infinites, if nothing else than to arrive at some semblance of a logical answer, and 

often to make theory “jive” with experiment. Thus, one has sound grounds to accept 

Eddington’s postulate of a FUNDAMENTAL UNIT; as Feynman stated, some finite level of 

discourse must exist and space is likely not infinitely divisible, and it links well with the 

proposition of QUANTUM SPIN FOAM of LOOP QUANTUM GRAVITY [268, 270, 271]. While to some 

this should immediately prove illogical – ZENO’S PARADOXES seem to argue against their 

position – alternative explorations of the PARADOXES that include a finite spatial limit but 

NOT a finite temporal limit resolve them quite adequately, and on solid epistemological, 

ontological, and mathematical grounds [77-80]. In short, these resolutions presume the 

finite limit of PLANCK’S LENGTH (10-33 centimeters) while maintaining that time is only 

SUBJECTIVELY divisible, a position supported by mathematics. They also echo Aristotle’s 

                                                   
13 The discrete unit of energy used in quantum interactions, particularly light. 
14 10-20 J; the energy associated with an action potential, which Persinger has shown to be fundamental in 
various in neuro and bio-energetic systems. 
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distinction between potential and actual infinities, an expansion of what we have 

discussed earlier as being potential outcomes and the actual outcomes of events – in this 

case a dimension of physical reality (Physics Ζ 233a 23-33, [50]). Without being overly 

repetitive, the reader should recall the extensive prior discussion of Aristotelian POTENTIA 

vs. ACTUALITAS at the present moment. Likewise, though PLANK’S LENGTH denies actual 

spatial infinite divisibility, anything remains potentially divisible infinitely. While the term 

PLANCK SECOND appears in physical literature, it does not bear the same weight as the 

PLANCK LENGTH – it is merely the time taken by light to travel one PLANCK LENGTH; it does 

not limit, per se, any fundamental process [272]. So, while we do not accept the PLANCK 

SECOND as a finite limit of time, we accept the PLANCK LENGTH as a finite limit of space, one 

which is equivalent to the postulated size of the “spin foam” of QUANTUM LOOP GRAVITY, and 

one we shall take as the prospective limit of Eddington’s FUNDAMENTAL UNIT. It is entirely 

SUBJECTIVE, but now we have a first semblance of STRUCTURE to add to Eddington’s THEORY 

OF EVERYTHING – the point particle. 

RELATIONS, RELATA, AND CONNEXIONS 

Copious times antecedent here in this manuscript one finds the statement that 

“structure is relations; relations are structure,” each occurring in a different context but 

expressing the same idea. To Eddington, the two terms were not synonymous but each 

entailed and necessitated the other15; from the existence of point events, the next and only 

possible “existence” is the definition of the interval between the point events, and this 

interval is something that has quantitative value – we often call it a quantitative relation, 

or a “LINE” [17, 25]. A comparison of a collection of these intervals and their respective 

relations defined “RULES OF CONNEXION”; Eddington gestated this idea and later equated to 

and defined as the Laws of Nature through similar epistemological considerations of 

STRUCTURE and SUBJECTIVITY, discussed previously [17, 36, 109]. Eddington demonstrated 

how the STRESS-ENERGY TENSOR, Tμν, fulfills precisely his definition for “RULES OF CONNEXION”; 

                                                   
15 Recall the overt similarities to this conceptualization and that of Heraclitus’ Doctrine of Opposites 
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the STRESS-ENERGY TENSOR itself being a mathematical object representing the fundamental 

co-dependencies of matter, energy, and the geometry of spacetime [17, 25]. Matter is thus 

one of “a thousand relations between constituents [point events] of the World,” where 

resulting from the clear relevancy of relations, physics becomes not the study of substance 

– what is – but rather of STRUCTURE; a metaphysical position, no doubt. Everything, 

Eddington says, is little more than the study of phenomena in an effort to reduce their 

complexity into terms which express the relations of intervals of phenomena, their 

respective relata, and the individual events [24, 25].  

The expression of this information is most effectual as mathematical formulae, the 

quintessential Eddingtonian “relation is structure.” However, as mentioned previously, 

Heisenberg made a similar connexion between mathematical formulae and STRUCTURE – 

specifically with respect to the definition of quantum events – in that he seemed to express 

a certain amount of what Dirac called “Eddington’s PRINCIPLE OF IDENTITY” as well, or the 

mathematical realism given to numbers and equations [19, 28]. Again, this is not a new 

position, as even Heisenberg pointed out the Pythagoreans and Plato’s THEORY OF FORMS 

expressed a level of mathematical realism. The great difference between those early 

thinkers and Heisenberg’s recapitulation of them lies in the latter’s equal emphasis on A) 

relativity and subjectivity, or role of the observer in formulation of mathematics, and B) 

the role of observation itself in the outcome. It is unfortunate the writings of Xenocrates 

of Chalcedon (339 to 313 BCE) have not survived intact, as he, too, appears to have 

expressed a similar mathematical realism – if not closer to – that given by Eddington. 

Aristotle recounts the position of Xenocrates, stating, “And some say FORMS and numbers 

have the same nature, and the other things come after them – lines and planes – until we 

come to the substance of the material universe and to sensible bodies” (Metaphysics Ζ 

1028b 25-29, [50]). Suffice it to say Eddington’s mathematical realism was neither new nor 

unique, but neither is it today irrelevant nor necessarily “incorrect;” it is just a different 

conception of reality. 
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Allow a small elaboration. If all that exists are point events, the first observation 

possible is the interval between two separate point events. However, this interval is 

meaningless alone – there is no standard to compare this interval to, no measure with 

which to give it meaning, thus fundamentally four individual point events are necessary 

for any structure, any true meaningful description of the Universe [17]. Eddington arrives 

at this conclusion through considerations of logic, geometry, and binary computing, 

essentially. Geometrically (the binary discussion is a little further on), from a point the 

only next possible dimension is a line, which we have discussed as being a form of a 

relation. A line alone is meaningless without a ruler – which is a special, a priori 

standardized line – hence the necessity of four. Although the three points A B C sufficiently 

generate a plane, AB-BC are impractical for true measure because of the co-dependency of 

A and C on B; thus, we still require four points for measure. More importantly, one 

requires four points to generate space. The similarities to the metaphysics of Xenocrates 

are astounding, and the conclusion the same – geometry itself creates structure, where 

structure entails from the relations between point events; with ever increasing degrees of 

freedom, pure geometry gives way to energy, the constrictions of which by geometry 

generate ever-more complex forms of matter [19]. That geometry gives rise to matter is 

also interestingly familiar to GENERAL RELATIVITY [26, 27]. 
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THE CONCEPT OF STRUCTURE 

Eddington elaborates on the expression of structure as mathematical formulae, 

which are themselves relations, in the latter portion of PPS, in the chapter appropriately 

entitled “THE CONCEPT OF STRUCTURE” [17]. Briefly, Eddington shows how mathematics first 

is a shorthand system for representing changes or processes; let A, B, and C be any sort of 

‘thing,’ then [P Q R] are those operations to transform A to B and B to C and so forth, and 

later [X Y Z] are operations of operations, changing P to Q and Q to R and so forth. “There 

must exist,” he says, “a terminable set of operations” – a final group that halts the infinite 

regression, which as we saw above is a SUBJECTIVE decision but one that is permissible 

epistemologically, and occurs frequently in quantum mathematics. It is also the subjective 

argument made by Aristotle for the Unmoved Mover, discussed above. Thus, [X Y Z] are 

not, in fact, new, operations, but are contained in the set [P Q R] [17]. Moreover, because 

[P Q R] conducts ‘transforms’ on [A B C], they likewise contain those ‘quantitative intervals’ 

that form the first instance of relations; an example is the GALILEAN TRANSFORM, 𝑥𝑥′ =  𝑥𝑥 +

𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣, the quantitative interval here being distance or displacement (as a function of velocity 

and time, of course). 

As these terminal operations form a group, Eddington concludes they form the 

basis of a THEORY OF GROUPS – where particular operations [P Q R] are related through 

equally particular transforms through what he termed “triangular connexions” – thus 

forming the “groundwork of STRUCTURE” [1, 17, 25]. Summarizing the final portions for the 

reader; [A B C] are point events, which are related through the transformations, processes, 

and operations [P Q R]; where [P Q R], too, are related through the transformations, 

processes, and operations [X Y Z], which are in actuality subsisting in [P Q R]. It is complex, 

but the notion is clear – all of KNOWLEDGE and physics is that of STRUCTURE. My experience 

of my coffee is entirely SUBJECTIVE, and yours would be impossibly difficult to entirely 

replicate verbally; again, this is Wittgenstein’s “BEETLE IN A BOX” [33]. What is known about 

the taste of the coffee are the molecules responsible for interacting with taste buds – or, how 
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one [A B C] [P Q R]’s with another [A B C]. “What sort of thing is it that I know?” he asks 

himself, “The answer is STRUCTURE”, he boldly responds [17]. 

Eddington equates the creation of knowledge in these instances as interactions 

between STRUCTURES, in short, and such an interpretation is relatively easy to digest – see 

the taste example, applicable to all the senses. However, some difficulty arises when 

considering this concept of STRUCTURE within the framework of this section (and 

Eddington’s MIND) which first initiated it – that MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE exist in some 

realistic sense. Part of his reasoning lies in that the group structures described are only 

‘knowable’ in this mathematical sense. Everything, from rotations along any of the six-

dimensions, orthogonal flipping, to pattern interweaving, were expressions of purely 

structural knowledge underlying physical science, as “it is only structure that can be 

detached from the entity possessing it” [17]. Even mathematical descriptions of “space” 

ultimately rely on groups, whether Euclidean or otherwise, where Eddington hints at 

Einstein’s irregular curvature as being “group-structure requiring more elaborate 

specification” (his book was intended for the every-reader, not the quantum physicist, 

[17]). Suffice it to say, mathematical formulae are considered structures in a metaphysical 

or quasi-metaphysical sense, not only by Eddington but many others – as noted, 

Heisenberg and Schrödinger among them [19, 20]. Presently in the discussion of STRUCTURE 

we have A) nothing but a bare minimum of indistinguishable point events, where B) the 

point events possess properties through relations – such as a quantitative interval between 

two such events – describable by mathematics, where C) the expression of such relations 

is STRUCTURE. As surmised by Heisenberg, “The elementary particles in Plato's Timaeus are 

finally not substance but mathematical forms; similarly, "All things are numbers" is an 

idiom oft attributed to Pythagoras [19]. To the reader holding the commonly held opinion 

that Timaeus is an abomination of science, there is an extensive body of literature devoted 

to the reconciliation of Plato and Natural Science. In addition to Heisenberg and 

Schrödinger, this line of PLATONIC DEFENSE contains names as varied as Whitehead, Shorey, 

Popper, Friedlander, Mason, and Lloyd [273-278].  
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PYTHAGOREANS 

There was no intention for the present work to be an exceedingly thorough report 

of current modern quantum theory – this lies far beyond my capabilities, to be sure. 

Rather, the purpose remains as a SYNTHESIS and INTEGRATION of earlier metaphysical ideas 

with those of Eddington’s, where the objective is not a challenge on the accuracy or even 

direction of theoretical physics, but a questioning of the physical interpretation of the 

theory. If nothing else, a brief reminder of the near familiarity with which many ancient 

thinkers conceived of the Universe deems further acknowledgement and discussion in 

contemporary science theatres. If two of the principal actors in the drama of quantum 

theory – Heisenberg and Schrödinger – felt attention to the Greeks was insufficient enough 

to warrant chapters and books, respectively, then perhaps our 21st Century minds should 

open their ancient literature apps, as well [19, 20]. Much of the literature speaks of the 

results of physics with such surety and confidence, despite even the internal misgivings 

by individuals such as Weinberg – the central misgiving being that discussed previously, 

the issue of subjectivity. The literature expands on this problem – the fine-tuning problem 

– which will not be recapitulated here [52, 54, 113, 279]. Let me simply state that one 

should not think I question the veracity of the results of modern quantum physics – I only 

wish more recognized the significance of the mathematical STRUCTURES upon which they 

evolved.  

To begin, the ABELIAN and NON-ABELIAN GAUGE and FIELD THEORIES of the current 

STANDARD MODEL (SM), as well as many other models beyond the SM, have implicit 

assumptions of continuity of identity in their use of group symmetries [262, 280, 281]. 

These group symmetries are by definition THEORIES OF GROUPS, and as a result they describe 

structures, group structures, and the transformations therein. To be sure, this is a gross 

oversimplification of the exceedingly complex mathematical theory behind the SM – 

however, these gauge-field mathematics within the STANDARD MODEL implicitly assume 

versions of the function x’ = x + vt; that is, they implicitly assume x is the same object of 
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observation16. In his seminal paper “Non-Relativistic Quantum Mechanics,” Feynman 

states “This very important RELATION17 shows that two different functionals may give the 

same result for the transition element between any two states.,” and later, “The quantities 

need not be observable.” (emphasis mine, [23]).  

First, note the acceptance in the language of mathematical formulae as RELATIONS, 

or as describing them in the least. Thus, it should not be hard to accept them as STRUCTURES 

as well, given that they possess equally well-defined components; the variables, the 

constants, the left-and-right-hand sides, the standardized symbology of operators (equals, 

addition, subtraction, etc.). The popular resolutions to ZENO’S PARADOX discuss the velocity 

function equally as “static structures representing dynamic activity”; that is, the formulae 

impose a stricture for processing information [77-79, 81]. Mathematical formulae as 

structures may require a philosophical leap in mind, but consider Heisenberg, 

Schrödinger, and Dirac’s acceptance or quasi-acceptance of this position. It is not that there 

exist flying equations in reality, but rather the equations best describe what is in reality – 

neither particles nor waves, but the QUANTUM POTENTIA. Recall, also, the inherent connexion 

between the Greeks – Aristotle, Plato, and Heraclitus – and modern physics made by the 

former two thinkers [19, 20, 28].  

Second, Feynman’s work – as well as that of Schwinger and other formative 

quantum theorists – implicitly contain two semantic elements that speak to this 

metaphysical conception of STRUCTURE. Feynman frequently emphasized across his varied 

works, including the Auckland Lectures, that fundamentally quantum mathematics 

operates on the “square of amplitudes” and “sums of squares of amplitudes” being all that 

is knowable through quantum explorations [23, 89, 90, 258, 270, 271]. What is important 

to note from these is that the exceedingly complex quantum calculations are describable 

in a fairly simplistic and pictorial manner – that is, one of the most efficacious manners of 

                                                   
16 The Lorentz Transformations, for instance 
17 Not the relation in the preceding sentence, but rather his iteration of it; far more complex, but it surmises 
equations (45) and (46) in the referenced paper. 
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their exposition is as diagrammatic structures, known colloquially and in honorium of 

Feynman as FEYNMAN DIAGRAMS. With respect to “PROBABILITY AMPLITUDES”, Feynman 

described the process as laying arrows head-to-tail, and the circle formed by the radius of 

the start point to the last arrowhead represents the PROBABILITY AMPLITUDE [270, 271]. The 

picture he outlines is overall one of STRUCTURE. 

The other semantic element is that of the “TRANSITION ELEMENT” referenced by 

Feynman, first as the photon and later applied other gauge boson particles. Analogously 

in the GALILEAN FUNCTION it is the x. More specifically, we know that x exists and is the same 

object before and after a transformation because we infer its existence through its 

persistence in mathematical STRUCTURE. From the example given of the GALILEAN 

TRANSFORMATION, to calculate a new position x’ from an initial one x as a function of its 

velocity v and the time spent moving at said velocity t; the function implicitly assumes x is 

the same object. It is a simply, but epistemologically important assumption. Theories of 

gauge invariance have similar presuppositions – that the LAGRANGIAN (i.e. the field of 

observation) does not change resultant from particular transformations, and in some 

cases this may apply to the gauge bosons themselves [281]. The term QUANTUM ZENO EFFECT 

occurs in literature, but frankly quantum phenomena are much more representative of 

the Theseus’ Ship, to be sure [114, 116, 117, 223]. These two “semantic elements of 

Feynman” speak to the necessity and fundamental nature of STRUCTURE, however, because 

of the inherent reliance the elements have on the concept of “RELATIONS,” discussed earlier, 

which are themselves the formative components of STRUCTURE. 

Perhaps the final nail in the proverbial coffin subsists in that most useful and 

efficacious manners with which one describes quantum phenomena – the FEYNMAN 

DIAGRAM. Immediately one must acknowledge that not all physicists ascribe to their 

usefulness – Schwinger was quite the outspoken critic, for example. However, the point 

remains valid that the excessive complex mathematics of quantum phenomena are 

reducible to relatively simple, 2-dimensional stick figures [282]. Feynman’s original work 
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on the photon and its myriad interactions was later extended to the numerous other 

quantum interacting particles, including the gauge transformations described previously 

and the HIGGS’ FIELD/PARTICLE interactions; that is, it describes – pictorially – the entirety of 

the STANDARD MODEL [82, 280, 283, 284]. FEYNMAN DIAGRAMS also consider GROUP THEORY 

mathematics, at least in some interpretations and applications, and so taken together one 

might easily conclude that Eddington’s desire and emphasis on structure synthesizes well 

and naturally with the complex mathematics described by them [283-285]. Stated 

otherwise, for all their mathematical complexity, the fact they are easily describable – 

perhaps more so – by pictures speaks to their fundamental nature as STRUCTURE. 

To one remaining sceptical, the Pythagorean and Platonic aspect of quantum reality 

is particularly challenging to overcome. With respect to Pythagorean, a large number of 

the essential quantum functions rely on, or are variations of, the PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM – 

there is no overt statement of this in the literature, but it is common and accepted 

knowledge [286-288]. Indeed, some consider the PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM a heuristic of 

physics; it is such an essential relation that any physical description of the World is 

impossible without it [288-290]. Again, both Heisenberg and Schrödinger made mention 

of this in their respective works, and though he does not explicitly state it, the “adding 

arrows” method described by Feynman resulting in the “square of amplitudes” is the 

PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM stated in different terms [19, 20, 270, 271]. The resolution of the 

electric and magnetic components of a photon, for example, is the hypotenuse of electric 

and magnetic vector potentials. Heisenberg overtly made the connexion from the 

PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM and mathematical structure with that of Plato’s THEORY OF FORMS 

having some semblance of realism and accuracy in depicting fundamental reality; and so, 

it is to the FORMS we now turn [19]. 
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THE FORMS 

Let us begin with an example. The PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM states that “the square of 

the hypotenuse (the side opposite the right or 90° angle) is equal to the sum of the squares 

of the other two sides”; mathematically α2 = β2 + κ2. If we assume perfect measurement 

ability – an impossibility but consider it for the sake of argument – then it is in theory 

possible for both β and κ to be equal to 1.00…, where the last digit repeats endlessly. 

However, and most intriguingly, the length of the hypotenuse from this equation, α, 

becomes equal to √2, which is an irrational number. If such accuracy in measurements 

were possible, they would result in what I refer to as the PYTHAGOREAN PARADOX – one could 

theoretically draw a finite right-angle triangle with a hypotenuse equal to a value 

possessing an infinite or endless digit span. However, the resolutions for ZENO’S PARADOXES 

apply here as well, where CANTOR’S INFINITESIMALS and extant works with harmonic series, 

beginning with Archimedes, do in fact accommodate such mathematical perplexities [77, 

79].  

Thus, while this might not be a true paradox to many in academia, the example 

serves to demonstrate what Heisenberg and Schrödinger felt when they expressed their 

respective admiration for the Pythagoreans and Plato. That is, one should not become 

obfuscated by our convenient decimal system of numbers, but rather recognize the 

RELATIONS described and simplified by their use. For instance, that 0.5 = ½ means “one half 

of some whole,” similarly with 0.1 = 1/10th, 0.01 = 1/100th, and so on. Decimals do not 

indicate infinitudes, but rather smaller and smaller components of some presumed whole 

[291]. In the words of Feynman, mathematics allows us to preform complex actions in 

simple ways that would otherwise be needlessly laborious [270, 271]. Analogously, 

Schrödinger thought that the lack of the decimal system and its associated “infinities” in 

the active consciousness of the Ancient Greeks directly resulted in their conception of the 

Universe to naturally veer towards atomism. He states that conceptualizing the expansion 

and contraction of the surface of a sphere is most efficacious if there exists at some point 
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finite “chunks” that permit this behaviour; systems utilizing infinite decimals would not 

present such a conclusion so parsimoniously [20].  

FUNDAMENTAL CONSTANTS, such as π, are idealized examples of “SYMBOLIC RELATIONS,” 

for π is not merely an irrational number but rather it stands for a fundamental ratio. That 

is, symbols such as π stand for relations, in this case that which exists between the radius 

of a circle and its circumference, a constancy in this ratio being the definition of a circle18. 

These two examples synthesize into Heisenberg and Schrödinger’s “PYTHAGOREAN THEORY 

OF FORMS,” or what is consistently a mathematical interpretation of the FORMS. Indeed, 

Whitehead would equally surmise that “Plato had another message... An intense belief that 

a knowledge of mathematical RELATIONS would prove the key to unlock the mysteries of 

the relatedness within Nature was ever at the back of Plato's cosmological speculations” 

(emphasis my own, [292]). He would further lay the bold claim that ‘Plato and Pythagoras 

stand closer to modern science than does Aristotle’, firmly placing himself in the camp of 

Schrödinger and Heisenberg, though recall the latter considers Aristotle’s POTENTIA 

tantamount to modern physical descriptions [19, 277, 293]. Thus, both √2 and π are 

symbols representing specific relations, and relations denote structure, further buoying 

the Eddingtonian position. 

The FORMS. Briefly, Plato discusses the FORMS across ~11 different works, and saving 

one the time there are admittedly a few contradictions across some of them. Furthermore, 

in their 2,500-year existence there have been numerous attacks, counterpoints, and in 

some cases wholesale destructions of the theory; his colleague Aristotle is included 

amongst the earliest to challenge their existence within his own Metaphysics Μ [50]. Yet 

one should note that Aristotle also points out the senses in which mathematical objects do 

exist in-and-of themselves, so at least in that respect – the independent existence of 

mathematical objects – he would find some common ground with Eddington. More 

pressingly to the current discussion, however, is the fact that there are several similarities 
                                                   
18 More precisely, that all loci of the circumference are equidistant to the center point by a magnitude equal to 
the radius. 
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between other more salient aspects of the THEORY OF FORMS and Aristotle’s POTENTIA. 

Perhaps the most parsimonious of these similarities arises within the Cratylus; Socrates19 

poses to Hermogenes that a carpenter must fix his mind on the FORM of the broken thing 

in order to fix it (389b, [294]). Socrates’ argument posits a “perfect version” of the broken 

object must exist as that which the carpenter directs his efforts towards fixing, indeed as 

well as for the object to come into existence through the act of creation at all. For Plato, 

then, the ideal FORM of objects permits – as it idyllically defines – the most archetypal and 

efficient functioning of operable objects. 

That there exists an ideal FORM of objects and that reality’s – or the versions we 

experience – are inferior imitations of them has some contextual overlap with Aristotle’s 

epistemology of POTENTIA and ACTUALITAS. Granted, these ideas are not entirely 

synonymous; Plato, Aristotle, and the respective scholars of their works would almost 

certainly not agree with their conflation. However, such a conflation was precisely the 

objective of Heisenberg when he himself synthesized Aristotelian POTENTIA with Platonic 

FORMS as the most apt descriptor of quantum interactions [19]. Essentially, absent 

observation, quantum particles exist ideally in a Platonic sense, while simultaneously 

possessing a quality akin to Aristotelian POTENTIA; that is, its ability to “collapse the 

wavefunction” from probabilities of something that may occur to something that did. 

Heisenberg also asserts an ontological equivalence with energy and POTENTIA, as energy 

possesses just such a “potential” to become legion entities – to “become” many actualities, 

or ACTUALITAS. From this, he concludes none of the actualities we observe are “real” in the 

sense that they are neither wholly identical to nor generate wholly accurate descriptions 

of those “ideal” particles a priori observation. Taking into consideration once more BORN’S 

INTERPRETATION of the SCHRÖDINGER WAVEFUNCTION as a “wave of probabilities”, it becomes 

easy to see why Heisenberg thought so highly of the many thinkers now linked with his 

name – Aristotle, Plato, Heraclitus, and Pythagoras [91, 295, 296]. Heisenberg’s patronage 

                                                   
19 Though the Dialogues often feature Socrates, he is essentially “Plato’s Mouthpiece” – that is, it is difficult to 
discern Plato’s philosophy from Socrates’ independent thoughts.  
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of the ancients, particularly of Plato, helps to illuminate the somewhat similar thinking 

taken by Eddington with respect to the realism of mathematics, and with such groundwork 

laid, let us delve a little further into the FORMS.  

THE FORMS AND SUBJECTIVITY 

Recall first that Eddington conceived of the Universe with an air of mathematical 

realism, in that the only real or TRUE things in existence were numbers, their groups, and 

resultant mathematical STRUCTURES. Consequently, knowledge is attainable through 

exclusively SUBJECTIVE means – or, the perceptions of the MIND and its extensions – as the 

Mind is the faculty and source of mathematics [4, 17, 25, 36]. The parallel between 

Eddington’s ideology and the THEORY OF FORMS is especially clear with respect to the 

PROBLEM OF UNIVERSALS, which questions the notion of any property or qualia existing 

separately from the objects possessing it; qualia interchanges with FORMS in some 

instances, as it also speaks to the existence of IDEAL FORMS in an independent reality. The 

question thus raised by Socrates in his discussion with Cratylus centers on how one can 

know any TRUE FORM – something that should be “universal” – or even some sense of them, 

if all we interact with are imitations of them (440b, [279]). The problem is equally one of 

SUBJECTIVITY, individual experience, and the limitations of the human mind [17, 28, 33, 36].  

The PROBLEM OF UNIVERSALS bears direct application to quantum considerations as 

exemplified by the BORN RULE and its interpretation, which forms the basis of virtually all 

quantum mathematics including HEISENBERG’S UNCERTAINTY [55, 59, 91, 92]. How could one 

come to know anything Universal if all our observations are entirely probabilistic – 

knowledge of potentials? Stated so, the PROBLEM OF UNIVERSALS brings to light the 

epistemological issues raised when trying to discern fundamental quantum knowledge 

when the basis for all those quantum observations are SUBJECTIVE and not wholly 

independent, objective data. Similarly, while challenging Heraclitus’ DOCTRINE OF FLUX and 

almost in anticipation of HEISENBERG’S UNCERTAINTY, Socrates also states that one cannot 

know the state of an object whose natural state is always changing; for how does one 
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“know” that which is always in “flux”? (440a, [294]). We know the answer to be through 

some measure of that flux, which incidentally is what Heraclitus posited with his μέτρον, 

and later is what Heisenberg equated with our modern mathematical descriptions of 

fluxed quantum states [19, 60]. Given such equivalencies, it is likely Eddington and Plato 

would agree that what is knowable is some Universal constant related to the μέτρον. The 

FORMS represent this constancy for Plato, which as Heisenberg noted are equivalent to 

mathematical structures, which Eddington held as being real knowledge. 

Recall for Eddington mathematics was something of a product of the MIND – 

mathematics were not there until one put them there – a notion having some parallels 

with the geometer being the source of geometry for Aristotle, and thus SUBJECTIVITY again 

must feature in the present discussion [17, 51]. For what else but Mind produces 

mathematics, and thus are not mathematics stained with SUBJECTIVITY? The notion that the 

brain, the observer, etc., is somehow simultaneously the knower and the source of 

knowledge arises from the briefly discussed HARD PROBLEM OF CONSCIOUSNESS – which 

thematically seems to occur in the SOCRATIC DIALOGUES as well [229, 230]. In particular, 

Theaetetus and Socrates seem to agree that sight is perceived through visual organs, 

audition through auditory ones, and that such sensory experiences are exclusive to one 

another – that is, one cannot hear sound, synesthesia and other fascinating examples of 

neuronal plasticity notwithstanding [297]. Socrates presses the issue – “by what means 

[does one] perceive the shared features of one object?” – leading Theaetetus to consider 

the Mind as the faculty by which one unifies the shared features, or the qualia of Chalmers’ 

discussion [229, 297]. More relatedly with respect to Eddington, Socrates and Theaetetus 

also accept that some “things” are simply imperceptible, and lie outside the bounds of 

physical reality – here they speak of the true FORMS – but consider knowledge of them is 

attainable through mental enquiry [297]. As with Eddington, for he concluded that despite 

our epistemological considerations we could only grasp a semblance of TRUE STRUCTURE 

through our use of mathematics.  
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One of the frequent counters to the FORMS is that arising from the THIRD MAN 

ARGUMENT, itself found within the dialogue Parmenides; the THIRD MAN serves as a central 

point of attack for Aristotle, for instance [50, 294]. Exceedingly simplified, the key points 

are: A) the potential existence of one FORM presupposes the existence of another FORM of 

which it partakes, leading to the presupposition of another FORM of which that partakes, 

ad infinitum, and to a lesser extent B) any given FORM does not self-partake, is entirely 

Unique, and cannot be contrary in qualia. Yet as is known resulting from quantum 

explorations, several fundamental particles have contrary qualia, many do in fact self-

interact (which I infer as synonymous with ‘partaking’), and some may fall under the 

category of ‘unique.’ Starkly enough, the ad infinitum of presuppositions simply is not true, 

as the HIGGS’ is the stopping point of this “partaking,” as Eddington’s FUNDAMENTAL UNIT 

would necessarily also have to be. Indeed, despite Aristotle’s interpretation that FORMS 

would presuppose and partake ad infinitum, he himself permits an exit for Plato with the 

Unmoved Mover, implying the existence of a “Natural stopping point” to analysis and 

enquiry, an ultimate source from which all else proceeds. SUBJECTIVE stopping point or 

otherwise, Aristotle’s move facilitates a similar point in the series of infinite Platonic 

partaking. Suffice it to say, not all parallels between Eddington’s FUNDAMENTAL UNIT and 

the FORMS are beneficial, but such is the necessity for the present synthesis and analysis 

with a modicum of interpretation. Acknowledging the danger and failings following in 

whole-heartedly accepting PLATONIC FORMS, what remains is that neither SUBJECTIVITY nor 

STRUCTURALISM by and large become compromised by attacks centered on the THIRD MAN 

or variations thereof. 

FORMS IN QUANTUM 

No discussion of the FORMS is complete without the inclusion of the Republic; it is 

potentially Plato’s most well-known work, and contained therein are two of his most 

powerful philosophical analogies [47]. Hardly new material to many a reader, 

simultaneously the SIMILES OF THE SUN and the CAVE are extremely efficacious in 
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demonstrating the ‘knowledge outside of MIND’ position taken by Plato, and which is 

fundamental to Eddington’s SUBJECTIVE EPISTEMOLOGY. Briefly, in the SUN, Plato depicts how 

the Sun fundamentally drives the Visible World; it is the source of light, growth, visibility, 

and thus the power of sight, “…though the Sun is not sight itself, it is the cause of sight…” 

(508b). With respect to the FORMS, their ‘Intelligible World’ is driven by the FORM OF THE 

GOOD [47]. Admittedly, interpretations of the GOOD are somewhat contentious and there is 

no uniform agreement in literature, but I am inclined to agree with Aristotle’s equating 

the term with “the ONE” or “UNITY.”  

One must acknowledge the interchangeability in some dialogues – ancient and 

contemporary alike – of Aristotelian “the ONE” or “UNITY” with “GOD.” However, even with 

these equations of the GOOD with some deity, at most I contend Aristotle’s own 

interpretation would have veered much closer to that later developed by Spinoza. In his 

Ethics, Spinoza dichotomizes the possible phenomena of Nature into generally “passive” 

and “active” categories; Natura naturata and Natura naturans, or “Nature natured” and 

“nature naturing.” The former term – naturata – denotes the passivity of Nature, and 

similar with Plato and his FORMS, implies a process where lesser entities exist by subsisting 

in the essence of GOD; that is, lesser entities become predicated by or partake in this eternal 

substance of GOD, much like Plato’s FORMS. The latter term – naturans – refers to the activity 

of GOD, not in the sense of a consciousness performing actions, but rather in that the entity 

is eternal, infinite, and an independent Free Cause, much like Aristotle’s Unmoved Mover. 

For Spinoza, then, GOD was the embodiment or quasi-embodiment of Nature, and not an 

independent conscious entity, revelatory of otherwise; GOD IS NATURE – Deus sive Natura20 

[298-300].  

Plato’s use of light is apt given the desirous nature of the present work to synthesize 

Plato with Eddington and quantum theory. Consider the following: Feynman stated that 

the colours we perceive have little to do with the objects themselves, other than the fact 
                                                   
20 Literally meaning “God or Nature,” but not in the “either-or” sense, but “both-and;” Spinozan Pantheism sees 
God and Nature as indefinitely interchangeable. 
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the objects change the properties of light particles that interact with them. There is nothing 

inherently “red” per se about a red cushion, or cup, etc. Rather, there is something inherent 

to the material of the cushion/cup/etc., which upon interacting with an otherwise “white” 

light particle causes a change in the particle, a wavelength or proportional frequency shift, 

such that the particle is no longer “white.” The interaction is not a reflection, but a near-

instantaneous parity of absorption-emission between the object and particle21 [270, 271, 

301]. Interactions produce an exchange of energy, thus the emitted particle is not of the 

same strength as when first hitting the object, and so the resultant colour change in the 

light particles is due to these energy-exchanging interactions [270, 271]. Thus, while 

“redness” in the direct Platonic sense – an ideal FORM of “red” – does not exist, there are 

specific changes inducible within light particles (resulting from the aforementioned 

interactions) that essentially equate to specific “ideal reds” in a very Platonic sense. 

Photons can take on any such configuration; hence photons a priori interaction are ideal 

Platonic FORMS of the Intelligible World, while those we interact with are the imitations 

within the Visible World.  

Consequently, there is a sort of “ideal colour FORM” that exists for each particular 

colour, representing the alterations required in the wavelength and corresponding 

frequency of the white light particles to “be” that colour. These frequency and wavelength 

combinations thus describe mathematical STRUCTURE, just as the changes necessary to do 

so originate as functions. It is interesting then that a common scholarly interpretation of 

Plato’s ONTOLOGY – or how things come “to be” – includes the participation in the FORMS, 

but most poignantly that the ideal way to grasp the FORMS is through mathematical arts, or 

τέχνη [273, 302]. It may still remain a highly specific and specialized interpretation of the 

FORMS, but if made with respect to Aristotle and Plotinus’ equivocation of the FORM OF THE 

GOOD with “the ONE”, as well as with the conception of Spinoza’s “Nature is God, God is 

Nature” then the parallel becomes more apparent [298-300, 303]. That is, light particles 

                                                   
21 Time is a very finicky variable under quantum considerations; it is often the case that the system treats 
empirically measured temporal periods as identical to instantaneity. See the Feynman Lectures or Sainadh et 
al. 2019, for example.  
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exist ideally, but due to the myriad interactions they undergo we only see “partaken 

forms” of light. Most importantly, we observe these “partaken light forms” SUBJECTIVELY, 

and thus we are never able to know the “ideal form” – analogous to the fact that despite 

any considerations we might make, we only know the state of a quantum system after and 

as a result of observation [91, 295, 296]. Such a conclusion is the basis of the previously 

presented arguments with respect to Heisenberg, Schrödinger, Bohr, Dirac, Weinberg & 

the ANTHROPIC PRINCIPLE, and centrally to the current work, Eddington.  

The SIMILE OF THE SUN22 emphasizes that it is not enough to realize that one observes 

only “partaken forms” and not reality itself, just as it is not enough to realize one is not 

observing a priori states in quantum systems. It also discusses how one can come to know, 

or at least be respectably close to, the ideal FORMS through the application of intellect, MIND, 

and reasoning [47]. As Plato says, just as the SUN illuminates the visible world of visible 

objects, so too does the GOOD illuminate the intelligible world of intelligible objects (508c,) 

[17, 19, 47]. Similarly, it is through the application of MIND that one obtains mathematical 

descriptions and formulae, and it is in just this sense that Eddington conceived of 

mathematics as STRUCTURE and STRUCTURE as reality, and is likewise the cause for 

Heisenberg’s patronage of Plato and his FORMS [17, 19, 47]. Both Eddington and to a lesser 

degree Heisenberg adhered to some level of a mathematical realism, the former outright 

thinking mathematical structures existed ideally in their own dimension of reality. These 

are direct parallels with the “Intelligible World” where ideal FORMS exist in Plato’s 

metaphysics, independent the “Visible World” [17, 19, 47].  

The SIMILE OF THE SUN requires the rendering of an important distinction; the SUN 

may be the source of light and that which causes things to grow, though it itself seemingly 

does not change. That is, while the SUN and LIGHT are the source of BEING, neither are BEING 

itself [304, 305]. It is a distinction which bears direct relevance to the present 

interpretation of Eddington’s PHILOSOPHY – though one attains PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE 
                                                   
22 Desmond Lee’s Penguin Classics edition wonderfully sets out the Simile of the Sun in an easy-to-read table, p 
231. 
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through mathematical enquiry of STRUCTURE, PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE is not knowledge 

(VERIDICAL TRUTH) itself. Nor is the STRUCTURE being probed in the investigation some 

veridical truth; in both cases, as in the SIMILE OF THE SUN and the FORMS in toto, we may 

only grasp some semblance of an “objective truth” and are forced to recognize the 

impossibility of such OBJECTIVITY [306]. What is exceedingly pertinent to the present 

discussion arises from Ferguson’s analyses, wherein he confidently states the 

surefootedness of considering mathematical objects as νοητά – INTELLIGIBLE OBJECTS, or 

FORMS –, and in so doing presses the issue of Plato’s emphatic prioritization of proper 

education [304, 305]. It was through education that one learned of the capabilities of 

mathematics, and as Ferguson clarifies, the objects of mathematics engender a pupil 

towards grasping the FORMS.   

Many present the SIMILE OF THE SUN simultaneously with the SIMILE OF THE LINE; no 

other extant work of Plato’s so neatly outlines his epistemology, in fact. The LINE seemingly 

is Plato’s own attempt to articulate the differences between the VISIBLE and INTELLIGIBLE 

WORLDS and their respective objects, but moreover with this presentation Plato suggests 

an epistemic state requirement for the comprehension of any object [304, 305]. That is, 

Plato argues for the mediation comprehension of certain types of objects and sensations 

through faculties reflective of their ESSENCE; the texture of an object is only perceptible in 

the veridical meaning of texture through physical touch, just as the faculty of sight 

mediates visual information. In this vein, the faculty required to perceive and know the 

FORMS is, of course, the MIND; more specifically, it is through the application of MIND to the 

objects of mathematics, considering them as νοητά, that one comes to know the FORMS [304, 

305].  

While the common trend in ACADEME is to view Plato as purely metaphysical, with 

an almost religious and mystical approach to epistemology and ontology, the counter-

trend demonstrates Plato’s adherence to the power of sensory perception and moreover 

its necessity in producing knowledge [273, 276, 305, 307, 308]. Outstandingly relevant to 
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Eddington’s own epistemology is that through the LINE metaphor, Plato emphasizes that 

whatever object is under enquiry demands some comparator in order to “make sense” of 

whatever object is being investigated [309]. That is, no segment of the LINE is different 

inherently, but differences exist as one compares a section of a line to another – what 

objects are at what part of the line? The analogy is clearer if the segments are of different 

lengths, but Plato does not use the overt mechanism of visual length to make this point; he 

is much subtler. Notwithstanding said subtlety, the parallel to Eddington and his FOUR 

POINTS system for conceptualizing how to make relations, outlined earlier, should now be 

apparent. The FORMS require lower understanding – opinions and belief -  to allow even 

for the possible realization that the FORMS may exist; that is, without A-C, D is unintelligible 

(below), just as without some standard of measure an observation is impossible [17]. 

Table 1 - Plato's Simile of the Line depicted graphically which exceptionally outlines his general epistemology 

THE SUN, LIGHT, AND THE VISIBLE WORLD THE GOOD, PARTAKINGS OF THE GOOD, AND THE 
INTELLIGIBLE WORLD 

A B C D 

Shadows & reflections Perceptible Objects Intelligible objects; 
lower Forms (Perfect 

Shapes) 

Higher Forms & Ideals 
(“Good”) 

Opinion, Conjecture, and Belief Understanding, Logic, Reason, and Knowledge 

 

The SIMILE OF THE CAVE is perhaps the better known of the two PLATONIC PARABLES. 

Greatly distilled, the CAVE posits individuals who for whatever reason are unable to leave 

the CAVE. The analogy may seem strange at first read, but the CAVE is a metaphor for the 

standard, animistic human experience, wherein individuals accept whatever they observe 

as TRUTH without question, or alternatively supply their own inconsequential explanations 

for the myriad phenomena observable in life [302, 304, 308]. As the individuals are only 

able to observe one cave wall, upon which shadows from an unseen fire dance to and fro 

–, all their KNOWLEDGE thus comes from observing these shadows. Plato posits that the 

pursuit and acquisition of knowledge of the FORMS is equivalent to one of these Cavemen 

finding a way out of the Cave, emerging to see “real life” in all its shades and colours of 
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Sunlight. Sadly, Plato feels one can never tell others about the truth of the FORMS – of the 

unseen fire and the Sunlight – as the parable ends with the individual returning to the 

cave, and being unbelieved by his compatriots resumes observing the shadows. Lee points 

out in his translation that Conford’s own earlier replacement of the ‘clumsier apparatus’ 

of the cave with the cinema or television may better illustrate the intent of the parable for 

contemporary readers; it may be a particularly poignant comparison to make in the age 

of Fake News, incidentally [47].  

There are two common interpretations of the CAVE, one general and one more akin 

to what Plato intended. The first interpretation is simply a metaphor for the power of 

observation, but more specifically observation founded upon reason and logic. Those who 

refuse to apply the proper tools of enquiry become destined to observing shadows on cave 

walls – something of reality, but not reality itself. Common scholarly interpretations thus 

see the CAVE as an allegory for human nature, or πάθος, a part of which is the want, desire, 

and pursuit of education – human nature being something different from that of animals, 

and education is central to that definition [302]. However fundamental of an allegory it is, 

more pertinent to the present discussion is Plato’s own intended meaning; it carries many 

of the same impositions along the same lines, but focusses on the tool and object of 

educational enquiry being the FORMS.  That is, the only way out of the CAVE is through the 

study and understanding of the FORMS; general philosophical enquiry or the persistent 

application of reason and logic alone does not guarantee one’s emergence from the CAVE.  

Ferguson points out that Plato was quick to emphasize the optimal way to learn and 

educate oneself the FORMS is through mathematical τέχνη, which Plato argued is the source 

from which BEING comes into existence [302]. Similarly, Whitehead summarizes, “Plato 

had another message… an intense belief that a knowledge of MATHEMATICAL RELATIONS 

would prove key to unlock the mysteries of the universe and the RELATEDNESS within…”, 

aptly and concisely stating the mathematical meaning in Plato’s works [278]. Whitehead’s 

summary saliently articulates the central purpose and reasoning behind the present work 
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– to outline and describe the relevance of Platonic FORMS to modern science through an 

interpretation and synthesis with Aristotle and most exhaustively Eddington. Ergo, a 

synthesis of the two interpretations will suffice to capture the philosophy of Eddington; 

recall, he himself stated that starting investigations along epistemological lines and 

pursuing the discovery of mathematical structure “Brings us into the game as umpires, not 

as players” [17]. What Eddington is referring to is that one is in a position of true 

observation and judgement only when employing lines of enquiry that utilize 

epistemology – just as Plato contended one only grasps truth through pursuance of the 

FORMS. More importantly, the method by which one best pursues the FORMS is through 

mathematical means, laying bare the connexion between SUBJECTIVE experience, the MIND, 

and the construction of reality – mathematics may purport to describe objective reality 

and entities, but “…mathematics are not there until we put them there.” [17, 302].  

One may yet remain skeptical of the notion of a purely SUBJECTIVE reality, or 

potentially placing physics within metaphysics, but recent violations of BELL’S INEQUALITY 

through a realized “WIGNER’S FRIEND” thought experiment led researchers to conclude 

there is no possible observer-independent world [306]. Stated alternatively, these 

researchers experimentally demonstrated the veracity of Eddington’s SUBJECTIVE 

EPISTEMOLOGY. Coupled with everything presented previously regarding the equivalence 

of FORMS with mathematical functions – or STRUCTURES – not only for Eddington but many 

of his contemporaries, I establish the essential theory which informs the present work. 

Separated across millennia, Plato and Eddington argued similar positions; reality is 

SUBJECTIVE, what we do experience of it is not the “TRUE” reality, but that there are methods 

for observing its TRUE composition, or nearly so. Moreover, they both considered that the 

“real” substance that composed the Universe was something incredibly abstract – FORMS 

and STRUCTURE – which most intriguingly exist in their own metaphysical realm [1, 4, 18, 

25]. Summarized: the ELEMENTARY UNITS that formed the substratum of Plato’s Universe as 
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outlined in the Timaeus are equivalent to mathematical formulae23; mathematical 

formulae are the objects of mathematical enquiry, and thus are the optimal route to 

pursue the FORMS; mathematical formulae are equivalent conceptually to notions of 

STRUCTURE; and STRUCTURE forms the ultimate basis of EDDINGTONIAN EPISTEMOLOGY, wherein 

his own FUNDAMENTAL UNIT is equivalent with Plato’s [17, 19, 273, 274, 276-278, 293].  

There remains but a few loose ends – both theoretical and methodological – which 

expanded upon here will best serve the reader. The first provides further detail on the 

primary tool selected for the forthcoming experiments – SPECTRAL ANALYSIS – which 

Eddington himself alluded to in PPS [17]. In addition to the analyses of light signals, 

SPECTRAL ANALYSES utilizing the FOURIER TRANSFORM are central to enquiries of the human 

vocal system, namely through the computerized tool PRAAT, which automates much of the 

process [310, 311]. SPECTRAL ANALYSES are also central in the method used to the calculated 

mean interstimulus periods – or time between – major human military conflicts since 

1600. Further detail on the relevance of SPECTRAL ANALYSES to Plato and his FORMS is thus 

necessary by their central position in the present work. The connective tissue between 

these seemingly disparate investigations lies within Eddington’s consideration of the role 

of the experimenter and their mind in the production of knowledge; SPECTRAL ANALYSIS was 

his own example of how one enforces regularity where irregularity is the norm [17]. Yet 

the tool, however cumbersome, does reveal underlying STRUCTURE or structural 

components; and with that one can begin to surpass the SUBJECTIVE EPISTEMOLOGICAL 

limitations inherent to knowledge production as a mere mortal.  

N.B. – I may potentially be including additional works in the final document.

                                                   
23 The relevant passages are Timaeus 55d9-56c6, wherein earth is a cube, air an octahedron, fire a tetrahedron, 
water an icosahedron, and chaos a dodecahedron postulated as a “god” element. The analogy is that 
geometrical shapes stand for mathematical formulae. Interestingly, Plato also suggests that these elements 
arise from the combination of two Fundamental Triangles, which precede all Becoming. At this point I will 
spare the reader further discourse and borrow from Plato in that “It would be too long a story to give the 
reason.” 
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SPECTRAL ANALYSIS & THE FORMS 

The ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM serves as an additional point of synthesis with the 

FORMS and Eddington’s Philosophy of Physical Science. Recall Eddington described light as 

having absolutely no regularity in Nature, but because of our analyses we impose a 

regularity; he does so in the context of applying the FOURIER TRANSFORM to the information 

contained within a light signal [17]. I do not claim to be exceedingly knowledgeable on the 

mathematics of the FOURIER TRANSFORM, however I do understand the physical 

interpretation of what it does, and that it is the primary algorithm utilized in the 

determination of spectral power densities [312]. An analogy – perhaps inaccurate – which 

I find exceedingly useful is that a signal is a bag of M&Ms, the colours represent component 

frequencies or power densities. Applying a spectral analysis to this signal breaks it into its 

components; in our analogy, the analysis separates the individual candies by colour. Each 

colour is a “frequency BIN” computed by the analysis, and the number of individual 

candies of each colour represent their “power density,” or how much each contributes to 

the overall, unified signal. Thus, spectral analysis enables one to see how many 

red/blue/green candies make up the whole bag without individually counting them all. 

At present, there is also a movement towards alternative statistical methods and 

tools, such as wavelet decompositions, to be employed in similar phenomenological 

situations. However, such tools employ a STRUCTURE a priori – the mother wavelet – and 

thus Eddington would see this overtly as Procrustean. That is, the analysis operates based 

on a pre-supposed structural tool. It is vastly different from spectral analysis, where one 

does not assume a structure a priori to be influencing the organization of the signal under 

investigation. Dependent on the perspective taken of the matter, wavelet analysis is a 

subset of spectral analysis, accomplishing similar if not identical tasks; the difference 

between them then is arguably this metaphysical reliance on a priori structure. Many 

analyses are performable using either technique with comparable results – however, the 

philosophical consideration given above behooves me to utilize spectral analyses proper. 
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In addition, with respect to spectral analyses and the Fourier: within any given signal there 

often exist harmonics, sub-signals, etc. that together comprise the total signal. There are 

instances of CONSTRUCTIVE and DESTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE between these types of 

components, resulting in phenomena where only certain regions (frequencies) of the 

signal may alternate in time, or across different periods. Given that within such signals 

there are embedded harmonics, sub-signals, the results of interferences, etc., the FOURIER 

TRANSFORMS separates out these respective components giving each a contributive factor 

score to the main signal – known as the SPECTRAL DENSITY [312-314]. 

Though not Procrustean, the FOURIER TRANSFORM entire is Eddington’s own example 

of the imposition of SUBJECTIVITY to obtain a more understandable result. As he stated, the 

true nature of light is one of aperiodic irregularity, yet when one applies the Fourier to 

such a signal periodicity emerges, with the regularities enforced by the SUBJECTIVE and as 

we now know EPISTEMOLOGICAL parameters of the analysis [17]. It bears relevance to the 

current manuscript as the spectral analysis utilized in its methods employs this FOURIER 

TRANSFORM. The experiments discussed at length propose to record light signals from 

biological and non-biological sources – a most direct comparison to Eddington’s concern 

regarding their SUBJECTIVE Nature – but I will also apply the same or a similar tool and 

methodology to the signals of human voices and a quasi-signal of the time period between 

human conflicts. To place these within the current context, Eddington may find trouble 

with conclusions derived from spectral methods due to their inherent SUBJECTIVITY – a 

SUBJECTIVITY I do not deny – however, I consider their results epistemologically sound in 

the Heraclitean sense which Schrödinger acknowledged. That is, it does not suffice that 

the MIND is the source of knowledge and potentially co-creates reality, but the combined 

MINDS of individuals must simultaneously account for some level of this co-creation; 

otherwise, each individual lives an irreconcilable solipsistic consciousness [20, 60]. Recent 

work by Proietti et al. advance a similar position – either observer independence is partial, 

must be given up completely, or we recognize the inherent limitations of quantum 
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mechanics as only a tool, one of potentially many, to determine the outcome of events [306, 

315, 316]. Eddington would be quite pleased. 

SPECTRAL ANALYSES are also viewable as a potential avenue to explore the THEORY OF 

FORMS. Recall previously the Nature of colour – there exists an ideal configuration of 

frequency and wavelength of light that equates to the ideal form of a particular colour. 

Application of the FOURIER TRANSFORM to signals composed primarily of light enables the 

observation, however artificial or SUBJECTIVE, of particular contributing frequencies, from 

which one might ascertain the degree the signal is “partaking” in an idealized colour. It is 

a process not limited to light, however, as even the recordings of human vocal sounds have 

“idealized” frequencies. Vowels and diphthongs are all articulated in specific ways, and in 

so doing produce predictable frequencies – known as FORMANTS within VOWEL SPACE [124, 

286, 317]. That there are ideal forms of speech should not be difficult to accept – in fact, it 

should be the easiest faculty to grasp the FORMS through, as there is a long history of human 

selection for individuals possessing a SILVER TONGUE, a notion which would entail the 

idealized forms of vowels and other speech sounds in question. Application of the FOURIER 

TRANSFORM here, too, would discriminate the degree to which vocalizations match the 

“idealized” FORMS – or more literally, FORMANTS. Further details on the use of spectral 

analyses are present as necessary in the forthcoming chapters. 

EDDINGTON’S 137 

Across a number of Eddington’s works he derives values for, or near 

approximations of, many of the fundamental constants and units of the Universe (Table 2, 

below) [17, 18, 24, 25, 318]. There is one particularly striking example of the direct 

application of EDDINGTON’S SELECTIVE SUBJECTIVITY AND STRUCTURALIST approach to physics 

that bears a lengthy exegesis, albeit it is somewhat tangential to the present work, but 

which is the most salient and demonstrative of the SUBJECTIVE power of the MIND to 

potentially “create” reality in a fundamental way. The mental investigation in question is 

Eddington’s exploration of the FINE STRUCTURE CONSTANT, commonly presented in the 
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literature as an inverse quantity, α-1 = 137.035999084 (51) [319, 320]. At time of writing, 

there is no consensus as to the physical interpretation of this quantity, suffice it to say it 

occurs consistently within quantum mathematics; Feynman considered it a gauge of the 

probability for the emission or absorption of photons, as well as a measured function of 

transference processes described by the FEYNMAN DIAGRAMS [90, 270, 271]. Without 

discussion as to the meaning of the constant, let us delve into the important aspect at 

present – Eddington’s calculation and derivation of it from epistemological and arguably 

numerological foundations. What follows is my attempt to summarize and simplify 

Eddington’s work, but it is by no means exhaustive and may contain errors. Please see the 

original works for clarification, but the exegesis here makes the essential point. 

CONSTANT CALCULATED OBSERVED 
Mass of Electron 9.10924 × 10-28 g 9.1066 
Mass of Proton 1.67277 × 10-24 g 1.67248 
Proton-electron mass ratio 1836.34 1836.27 
Elementary charge 4.80333 × 10-10 esu 4.8025 
Planck’s  6.62504 × 10-27 erg·s 6.6242 
Inverse fine-structure 137 137.009 
Gravitational  6.6665 × 10-8 cm3 g-1 s2 6.670 ± 0.005 
Hubble 572.36 km s-1 Mpc-1 560 
Magnetic moment H-atom 2.7899 nuclear magnetons 2.7896 ± 0.0008 
Magnetic moment neutron 1.9371 nuclear magnetons 1.935 ± 0.02 

Table 2 - Eddington's calculations of the fundamental constants of nature compared to those observed in laboratory 
experiments in the 1940s. Many of the values are the same today, with additional significance i.e. decimal places of 
accuracy. Reproduced from Kragh (2015). 

First, recall that for Eddington you require FOUR POINTS to make a TRUE observation 

– two points correspond to the relation of enquiry, and a further two points correspond to 

the standard of measure [17]. Eddington ascribes a symbol, J, to represent the existence of 

each point – 1 for existence and 0 for non-existence – and thus for each individual point J 

= (0,1)24. When known for certain of its existence, J = (1,1) – however the only way to have 

such surety is through the FOUR POINTS SYSTEM – that is, this singular point’s existence is 

unconfirmable without first the existence of another point, thus we require a J2 = (1,1). To 

be sure, quantum theory permits self-interaction of particles and in the case of the HIGGS’ 

is fundamental to its existence; however, these also demonstrate the validity of the 
                                                   
24 J = (a,b); where a = existence and b = participation in Universe/Structure 
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metaphysical underpinnings Eddington points out, which is the necessity of one “event” 

interacting with another “event” in order for anything at all to be observable – or even to 

be in existence, for that matter. It is an interesting point of ONTOLOGICAL weight that the 

HIGGS’ BOSON, so fundamental to the STANDARD MODEL, is best described using 

mathematical models – and so this elementary unit, central to modern physical theory, is 

essentially what Plato proposed in the Timaeus, a work consistently derided as an 

“aberration of science” yet the pioneers of 20th Century Science hailed it as an anticipatory 

masterpiece [19, 55, 82, 273, 276, 321]. Additionally, one should note that many quantum 

phenomena that are unobservable are in actuality “inferred” through the observation of 

their presumed interactions – so again, a single event is not sufficient; there is a minimal 

requirement of two, or the presumed-to-exist unobservable entity and the phenomena we 

assume are associated with them to use to infer its existence. It is surprising the circular 

logic does not strike others as fundamentally curious, with the exception of Feynman’s 

continued comments of the “loopiness” of quantum mathematics. 

Recycled epistemological discussions aside25, two points permits us the knowledge 

of an event, perhaps even its differentiation from other events in a very general sense, but 

we cannot measure or describe the event in any meaningful way as of yet. To accomplish 

such a task, we require some standard of measure and a measuring tool with which to 

apply it; as a single event cannot measure itself26, the necessitation of a standard entails a 

further two points – totalling the FOUR POINTS of the system Eddington describes. To 

represent this let us double the quantity of J’s from two to four, adding J3 and J4 as part of 

the measuring tool or standard to the J1 entity and J2 observer to confirm the existence of 

J1.  Again, one requires two J’s for the measuring tool for identical reasons as two are 

                                                   
25 If something is “unobservable,” then it is “unobservable” – there should be no corollary phenomena we use 
to infer its existence. 
26 Here I make the distinction between “interaction” and “measurement-observation;” interactions may and do 
occur ad libitum without permanent representation within a system, measurements and observations are a 
specialized interaction involving some record or transference of information imparting a permanent or semi-
permanent representation of the interaction. Both interactions and measurement-observations may causally 
affect a system. 
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necessary for mere singular existence27. Eddington concludes that for a singular event to 

both exist and to be measurable, the set of J’s would require values of (1,1) in all instances. 

However, there are in fact a total of: 

[J1 × J2] × [J3 × J4] = [4 × 4] × [4 × 4] = [16] × [16] = 256 possibilities. 

As stated early in this work, Eddington’s mathematical works bordered on or may 

even be the result of more numerological tendencies, drifting away from the supposed 

empirical nature of the maths. To this I would first say one need only read of Pythagoras, 

Plato, and other early thinkers to recall the natural synthesis between mathematics and 

highly abstract thinking; in fact, Platonic scholars argue that is the precise nature of his 

more scientifically inclined writings such as the Timaeus – to foster highly abstract 

thinking within the realm of mathematics [273, 276, 278]. Consider also that when 

conceptualizing PYTHAGORAS’ THEOREM, the Greeks did not conceive of how the length of 

the hypotenuse is equal to summing the products of each of the remaining sides of 

themselves. Rather they visualized how the actual number of physical square units that 

could fit in the square area created by each side of the triangle were interrelated in this 

Pythagorean way – hence the square of the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares 

                                                   
27 At the risk of being repetitive, this “two J requirement” echoes the dualistic nature of Heraclitus’ Doctrine of 
Opposites once again. 

Figure 1 – The idealized Pythagorean Theorem 
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of the other two sides, literally (Figure 1). Similarly, Eddington provides many proofs for 

the necessity of 256 – the four points required of an observation entail 44 = 256; it also 

satisfies another series of calculations for the cardinal symbol K`, derived from the 

eigenvalues of ± ½ (representative of spin & charge, for instance). 

Of the 256 possibilities that are theoretically available for an entity based upon this 

system, only 136 are symmetric and positive squares while the remaining 120 are 

asymmetric and negative squares. These squares refer to the resultant matrices of values 

generated which depict all possible iterations of the binary-based FOUR POINTS system. 

Eddington specifies that the nature of the product of any [J × J] or J2 is that it must also 

satisfy the entity K`, a cardinal symbol which represents the “presence or absence within 

STRUCTURE”; this entity is different from mere existence as it presupposes some STRUCTURE 

of which entities must be a part of. Further complex observations are impossible without 

first the stipulation of structural existence within which an entity subsists. As such, J2 must 

satisfy K` = {1, -1] = 2J – 1, where J must also satisfy J2 – j = 0.  As stated, K`28 represents the 

“presence or absence within STRUCTURE,” and so Eddington permits the 1/-1 distinction 

instead of standard binomial 0/129, as ontological existence is of a much different kind than 

mere physical presence or absence; also recall Eddington’s stipulation that with regards 

to STRUCTURES there are no “voids” per se but negative “holes” arising from missing 

presence of a structural entity. To be sure, this is entirely different than DIRAC’S HOLE and 

SEA OF ELECTRONS theory. It is also easy to see how further Platonic analysis and concepts 

might be married to Eddingtonian thought. 

Eddington stipulates that the 120 negative and asymmetric squares denote non-

existence, and not considered further. For the remaining 136, however, only 16 simplify 

to 1, and Eddington concludes that these 16 iterations must denote fundamental particle 

existences. It is interesting then to note that the accepted STANDARD MODEL OF PARTICLE 

                                                   
28 Whose maximum value is 2256 where 2 = “present/not present” and 256 = “all possibilities for defining 
existence” 
29 I use 0 here for simplicity, but the set of operations is equivalent when using [0, 0; 1, -1; 0, -1; 1, 1] as well 
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PHYSICS currently boasts 16 classes of fundamental particles, discounting symmetrical and 

super-symmetrical particles, of course. One might ascribe this to chance or potentially 

even a fluke, but when considered with the other 10 calculated fundamental constants 

(Table 2) I contend further credit should rest on the shoulders and with the ingenuity of 

Eddington. It is from this work that Eddington originally derived the value of the INVERSE 

FINE STRUCTURE CONSTANT or α-1 to be 136, which he interpreted as the total degrees of 

freedom for “positive” existence; recall the physical interpretation has no consensus 

definition before proceeding. Later experiments would determine α-1 to be 137, and so 

Eddington accordingly modified his calculation by adding a further “degree of freedom” 

which he argued arose from both DIRAC’S EQUATION and the PAULI EXCLUSION PRINCIPLE.  

Immediately one might scoff at the arbitrary nature of Eddington’s correction, but 

frankly I see little difference between his adjustment of his calculation to meet 

observational values and the copious “renormalization functions” utilized by quantum 

physicists – though I suspect many are keen to point out my fallacious thinking. 

Additionally, when including the Higgs,’ the number of fundamental particles becomes 17 

– one more than Eddington determined – however the ambiguous and somewhat more 

substratal nature of the HIGGS’ means it is not functionally identical to a particle in the 

same way as the others frequently are. Furthermore, that the other particles derive their 

mass from the mere existence of the Higgs speaks more to the Higgs representing the 

“presence/absence within a STRUCTURE” or the entity described by K` than as an entity 

described by J. Thus, K` does not contribute to the total number of J, so it does not directly 

bear relevance to Eddington’s calculation of 16. Finally, Eddington emphasised an 

inherent INDISTINGUISHABILITY OF PARTICLES – that protons and electrons were, 

fundamentally, identical – and resultantly any observable differences were due to 

SELECTIVE and SUBJECTIVE choices in experimental design. Accordingly, Eddington combined 

the FINE STRUCTURE CONSTANT/existence calculations with this PRINCIPLE OF 

INDISTINGUISHABILITY and arrived at 2256 × 136 = 1.57 × 1079 total particles in the visible, 

observable Universe. Such a calculation might seem absurd, but it was arrived at 
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independently by Hartman through considerations of the geometry of the Universe as well 

by others – and two (or more) points suggest some semblance of existence [1, 4, 322-325]. 

Eddington concludes if one is able to calculate the 10 fundamental constants, in particular 

the fine structure constant, as well as the total number of particles in the Universe a priori 

any observation in that vein then the fundamental substratum of the Universe must in 

some way interact with the mind, potentially being little more than a cognitive construct 

of collective science. That the 16 possibilities of existence match up with the 16 

fundamental particles lends credence to Eddington’s cautionary conclusion. 

There is an incredible amount that remains about the specific PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE 

posited by Eddington, its integration and relevance to modern science, and its natural 

synthesis of Platonic and Aristotelian thought dependent wholly upon individual 

characteristics and perspectives – hence the SELECTIVE and SUBJECTIVE nature of the subject 

matter. I would thus recommend to anyone interested in pursuing these topics further to 

seek out the primary sources referenced within this work. It is by no means exhaustive, 

but should provide a necessary foundation to expand upon the theories presented here, 

offer a rewarding rebuttal, or present something entirely original. I wish only to outline 

one final parallel between Eddington and Aristotle. 

THE ONE 

There is one large point of contention that one must acknowledge presently, as 

despite all the similarities and commonalities presented thus far, the significance of 

mathematics and of numbers themselves is where a great schism remains; not only 

between Plato and Aristotle, but likely as we try to ultimately synthesize them with 

Eddington. What follows is what appears a logical and rational synthesis, while admitting 

naturally the authors themselves would likely disagree with its final formulation.  

The contention arose first between Plato and Aristotle, and is one of the main points 

which led Aristotle to leave Plato’s school altogether [326]. As mentioned, the Platonic 
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school aligned more with the Pythagoreans in that number had a form in the same sense 

as a triangle or sheep did – there existed a real, quasi-physical (in some literatures noetic) 

number from which all iterations of that number “partook;” Gaukroger provides an 

excellent explication of this using the metaphor of colour [326]. Much as an object 

possesses the colour “red,” and we can (even today) acknowledge the existence of some 

fundamental red in the sense of the Platonics, we would, however, struggle to emulate this 

abstraction of adjective from object for number, such as “ten sheep” – this would suggest 

there is something “over and above” ten that is separately identifiable from the sheep 

[326]. Modern minds, then, are firmly in the camp of Aristotle when it comes to number, 

as the latter is precisely what he expressed when he rejected the ontological implications 

of ascribing such a level of abstraction to number. Unlike Plato, Aristotle does not accept 

that mathematical statements have any existence value – they are little more than 

“magnitudes and numbers” (Metaphysics M 1077b 18-19, [50]). Recalling the lengthy 

discussion thus far, present science would argue in favour of Plato, however, with respect 

to existence. 

Despite his attack against the independent existence of numbers, I return to 

Aristotle for one particularly poignant reason – his discussion of the ONE buried within his 

treatment of numbers in general. Essentially, the things we count are inherently similar 

or homogenous a priori – this is what enables counting. In this sense, ONE simply refers to 

the minimal homogenous unit being considered during an enumeration process, it does 

not yet possess “number” in our sense of the word; that is, the ONE is the unit or the 

‘measure’ (μέτρον) which through enumeration becomes a possible plurality of ‘measured’ 

units: “… for ‘the ONE’ means the measure of some plurality, and ‘NUMBER’ means a 

measured plurality and a plurality of measures.” (Metaphysics M, 1088a 4-6, [50]). Aristotle 

is trying to impress the relation that just as ONE becomes NUMBER or plurality, the measure 

becomes measured; in his technical metaphysics, ONE possesses a power (αρχή) by which 

number comes into existence, or is the first principle of number [326]. Again, as a 

metaphor, keep in mind the difference in abstracting “red” versus “ONE” in the phrase “one 
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red pen;” – the pen IS the one, a paradigmatic example of pens or even red pens which are 

enumerable, yet it is not a paradigmatic example of enumerable redness. As Gaukroger 

states, making the statements equivalent would be a reification of number to a degree 

acceptable to Platonics, which Aristotle does not permit; as a result, the ultimate 

conclusion is reached that ONE cannot be a number, as it would simultaneously be both a 

singularity and a plurality [326]. 

First, there is a gross similarity apprehensible between Aristotle’s conception of the 

ONE and Eddington’s FOUR POINTS system for obtaining a singular observation. Recall, 

Eddington stated that from a singular point one is unable to make a measurement, in total 

he argued FOUR were necessary; for simplicity, then, his position is that a singularity does 

not permit measurement. It is a generalisation; however, it is identical to the one 

explicated by Aristotle – singularities are measures, and pluralities are measurements. 

There exists substantial cause to equate Aristotle’s notion of the measure or μέτρον with 

Eddington’s FUNDAMENTAL UNIT – albeit acknowledging the former’s insistence on the 

illogicality of ontologically relevant mathematical statements. Second, although Eddington 

does not overtly discuss the spiritual or the religious, a few scholars do indicate some 

mysticism in his works, not the least informing his more numerological tendencies [1, 4, 

18, 25]. As such, Eddington’s formulation of “one observation” might also have more in 

common with later Neoplatonic conceptions of the ONE; the highest principle forming the 

Universe, immanent through all matter, as ‘a fiery God which thinks,30’ of the same 

material of human thought. Eddington would likely have found trouble with the term 

“god,” though it is metaphorical – the idea of a living, ‘breathing’ universe. What is most 

important here is that the fundamental essence of the Neoplatonic Universe – the ONE – 

was of the “same stuff” as human thought. Eddington claimed the human mind put 

mathematics into the formulae in which we manipulate them – they did not exist 

separately.  

                                                   
30 Stobaeus, Ἐκλογαί Ι.2.29 
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At this final capstone of this present work, one must acknowledge that Eddington’s 

Philosophy is neither wholly Aristotelian nor Platonic; there are concepts and theories 

from both which necessarily factor into the SELECTIVE SUBJECTIVE and STRUCTURALIST 

perspective he crafted for himself, and which I myself additionally chose to incorporate in 

the following proposed experiments. Eddington permits a level of reality for mathematical 

STRUCTURES, but not of numbers themselves, and these STRUCTURES might even exist in a 

separate metaphysical realm accessible only by mental fortitude; with the exception of the 

reality of numbers, this is entirely amenable with the standard Platonic FORMS; and we also 

take from the Timaeus the notion of the FUNDAMENTAL UNIT of the Universe being one such 

mathematical structure. It is exceedingly challenging to even hypothesize whether these 

ideas are physically testable – how does one create a void of subjectivity? Moreover, with 

recent experiments positing objective reality being impossible, it may be better to accept 

the fact so succinctly summarized by Persinger and paraphrasing Eddington, that “that the 

substratum of everything in the universe is a cognitive construct that is determined by a 

“mental character.” [4, 17, 109]. All that remains is to propose, test, observe, and most 

importantly, quantify those observations, all under the vast umbrella of epistemology.  
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COGITATUM POSTREMUM 

No experiment is flawless and no proposed research infallible; likewise, I do not 

think what occurs on the pages previous this one is above criticism – in fact, I welcome it. 

I can only present the ideas that have occurred to me over the course of my doctoral 

education that are overtly a synthesis of myriad ideas from individuals far cleverer than I 

– Aristotle, Plato, Heraclitus, Heisenberg, Schrödinger, and most of all Eddington. 

Philosophy is conceptually one long ongoing discussion, so perhaps it should not come as 

a surprise the recurrence of themes and concepts amongst these thinkers. At the same 

time, science is ever-evolving, and at times subjected to significant paradigm shifts that 

force its practitioners to completely re-organize the theoretical underpinnings that are the 

foundations of the discipline. That is not to say that the present work deigns itself to be 

paradigm shifting, but rather that in spite of this evolution there are a few recurrences 

and some resurfacing of entirely old ideas which should give the modern scientist pause 

before ascribing absolutely to the “objective” reality of their discipline. In the very least I 

have learned that one finds the best fruits of discovery in the natural gardens of 

discussion, debate, and competition, and are wanting within the dogmatic acceptance of 

another’s theories or the passive praise of passable mediocrity.  

The present dissertation attempts to synthesize from a number of varied disciplines 

into what is classifiable today as INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH; however, I consider it more 

of a continuation of the original conceptualization of the field of science as an area of study 

in the tradition of what once carried the label NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. In this sense, it hopes 

to address questions about nature and the physical universe utilizing empirical fact while 

taking a philosophical or philosophically-minded perspective, especially within the 

development of the experiments and their resulting conclusions. The overarching theme 

of NATURAL PHILOSOPHY reflects the highly integratory approach unobscured by barriers 

between disciplines; it builds together from diverse fields as biology, biophysics, 

experimental and cognitive psychology, linguistics, history, with a particular emphasis on 
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philosophy. It is arguably a work in the PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE, although its emphasis in 

individual experimentation and their empirical results may place it in a new sub-type of 

EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY, one which does not focus solely on cognitive science and 

moralistic questions. 

One of the more specific objectives is that asks how far it is reasonable to 

extrapolate the application of a specific analytical tool – the spectral analysis – beyond 

what its original intended use; that of signal analysis. The work aims to consider multiple 

scenarios from EPISTEMOLOGICAL and ONTOLOGICAL perspectives, and in so doing it questions 

to what extent emergent phenomena are capable of describing the states of their 

respective biological systems to which they belong. The phenomena under consideration 

include biophotons from bacteria, observing patterns of human warfare, and the 

vocalizations of psychology students. It demonstrates that signals of those systems are 

equivalent EPISTEMOLOGICALLY; specifically, that breaking the signal down into its 

components is sufficient and justifiable for discerning knowledge of the system that 

produced it. In relation to this finding, it argues they are ONTOLOGICALLY related as signal 

phenomenon – although their precise natures of being differ, as signals they represent a 

particular class of being; AN EMERGENT MESSENGER.  

Finally, the document hopes to illustrate in a general sense the continued 

importance of including to some extent philosophical considerations and perspectives 

within science. It focuses on the “BIG PICTURE” approach to knowledge production using 

methodologies and comparing results for seemingly varied fields of study, promoting the 

act of interdisciplinarity without ascribing to any the nuances of particular 

interdisciplinary theory. It attempts to reinforce the fact that philosophy as a field of study 

is possible and desirable as an empirically-informed EPISTEMOLOGICAL pursuit, and 

simultaneously that science should pause to remember its philosophical origins, 

particularly with respect to its non-empirical ONTOLOGICAL foundations. It emphasizes the 

origins of WESTERN PHILOSOPHY and SCIENCE in the writings of the CLASSICAL GREEKS, namely 
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PLATO and his inspired pupil, ARISTOTLE, despite how far modern efforts may disagree with 

or deviate from their first considerations of the seemingly innumerable fields they 

touched. In short, it accentuates that “science can be destroyed by having the disciplines 

too thin, because there is no integration.” 31     

                                                   
31 Michael A. Persinger 
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ABSTRACTA 

Studies by Alexander Gurwitsch in the 1920’s with onion root cells revealed the 

phenomenon of mitogenetic radiation. Subsequent works by Popp, Van Wijk, Quickenden, 

Tillbury and Trushin have demonstrated a link between Gurwitsch’s mitogenetic radiation 

and the biophoton, emissions of light correlated with biological processes. The present 

study seeks to expand upon these works and explore whether biophoton emissions of 

bacterial cultures is used as an information carrier of environmental stress. Bacterial 

cultures (Escherichia coli and Serratia marcescens) were incubated for 24 h in 5 mL of 

Nutrient Broth to stationary phase and cell densities of ~107 cells/mL. Cultures of E. coli 

were placed upon a photomultiplier tube housed within a dark box. A second bacterial 

culture, either E. coli or S. marcescens, was placed in an identical dark box at a distance of 

5 m and received injections of hydrogen peroxide. Spectral analyses revealed significant 

differences in peak frequencies of 7.2, 10.1, and 24.9 Hz in the amplitude modulation of 

the emitted biophoton signal with respect to whether a peroxide injection occurred or not, 

and whether the species receiving the injection was E. coli or S. marcescens. These and the 

subsequent results of discriminant functions suggest that bacteria may release biophotons 

as a non-local communication system in response to stress, and that these biophotons are 

species specific. 

Keywords: bacterial biophotons; E. coli; S. marcescens; Gurwitsch; mitogenetic radiation 
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INTRODUCTION 

The concept of non-locality implies that appropriate stimulation of phenomena in 

one locus can be reflected in the phenomena at a second locus without the obvious 

involvement of classical mechanisms or processes of transmission such as electromagnetic 

fields. Dotta and Persinger first demonstrated that photon emissions from two 

bioluminescent reactions (hydrogen peroxide and hypochlorite) separated by 5 m to over 

1 km behaved as if the two spaces were superimposed [1]. There was a doubling of the 

photon emissions. The doubling only occurred if both reactions shared the same circularly 

rotating magnetic fields with varying angular velocities and specific temporal parameters. 

This doubling did not occur if other magnetic configurations were applied or if the 

injections in the two loci were not simultaneous. To discern if there were geometries with 

specific parameters that might simulate these conditions, we examined the potential non-

locality of photon emissions in pairs of plates of bacteria. According to our calculations, 

the potentially rotating magnetic fields within circular arrays of RNA within bacteria 

exhibit the properties that might simulate the experimental conditions that produced the 

doubling of photon emissions [1]. If our hypothesis was valid then the injection of 

hydrogen peroxide into bacteria within one plate contained within a black shielded 

volume should be associated with changes in photon emission characteristics in a second 

plate housed within a black shield volume when separated by about 5 m. This would imply 

that "information" between bacteria separated by non-traditional distances and involving 

"non-local" processes might occur. 

The Human Microbiome is quickly becoming a key research area particularly as 

evidence-based medicine incorporates more individualized treatment schemas, however 

studies depicting the impact of microbial populations on host physiology suggest there is 

still much work to be done to complete the picture [2, 3].  The number of human cells in 

the body is estimated to be around 1013 [4], leading to striking ratios of up to 10:1 for 

bacteria-to-human cells, implying that a human being is an organism in which 90% of its 
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cell population is foreign. The ratio of bacterial-host cell populations is even more 

important in light of the aforementioned upsurge in research articles demonstrating the 

biochemical reactions between the various species, and is by no means limited to human-

bacterial interactions. Nor is it unidirectional, with recent work indicating the host 

contributes to gut microbiota composition as mediated through interactions with the 

enteric nervous system [5]. 

Providing a brief albeit necessary vignette of the impact of microbiota on the host, 

Schwarzer & colleagues showed that the strain Lactobacillus plantarum was essential in 

maintaining proper weight gain in infant mice regardless of whether they had a nutritious 

or deficient diet, an effect found in humans as well [6, 7].  These host-bacterium 

interactions relate directly to immune response. One study demonstrated that there was 

an overgrowth in Enterobacteriaceae populations 24 h after severe epithelial burns, 

having significant impact on patient recovery and outcome [8].  Furthermore, evidence 

now exists indicating that some forms of cancer may also be linked to changes in local 

microbiota, opening a new window on cancer biology [9]. This, coupled with the growing 

evidence of a bidirectional communication system between hosts and their bacterial 

tenants, places more importance on the mechanisms behind these interactions [10]. 

While it is likely that traditional biochemical communication systems remain at the 

heart of any inter-cellular communication complex, comparatively less research exists on 

non-local communication (i.e. communication occurring in absentia a classical medium). 

That is not to say the field is barren – on the contrary, research into such non-local methods 

dates back to at least to the 1920’s with Alexander Gurwitsch and his observations on the 

factors contributing to cellular division [11]. In particular, when observing dividing onion 

root cells he noted that they proceeded through the various stages faster when there were 

other cells nearby also undergoing division, and postulated a form of electromagnetic 

communication since termed mitogenetic radiation [12]. Rephrased in modern circles as 

ultraweak photon emission (UPE) or biophotons  are generally in the emission range of 
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100 – 1000 photons·cm-2 of a given biological tissue [13], and are typically isolated to the 

ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) regions of the electromagnetic spectrum [14].  

In the decades since, copious studies have demonstrated the existence of photons 

originating from biological sources. Quickenden & Que Hee showed differential levels of 

UPEs are tied to the cell stages of growing yeast cultures [15]. Although further attempts 

to definitively show mitogenetic radiation with yeast were not successful, subsequent 

studies have revealed distinct spectral characteristics of the UPEs recorded from growing 

Escherichia coli  cultures [16]. Further along the phylogenetic tree, Kobayashi and 

colleagues showed the emission of a consistent 10-12 W·m2 from the exposed cortices of rats 

[17], within an order of magnitude of the 10-11 W·m2 recorded by Isojima et al. from 

prepared hippocampal slices [18].  

In recent years, studies exploring various aspects of UPEs have been the focus of 

our lab, and in particular, have demonstrated the involvement of biophotons across 

numerous processes. For example, increased biophoton emissions occur when engaging 

in visual imagery in the order of 10-11 W·m2 [19, 20]. Biophoton emissions are increased in 

one cell culture when another cell culture received light flashes, also in the order of 10-11 

W·m2 [21]. The coupling of photon emissions in cells can be induced through exposure to 

the same electromagnetic field stimulation, where the effect is maximized again in the 

order of 10-11 W·m2 [22]. Finally the dynamic state of protein kinase A has also been linked 

strongly with biophoton activity [23]. The importance of these latter works is the 

implication that the emissions of photons from biological tissues are not merely metabolic 

by-products, as might be inferred from the IR spectrum, but are actual forms of 

biocommunication and are actively involved in cellular processes. 

Some of these studies on biophoton communications have required the timed 

paired exposure to an identical electromagnetic field; otherwise, no effect occurred. 

Although still a form of non-local communication, potentially related to Gurwitsch’s 

mitogenetic radiation, studies requiring the incorporation of these fields will always be 
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subject to criticism. Thus, the present study aims to demonstrate the communication 

between microorganisms non-locally absent any external field presentations to 

investigate Gurwitsch’s hypothesis. This would not be the first work to attempt to do so. 

Early studies by Nikolaev showed that the growth of one microbial species in a glass flask 

could stimulate the growth of another species in a glass flask housed within the first, 

although the study has received serious criticism [24]. Trushin, however, has conducted 

an excellent review of the probable mechanisms by  which light-mediated electromagnetic 

communication may occur [25, 26]. We present here further evidence of the ability for 

bacterial species Escherichia coli and Serratia marcescens to communicate in absentia a 

classical medium as evidenced through biophoton emission spectra. 

METHODS 

BACTERIAL CULTURES 

Bacterial cultures were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection 

(ATCC), Manassas, VA, USA. Two bacterial strains were acquired and cultured for use in 

the experiment: 1) Escherichia coli (11303), and 2) Serratia marcescens (pigmenting, 264). 

Both of these species are rod-shaped Gram-negative facultative anaerobes found within 

the same genetic family of Enterobactericeae. These species were selected as E. coli is 

somewhat ubiquitous in terrestrial environments and has had its genome fully sequenced, 

whereas S. marcescens is an opportunistic pathogen found within the human microbiome 

and often being the causal agent of catheter-related urinary tract infections, thus both of 

these species routinely interact with Homo sapiens. 

The two strains were first cultured on Nutrient Agar, prepared by combining the 

appropriate mixtures of nutrient broth powder (Oxoid CM00001) and agar powder 

(Fischer A360-500), both of which were obtained through Fischer Scientific (Mississauga, 

ON, Canada). The agar cultures, after confirmation of species, were then cultured in 

individual 10 mL test-tubes housing 5 mL of Nutrient Broth (Oxoid CM00001). Temporally, 
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fresh agar cultures were maintained weekly throughout the experiment, and the sub-

cultured broth samples were inoculated 24 hrs prior to exposure on the photomultiplier 

tube. This was done so that culture density would be constant within an order of 

magnitude. Culture densities were 2.8 x 107 CFU/mL and 1.0 x 107 CFU/mL for E. coli and 

S. marcescens, respectively. Bacterial cultures were maintained at 37°C, with the exception 

of during the actual running of experiment when cultures were exposed to ambient (25°C) 

temperatures. Bacterial cultures to be used in the experiment were cultured in a 5 cm 

uncoated cell culture dish for 24 hrs in lieu of 10 mL test tubes. 

PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE ASSAY 

Observations of biophoton emissions were made by placing the bacterial cultures 

on the 3-cm2 aperture of a Sens-Tech, Ltd. Model DM0090C Digital Photomultiplier Tube 

(PMT). Measurements consisted of 3000 samples at a rate of one sample per 20 msec (50 

Hz). According to specifications, the PMT is sensitive to photons of wavelengths between 

280-850 nm. The subject bacterial culture within the 5 cm dish was placed upon the PMT 

aperture, and the whole apparatus (PMT + bacteria) was placed within a 15 x 15 x 15 cm 

dark box with an open top to permit access. The open top was later sealed with a number 

of heavy black towels. The same process was conducted for the bacterial species receiving 

H2O2 injections, to be described shortly. Experiments were conducted in an “8+1” design, 

where prior to placing the bacterial culture upon the PMT an environmental baseline 

recording was made, where baseline is defined as a background photon emission 

recording. The culture was then placed on the PMT and a run, consisting of eight 

observational recordings, began. 

The bacteria were observed for UPE during the eight recordings, four of which were 

baseline and four of which coincided with injections of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in a γ-A-

γ-A-γ-B-γ-B design. In this design, A represents an injection volume of 0.1 cc, B represents 

an injection volume of 0.2 cc, and γ denotes a baseline recording. By virtue of this design, 
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only the first γ is a “true” baseline, which we accounted for in our statistical analyses, as 

well as potential cumulative effects of the H2O2. The injections were made via 1 mm 

diameter serological tubing suspended over the injection culture within the second dark 

box, into which the H2O2 was sent using a 5 mL laboratory syringe.  

To summarize, the standard experimental run consisted of a bacterial culture being 

placed upon the PMT inside one dark box, a second injection bacterial culture was placed 

in a separate dark box ~ 5 m away and received H2O2 injections via a syringe. Injections 

occurred approximately 5 sec into each injection run. For each run, a new plate of bacteria 

was used at both the PMT recording and injection sites, were again a run refers to the “8+1” 

design. 

ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTAL MANIPULATIONS 

Rather than simply placing one culture on a PMT and injecting peroxide into a 

second independent culture, we also included experimental manipulations to 

demonstrate the efficacy of potential non-local communication. As mentioned previously, 

we originally included two peroxide injection volumes, 0.1 cc and 0.2 cc., and so 

throughout the course of the experiment we balanced the exposure paradigm to include 

AABB, BBAA, ABAB and BABA (with appropriate γ). We also included a Plate condition, 

where the bacterial plate upon the PMT was either kept the same or changed to a new 

plate, as well as a Box condition where the injection plate was housed in the same dark 

box as the recording plate, or in a separate box ~ 5m away (standard paradigm). Perhaps 

the most important variation was the species itself – some runs were conducted with E. 

coli as both the PMT and injection species, and some runs utilized S. marcescens as the 

injection species. All these factors were accounted for in the statistical analyses. 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSES 

Data were analysed using IBM Statistical Product and Service Solutions (SPSS) 

software (IBM Corp., Released 2016, IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 24.0. 

Armonk, NY: IBM Corp.). Raw PMT values were processed by first standardising the values 

for a given run, then conducting a windowless spectral analysis on the standardised 

values. The resulting spectral analysis values were standardised and then imported into 

an SPSS database for further analyses. A factor analysis to reduce the number of spectral 

variables from 1500 to 260 components was conducted using 570 iterations of a varimax 

rotation matrix whose components were extracted using principle component methods. 

In addition to the standardised spectral values, the total average photon emission 

for each recording, as well as the average emission during 0-5, 5-10, 10-15, and 15-60 sec 

windows were calculated and added to the dataset. To account for the observed general 

increase in PMT values over time the average photon counts were first detrended. This 

was accomplished by using the Curve Fit function in SPSS to determine what regression 

model best fit the data. Afterwards, this best fit regression was run with time as the 

independent variable and the resulting residuals were saved as a new variable. Additional 

statistical analyses as they pertain directly to results are described below. 
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RESULTS 

SPECIES-DEPENDENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

The first objective was to determine whether there was a differential response in 

the observed PMT recordings resulting from changing the species receiving the H2O2 

injections. The 1500 frequency variables generated from the spectral analysis ranged from 

0-25 Hz, or ½ the recording frequency of 50 Hz (20 msec) as imposed by the Nyquist Limit. 

Rather than investigate each of the 1500 variables independently, first 1 Hz frequency 

BINs were generated using factor analyses. The resulting 260 extracted factors were then 

used as independent variables in an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), where Species 

Receiving H2O2 Injection was the dependent variable. Those factors that showed a 

significant difference in spectral power density between the species were then matched 

with their respective real frequency loadings, which are summarized in Figure 1, with true 

baseline spectral power densities included as a comparator. 

It seemed unlikely to us that biogenic photon effects could be isolated so punctate 

around particular frequencies, even accepting the summations of the statistical software. 
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Figure 1 - Real frequencies to which significant factor loadings can be attributed. The figure shows the mean z-scored 
spectral power densities of the recorded E. coli culture when either E. coli (blue) or S. marcescens (red) received 
injections of H2O2. Baseline measures (grey) are also presented. The effect size from the ANOVA is reported as well. 
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Therefore, additional analyses were conducted within a ±1 Hz window around each of the 

significant frequencies in Figure 1. For example, if the target frequency is 6.3 Hz, a 

secondary ANOVA was conducted on the spectral power densities between 6.2 and 6.5 Hz. 

This resulted in a widening of the frequency windows in which significant differences in 

the spectral power densities between the species could be observed, as well as a loss of the 

1.0165 Hz and 12-15 Hz peaks. The results show that when the significant peaks are 

investigated at a higher resolution there is in fact a gradation towards significance, as 

would be expected (Figures 2-5). 

In summation, 16 frequencies remained significantly different between the two 

bacterial species when investigating spectral power density differences: 6.2835, 6.3, 

6.3165, 7.2165, 7.2335, 10.1, 10.1165, 10.1335, 10.15, 10.1665, 10.1835, 10.2, 10.2165, 

24.9165, 24.9335, and 24.95 Hz.  
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Figure 2 - Results of the expanded ANOVA centered on the significant 6.3 Hz frequency. A rise towards significance 
and effect size can be seen approaching 6.3, and falling out moving away from 6.3 (SEMs). 
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Figures 3-5 - Results of the expanded ANOVA centered on the significant frequencies (SEMs) 
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CONDITION DEPENDENT CHANGES IN PHOTON EMISSIONS 

As mentioned in the Methods, raw averages of photon emissions for each of the 

individual recordings were collected as well as averages for 0-5, 5-10, 10-15 and 15-60 sec 

windows. We reasoned that injections occurred during the 5-10 sec window, thus 

comparisons immediately before and after the event might prove to be sources of 

variance. Oneway ANOVA of the four photon bins plus the run average as dependent 

variables with the species receiving injection as the independent variable revealed no 

significant differences in the average photon emissions (p > .05). Similarly, no significant 

differences in average photon emissions recorded were found when exploring any of the 

variations of the H2O2 manipulation in similar oneway ANOVA (p > .05). 

A new variable was computed generating four new groups: New PMT Plate & Same 

Injection Box, New PMT Plate & Different Injection Box, Same PMT Plate & Same Injection 

Box and Same PMT Plate & Different Injection Box. This new variable was used as the 

independent variable in a subsequent ANOVA with the detrended photon averages as the 

dependent variables, which were significant for all windows (Figure 6). Tukey’s post-hoc 

analyses with a critical value of .05 were conducted and confirm that the group New PMT 

Plate & Same Injection Box as being the greatest source of variance, having higher 
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detrended photon counts than either Baseline or the other three conditions, which were 

significantly different from Baseline but not from each other (Figure 6).  

CLASSIFICATION OF CONDITION, SPECIES USING DISCRIMINANT FUNCTIONS 

Using the 260 component frequencies a series of discriminant analyses were 

conducted to ascertain the nature of the biophoton effect. The first discriminant with max 

steps set to 5 attempted to classify “whether an injection of hydrogen peroxide occurred 

or not”; a function incorporating components belonging to the 1-2, 3-4, 15-17, and 22-23 

Hz bandwidths produced a function with a cross-validated classification accuracy of 

69.9%, explaining only 19% of the variance (Wilks’ Λ=0.810). A function including 17 steps 

was required to explain more than 50% of the variance, maximising at 85% of variance 

explained with a 58-step function and an accuracy of 92%.  An identical discriminant 

function classifying the three hydrogen peroxide conditions (baseline (0cc), 0.1cc, 0.2cc) 

resulted in very poor (<50%) classification accuracies. 

A second discriminant analysis was conducted to classify “which bacterial species 

received the injection of hydrogen peroxide.” The resultant function was able to accurately 

classify 76% of cases in a cross-validated, 5-step model explaining 21% of the variance 

(Wilks’ Λ=0.79). Components of the 0-1, 9-10, 12-13, 22-23, and 24-25 Hz bandwidths 

entered as variables. A 37 variable model was able to classify accurately 94% of cases in a 

cross-validated model, achieving a maximum variance explained of 73%. Similarly, the 

function achieved 50% variance explained after incorporation of the 17th variable. 

DISCUSSION 

There is an important methodological note to consider when reviewing the results 

of the present study – the bacterial species receiving the hydrogen peroxide injections was 

not recorded for photon emissions; stated alternatively, we recorded the biophoton 

emissions from a bacterial culture that was not manipulated in any way. The null 
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hypothesis demands that there be absolutely no differences between any baseline 

recordings and our “experimental condition” recordings. Yet despite this assumption, we 

find the opposite. When recording a culture of E. coli for biophoton emissions we find, 

unequivocally, that the culture responds reliably when another culture of bacteria in the 

vicinity is insulted with hydrogen peroxide. Furthermore, we find that we can discern 

whether the species of bacteria receiving the hydrogen peroxide is of the same species that 

we are recording biophotons from, or not. The results of the present study add to the 

already overwhelming evidence suggestive of non-local communication, that is, 

communication in absentia a classical medium. 

Although the results of the discriminant functions are relatively weak – explaining 

only 20% variance and an accuracy of 70% – the variables entering the function classifying 

which species received the peroxide injections overlap and corroborate those that were 

significant in the ANOVAs. The convergence of evidence points to the recorded E. coli 

culture responding differentially – here defined as changes in biophoton emission spectra 

– dependent on what species was actually receiving the injection (Figure 1). These results 

also reflect phenomena typical of a non-local or entanglement-type nature. As expressed 

by Dotta & Persinger, the occurrence of phenomena that can be classified as entanglement 

or non-locality involves the simultaneous response in one location of space-time when an 

event occurs at some other, unconnected location in space-time [1]. Here, we 

demonstrated that when recording the biophoton emissions of E. coli at space-time 

Location X, and a second culture of bacteria – E. coli or S. marcescens – is insulted hydrogen 

peroxide at space-time Location Y, the PMT recordings from location X can be used to 

reliably determine a) whether an event occurred or not, and b) which species was insulted. 

This is a quintessential definition of ‘non-local’ interaction, in line with numerous other 

works [21, 27, 28] 

What is unique about the present study is the nature of the biophoton emissions. 

The most recent works by Tillbury & Quickenden, Trushin and even the earliest 
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observations by Gurwitsch himself pointed to a mitogenetic radiation, an energy source 

which influenced and affected the rates of growth of other nearby cells [11, 12, 16, 25, 26]. 

However, the results of the present study do not directly point to a similar growth-rate 

affecting energy. In fact, the responses were recorded when another culture was under 

extreme stress. Matasushi and colleagues previously demonstrated effects akin to non-

locality when cultures of bacteria are under stress from antibiotics, and in some cases  

noted the transference of resistance [29]. They, and subsequent works, pointed to sound 

energies as being the carriers of the resistance signals, and noted the ability to influence 

colony forming rates with the application of particular frequencies, typically in the 109 to 

1012 Hz [30, 31].  

While it is obvious that sound energies are not synonymous with photon energies, 

phenomenologically they reflect the same observation – biological responses in absentia 

classical biological mediums for signal propagation. It also may be of relevance that the 

sonic frequency range is identical to the background hydrogen frequency of the Universe 

[32]. In addition, a number of quantum theories posit the existence of a quasiparticle 

known as the phonon, a quantum field-equivalent for sonic, or vibrational, atomic 

interactions first conceived of by the Soviet physicist Igor Tamm [33]. Theoretical has since 

proven to be reality, as the phonon is now widely accepted as a quantum mechanical 

solution to superfluid and condensate equations, and is postulated to be involved with 

various biological processes [34-36]. 

One important piece of information that is required to discern further the nature 

of the phenomenon reported here is the primary contributing wavelength of the 

biophotons. Cosic theorized that every macromolecule can be represented as a biophoton 

frequency and wavelength, through a process known as the Resonant Recognition Model 

[37, 38]. In the present study, one might expect to find an increase in biophotons that 

reflects the upregulation and promotion of alkyl hydroperoxide reductase. Applying the 

Cosic method to the ahpC and ahpF subunits suggests wavelengths of 709nm and 697nm, 
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respectively. With respect to works by Tillbury & Quickenden, these are at the extremes of 

biophoton emissions they recorded as demonstrative of mitogenetic radiation [16]. We 

would expect increases in the same wavelength were the phenomenon to be identical, 

however, additional studies employing filters to determine precisely what wavelength of 

biophotons were emitted are required before any conclusive statements can be made on 

the nature of light in the present study. That being said, 700nm is well within the range of 

both the measuring capability of our PMT, and what has been reported in previous studies. 

Across the levels of biological discourse, a fundamental law exists whereby 

structure dictates function. While what has been reported thus far is reflective of evidence 

for non-local communication through biophotons, there remains the question of how this 

communication occurs; that is, what structure enables this function. The answer may lie 

within the genetic code of the bacteria used in this particular study. Taking the number of 

base pairs for the genomes of both E. coli and S. marcescens and finding a linear equivalent 

gives distances of 1564 μm and 1737 μm (1.564 x 10-3 m and 1.737 x 10-3 m). It has been 

demonstrated that the electrons of DNA do not remain stable, but rather are dynamic and 

move along the backbone of the DNA, at a velocity known as the fine structure velocity, or 

α. When considered with respect to the speed of light, c, the value of α becomes c/137. 

When this velocity (c/137) is assumed to be the speed at which electrons move along the 

DNA backbone of our bacterial species used in this study, frequencies of 1.4 x 109 Hz for E. 

coli and 1.26 x 109 Hz for S. marcescens are computed.  

These frequencies are particularly salient as 1.42 x 109 Hz is the background 

frequency associated with universal molecular hydrogen. Given that many bacterial 

genomes, including E. coli, are circular in nature, this congruence in frequency is even 

more pertinent given the extensive use of circumscribed electromagnetic field generators 

in previous experiments [39]. We have shown that the use of circular magnetic field coils, 

referred to as toroids, are optimal for producing non-local effects in a number of 

experiments when combined with the application of electromotive force [40-42]. While 
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the present study did not use toroids, the circular genomes are naturally occurring toroids, 

where the movement of electrons along the genome creates the electromagnetic 

conditions for non-local interaction via the neutral hydrogen line frequency. We accept 

this postulate requires additional intensive research to be borne out to fruition. 

Nevertheless, the overlap between the respective frequencies should not be discounted as 

mere coincidence. 

The nature of biophotons is still at this time subjected to a paucity of knowledge 

regarding the subject [43]. It might be said that there are as many hypotheses for the full 

causal mechanisms for biophoton interactions as there are individual laboratories 

conducting research in the field; however, the current study continues in the vein of 

biophoton research in clearly demonstrating a definite causal link [44]. We would like, 

however, to clarify that it is our claim not the distal group (receiving the peroxide 

injections) definitively communicated to the proximal group (being measured for 

biophotons) through biophotons. Our claim is – when a distal bacterial culture is injected 

with an innocuous substance disrupting the equilibrium of that system, one is then able 

to measure evidence of that disruption through the biophoton emissions of a separate, 

proximal bacterial culture. We do not claim the two cultures communicated through light, 

but rather that by measuring the light emissions of one system we learned information 

about the other system. 

Some argument may also be made with respect to the inherently weak-nature of 

biophotons. With such a weak tool for measure, how can one reliably use it as a source of 

information? Moreover, even environmental sources of light can obfuscate the 

phenomenon. Although we acknowledge the potential for environmental “spillage” into 

the measured biophotons, we and other researchers have reliably shown that biophoton 

measures are incredibly accurate in reflecting their purported systems, with specification 

down to individual macromolecules and transmitter systems possible [45]. Furthermore, 

forthcoming publications from completed studies address this exact question. Suffice to 
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say at this time that while there are definite environmental effects on the mean  or average 

biophoton emissions, these effects do not appreciably change the results of statistical tests, 

and where they do, accounting for environmental influences increases our statistical 

accuracy, albeit not significantly. Finally, environmental effects do not appear to influence 

the spectral characteristics of biophoton emissions, only (as stated) the mean or average 

number of counts recorded. Thus, although the environment was not accounted for in the 

present study, additional works by the first author and others in the field indicate they 

would not alter the conclusions of the present study in any meaningful way. 

The results of the present study add to the existing bodies of literature indicative of 

biological systems communicating in absentia classical biological mediums. Given the 

significant differences from baseline recordings, that the bacteria recorded was never 

manipulated, and that using the measures of biophoton emissions during the injection of 

hydrogen peroxide at a distal site, we were able to discern: a) whether an injection had 

occurred and b) which species received the injection. These results are evidence of some 

form of communication occurring between the two cultures. The precise nature of this 

communication, aside from being mediated in the electromagnetic spectrum, requires 

additional study.  
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ABSTRACTA 

Previous works demonstrated that human creative output fluctuates in periods of 

500-years, and more importantly that these periods of creative output maxima occurred 

simultaneous with increased solar activity. Indeed, early works by Chizhevskiy pointed to 

the correlation between solar-and-lunar geophysical variables and human behaviour. 

Interestingly, Persinger, and St. Pierre demonstrated increased aggression in rats during 

increased geophysical activity. Using these studies as a foundation, we explored the CDB90 

Battle Dataset to find a pattern or potential periodicity in large scale human aggressive 

behaviour – war – specifically within the duration of battles. Using the mean duration of 

battles for various wars from 1600 to 1950 revealed a 7-day periodicity in military conflicts 

during the 20th Century, with subharmonics at 14, 22, and 29-days. The existence of the 7-

day period in large-scale aggregate behaviour may suggest the reflection of biological 

cycles also of 7-days, whose original entrainment is likely due to solar and lunar 

influences. Such entrainment may be why attempts to organize human societies with 

cycles other than 7-days become superseded by circaseptan systems as they reflect a 

natural, biological pattern.  

Keywords: Chizhevskiy; biorhythms; Conflict and War; circaseptan cycle; human 

aggregate behaviour
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INTRODUCTION 

Complex and dynamic terrestrial systems have all developed under constant 

environmental pressures. Among these pressures, those originating extra-planetarily are 

more consistently recognized as potentially significant sources of variance in a growing 

body of literature. Pioneering work in the field began with Alexander Chizhevskiy, who 

investigated the historical cycling of sunspots which led to the discovery of its 11-year 

periodicity. Soon after noticing the correlation between large sunspots and powerful 

aurorae and magnetic storms, it began to impress upon Chizhevskiy that cosmic pressures 

may influence biological behaviors [1, 2].  Heliobiology itself was not a novel concept, as 

ancient sources such as Hippocrates and Aristotle suspected that there was indeed a 

correlation between the human organism and the fluctuations of the physical and natural 

world, fluctuations which were in some way resultant from the Sun [2].  Indeed, within 

his work Chizhevskiy noted that gross measures of violent human activity (e.g. 

revolutions) occurred during sunspot maxima, while peaceful periods of human progress 

occurred during sunspot minima [1].  

Following from his initial work, further studies have only since added evidence that 

large-scale human behaviour patterns are governed in some way by the Sun and other 

space weather variables [3-5]. Using data comprising 97 Arabian & Persian, 78 Chinese, 

and 54 Japanese poets living during the period of 600 to 1900 CE, it was found that the 

emergence of “Great Poets” within these regions followed a ~500-year periodicity [6].  

Although the data did not incorporate Western contributions, they indicated that the 

periods of creative maxima were synchronous with well-known Golden Ages of Western 

Literature – the Greeks of Homer (800’s BCE) and of Plato and Aristotle (300’s BCE), for 

example. In contrast to Golden Ages, a similar 500-year periodicity was found when 

investigating the mean ruling duration of Egyptian Dynasties corresponding roughly to 

the waxing and waning of political power [7]. The authors note again that the periods of 

peace and strife also roughly correlate to synchronous cycles of political unrest in China. 
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Within both papers, the authors point to a possible neuroendocrine source driving the 

cycles. Using updated methods and data, it is known that revolutions occur simultaneously 

with solar maxima and periods of peace occur within solar minima, confirming 

Chizhevskiy’s original observations [2]. Periodicities in the emergence of gifted persons 

were also noted by Kaulins, hypothesized to be due to biological patterns [8, 9]. 

Indeed, as humans are but one of many biological organisms (i.e. complex systems) 

that have evolved under environmental and space weather variables, it should not come 

as a surprise that cycles emerge within large-scale human behavior in relation to these 

pressures; mention is also made of the individual-level observations, most prominently in 

changes of heart rate variability [10-12]. While conflicting arguments have been reported, 

the evidence does suggest a ~55-year periodicity within cultures that seems to reflect 

human hemispheric dominance [13]. Cultures which develop under alternating 

domination in social awareness of pragmatism, futurism, optimism, and subordination of 

the world to laws of reason; contrasted with periods of domination by interest in the past, 

romanticism, self-will, self-determination, and pessimism. These shifting hemispheric 

personalities are observed through a culture’s expression of artistic style and architecture, 

music, letters and literature, and in some cases evidenced through economic reform and 

policy [13, 14]. There is objective and reliable evidence of historical and social rhythms in 

the patterns of human behaviour. Most concretely, and corresponding most appropriately 

with Chizhevskiy’s original 11-year cycle, are studies indicating 12 to 60-year periods in 

European history by Sasse, and more recently a confirmation of the 11-year cycle in 

history by Putilov [9, 15]. History, it would seem, does indeed repeat itself.  

When taken together and considered as reflective of human group behaviour, these 

studies all demonstrate fully the theories of Parish and Edelstein-Keshet. Their work 

indicates that aggregations of individual species function as an integrated whole, with 

emergent properties often unpredictable from  the respective individual components [16].  

When observed from a purely operational standpoint, conflicts and wars are large-scale 
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aggregations of human aggressive behavior, and in line with Parish and Edelstein-Keshet, 

aggregates of humans do engage in such upscale forms of individualized aggression. 

Furthermore, humans have evolved immersed in the cosmological factors governing our 

planet, in particular geomagnetic and solar influences [17]. Such basic heliobiology is most 

poignant in light of St. Pierre & Persinger’s work demonstrating consistent correlations in 

animal aggression with increases in global geomagnetic activity, a phenomenon that is 

enhanced if the perturbations of the geomagnetic field involved the highly labile temporal 

lobes of the brain [18-20]. 

In a similar vein, the present study sought to explore whether patterns of human 

aggressive behaviour, as observed through conflict and war, had functional periodicities 

that might reflect gross cosmological influences. Persinger demonstrated previously that 

up to 50 per cent of the variance regarding the number of annual wars for the-years 1904 

to 1950 [17]. His work corroborates earlier Russian studies demonstrating cycles and 

periodicities in human culture and conflict, though it does not suggest a specific periodicity 

aside from the influence of the 11-year sunspot cycle. However, it does cement the 

observation that large-scale human behaviour responds to cosmic influence, namely 

perturbations in geomagnetic activity. Using data for the-years 1600 to 1975, the present 

study sought to expand on this body of research that evidences periodicity in human 

behaviour, a periodicity directed and influenced by cosmological variables. The present 

manuscript attempts to model human conflict and war behaviours along that of a first 

order approximation of satiation; that is, if one observes behaviour, the essential 

operation of “habituation” or “extinction” occurs. The time required to reach extinction 

can be modelled with 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑇𝑇2
𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡� , where Te is the extinction period, IRT is the “inter-

response time” or time between responses, and Rt is the duration of the response [21]. In 

this work, Te will be denoted Ti (interval time), IRT as IBT or inter-battle time, and Rt as Bt 

for battle time/duration. If this model can fit with conflict and war data, then it might be 

further evidence of geophysical and cosmological influences on large-scale human 

aggregate behaviour. 
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METHODS 

DATABASE 

The CDB90 BATTLE DATASET is an open-source version of the CAA DATABASE OF 

BATTLES, VERSION 1990. The database comprises information on military engagements over 

the last 400-years, a period of roughly 1600 to 1975 CE. The military engagements are 

exclusively land battles, and variables in the original dataset include battle names, dates, 

locations; the strengths of the forces before and casualties sustained during the 

confrontation; victor; temporal duration of the battle; as well as some environmental data 

such as the tactical battlefield, fortification descriptions, tactical plans, weather, etc. For 

the purposes of the present analyses, the Start and End Dates, down to the minute, for each 

of the N=874 battles were utilized, as well as the Temporal Battle Duration. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSES 

Data were imported into SPSS v.23 for detailed statistical analyses. New variables 

were computed from the individual components of the Start and End Dates (day, month-

year, hour, and minute all coded as separate variables), and a new Battle Duration variable 

was computed. The variable Battle Duration was computed to ensure the accuracy of the 

entries for the original dataset. Upon reviewing the two Battle Duration variables, the 

original and the newly computed, it was revealed that several entries were incorrect. In 

cases where a time component was missing in the original dataset a flat 1440 minutes was 

entered as the battle duration, leading to a total of n=48 cases which ultimately were 

removed from the analysis. In addition to the computed Battle Duration variable, an Inter-

Battle Time variable was also computed, where IBT = (StartDateY – EndDateX). Stated 

alternatively, the Inter-Battle Time is the duration from the end of one conflict in the 

database to the start of the next conflict. Data were then subjected to spectral analysis 
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within SPSS, which employs the Fast-Fourier Transform algorithm, and in all instances, no 

smoothing windows were applied. 

RESULTS 

PRE-1900 

Figure 2 - Standardized spectral power density output for the entire battle duration database. Significance is 
indicated with the red line (+2 SD). 

Using the entire database, a single significant peak in the spectral analysis was 

revealed at 31,773 min, or roughly 22.06-days (Figure 1). Comparison of this peak to the 

estimated Ti and other descriptive data in Table 1 does not immediately call one’s 

attention. However, it was assumed that the significant changes in military technologies 

over the four centuries of warfare demanded smaller periods of investigation. Four major 

conflicts of relatively equal sample sizes in the context of battles within wars (~n=20) were 

selected at random for subsequent spectral analysis: The Thirty-years’ War (1618 to 1648); 

the Seven-years’ War (1754 to 1763); the Napoleonic Wars (1803 to 1815); and the 

American Civil War (1861 to 1865). No significant spectral peaks were found for these first 

four large-scale conflicts.  

Table 3 - Summary of relevant descriptive statistics, calculated Ti values, and significant spectral peaks (if any). 
Conflict (years) Mean Bt Mean IBT Calculated  

𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑇𝑇2
𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡�  

Significant 
Spectral 
Peaks 

Whole Database 
(N=826) 

3870.23 min 
2.69 d 

1520265.60 min 
1055.74 d 

597175747.8 min 
413763.9 d 

22.06 d 

Thirty-years’ War   
(1618-1648 n=17) 

326 min 
0.22 d 

858887 min 
596 d 

2,262,843 min 
1,571,418 d 

 

Seven-years’ War  302 min 615604 min 1,254,861 min  
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(1754-1763 n=16) 0.21 d 427 d 871,431 d 
Napoleonic Wars  
(1803-1815 n=42) 

425 min 
0.29 d 

128113 min 
88 d 

38,618,684 min 
26,818,530 d 

 

American Civil War  
(1861-1865 n=80) 

634 min 
0.44 d 

33663 min 
23 d 

1,787,377 min 
1,241 d 

 

20TH CENTURY 

Figure 3 - Standardized spectral power density output for the period of 1900-1973. Significance is indicated with the 
red line (+2 SD). 

Using identical methodology but isolating for the period of 1900 to 1973, spectral 

analysis revealed a peak periodicity of 7.23-days, with subharmonics at 1.08, 14.7, 22.5, 

and 29.03-days, together approximating a weekly/monthly cycle. As before with the entire 

database, the period of 1900 to 1973 was separated into three major conflicts of suitable 

sample size for finer investigation – World War I (1914 to 1918), World War II (1939 to 

1945), and the Arab-Israeli War (1948). Descriptive statistics, including the calculated Ti 

are listed in Table 2. Strangely absent from the database is the Vietnam Conflict (1955 to 

1975). Of these three conflicts, only two showed significant spectral peaks – World War II 

and the Arab-Israeli Conflict, listed in Table 2 and on Figures 2 and 3. 

Table 4 - Summary of relevant descriptive statistics, calculated Ti values, and significant spectral peaks (if any).  
Conflict (years) Mean Bt Mean IBT Calculated  

𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑇𝑇2
𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡�  

Significant  
Spectral 
Peaks 

The World Wars  
(1900-1950 n=492) 

5295 min 
3.67 d 

85554 min 
59.41 d 

1,382,339 min 
959.95 d 

7.23, 14.7, 
22.5, 29.4 d 

World War I 
(1914-1918 n=136) 

9618 min 
6.67 d 

54,093 min 
37.5 d 

304,226 min 
211 d 
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World War II 
(1939-1945 n=227 

3962 min 
2.75 d 

37,706 min 
26.18 d 

358,884 min 
249 d 

1.26, 3.22, 
4.49 d 

Arab-Israeli War 
(1948 n=48) 

741 min 
12.35 h 

1937 min 
32.38 h 

5063 min 
84.3 h 

7.71 h 
 

 

Figure 4 - Standardized spectral power density output for World War II (1939 to 1945). Significance is indicated with 
the red line (+2 SD). 
 
 

Figure 5 - Standardized spectral power density output for the Arab-Israeli War. Significance is indicated with the red 
line (+2 SD).  
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DISCUSSION 

The original intent and purpose of these analyses was an attempt at demonstrating 

an IRT2/RT-type relationship, the first order approximation of satiation time, specifically 

within the context of large scale human conflict [21]. In the original work, Persinger 

hypothesized that large-scale conflict may also follow the basic operational parameters 

that govern all organismal behavior, for example estimating that if there was a 5-day battle 

every three months the war should be expected to end within 4.5-years. However, with 

the data available from the CDB90 DATABASE and through selecting for individual wars, this 

exact relationship could not be demonstrated. Predicted (RT) satiation periods for wars 

were either much longer (thousands of years) or much shorter (> one year, Table 1). 

Failure to match the predictive model is likely due to small sample sizes in PRE-1900 

conflicts. For conflicts in the 1900’s, all three selected wars are qualitatively different from 

one another in regards to military tactics utilized during their respective campaigns, with 

ostensibly long periods of inactivity between periods of extremely high activity. Methods 

employing more scrutiny, or perhaps investigations at the level of individual battles, may 

be more revealing in future analyses. Despite this, the data available for the American Civil 

War comes close to matching the predictive methodology, where the RT-calculated was 

~3.4-years compared to the actual war lasting just over 4-years. 

The employment of spectral analyses on the CBD90 DATABASE revealed several 

interesting and unexpected results. The most striking comes from the period 1900 to 1975, 

where spectral analyses revealed a significant periodicity of 7.23-days, and harmonics at 

14.7, 22.54, and 29.04-days. An incredible number of human biological and behavioural 

rhythms operate within a 7-day periodicity – level of physical activity [22]; cellular mitosis 

rates [23]; physical work capacity during physical training [24] – to name a few. Reinberg 

and colleagues have summarized decades of human chronobiology research which point 

to and indicate the presence of a CIRCASEPTAN (around seven-day) cycle across myriad 

human biological functions and behavioral patterns [25]. Considering this strong evidence 
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suggestive of 7-day cycles, it is perhaps not surprising that a 7-day periodicity was revealed 

for 20th Century Warfare; the exact reasoning or mechanism for how this came to be is 

beyond the scope of this paper, however. Suffice it to say the enormous scale of 20th 

Century Conflicts and the larger sample sizes may have enabled the underlying 7-day 

periodicity within humans involved in the conflicts to colour various aspects of military 

strategy and tactics. It could all very well be due to the standardization of time which 

occurred over the 19th Century [26]. Although the weaker of the two effects, the presence 

of a 22-day periodicity in both the 1900 to 1975 subset of data and the entire database is 

also worthy of note.  

The origin of the 7-day cycle within humans and other organisms is still a hotly 

debated topic. One of the most prominent examples is that the 7-day periodicity results 

from entrainment with the rotation of the moon, specifically the occurrence of Full Moons, 

whose myriad lunar effects are well known interdisciplinarily [27]. It is likely not a 

spurious coincidence that the fourth and final significant periodicity for the 1900’s is 

29.05-days, within a half-day of the rotational period of the Moon (29.53-days). The 22-day 

periodicity can also be related to ¾ of a Moon rotation, in line with previous research 

demonstrating the entrainment of various behaviours with the activity of the Moon [27, 

28]. Moreover, it was also determined that a number of 7-day periodicities across 

organisms are the direct result of being part of the Moon-phase; that is, the 7-day periods 

were directly attributable to the rotation of the Moon [25, 27, 29]. Thus, the presence of 

the 22-day cycle may be of more relevance than might first appear, and its potential 

presence within chrono- and heliobiological patterns should be investigated further. 

The presence of 7-day cycles within various aspects of human culture, namely 

religion, also cannot be overstated. The number 7 itself has also been held in high mystical 

regard across various cultures, beginning with Greek philosophers such as Pythagoras of 

Samos, where imbuing otherwise mundane phenomena with number qualities granted 

otherworldly energy [25]. Copious stories, traditions, sayings, and other phenomena are 
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associated with the number 732; it would be a massive oversight not to mention the Bible 

and the proscribed 7-day week given in Genesis (1:5), for instance. It is commonly agreed 

that this was a strong factor in the synchronization to a 24 hour, 7-day week amongst first 

the Hebrews, then the Christians, and eventually most of Western Civilization as 

Christianity was adopted by the Romans [25, 30]. Before this occurrence, however, several 

different options were selected for and given trial runs for the length of a week; the 

Babylonians utilized a 5-day cycle, the Romans invariably went from 8 to 10-day periods, 

depending on the month. Despite these alternative durations for the length of a week, the 

largest determiner of time for early civilizations was still primarily the passing of the 

Lunar phases, and calendars derived by almost all cultures reflect this prominence [25, 

31].  Perhaps the most interesting historical observation is that Babylonian astronomers 

accurately recorded the 7-day lunar phase cycle; why it was not utilized for the period of 

a week is unknown. 

CONCLUSION 

With the Christianization of the Roman Empire under Emperor Constantine and 

the standardization of the Hebraic 7-day week, there was strong sociocultural 

reinforcement of any endogenously formed 7-day periods, whatever their ultimate origin 

[25]. It is perhaps salient to note that attempts to redefine the 7-day week by both 

Revolutionary France (10-day week) and Stalinist Russia (6-day week) were both met with 

failure; the former led to discontent and unrest, while the latter saw a dramatic decrease 

in economic and industrial output [25, 32]. Despite some evidence that the 7-day 

periodicity may be in part due to the effects of cosmic or geomagnetic influences, 

contradictory results have been published in studies that sought to isolate subjects from 

these particular sources of entrainment [25, 33, 34]. However, the prominence of the 7-

day cycle and its intimate relation to the lunar cycle is strong enough that the notion of 

our 7-day week being a coincidence is highly unlikely [35]. For further reading regarding 

                                                   
32 http://mysticalnumbers.com/number-7/  

http://mysticalnumbers.com/number-7/
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7-day periodicities, the review by Reinberg and colleagues is a most useful resource [25]. 

In line with their conclusions, it is agreed that any entrainment stimuli are likely enhanced 

endogenously occurring 7-day cycles, rather than being triggered by ambient signals, 

sociocultural factors, or other ecological features. The massive scale of the conflicts in the 

20th Century is one such factor that enabled the observation of this endogenous 

entrainment. 
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ABSTRACT 

Literature from across academic disciplines has demonstrated significant links 

between emotional valence and language. For example, Whissell’s DICTIONARY OF AFFECT IN 

LANGUAGE defines three dimensions upon which the emotionality of words is describable, 

and Ekman’s THEORIES OF EMOTION include the perception and internalization of facial 

expressions. The present study seeks to expand upon these works by exploring whether 

holding facial expressions alters the fundamental speech properties of spoken language. 

Nineteen (19) participants were seated in a soundproof chamber and were asked to speak 

a series of pseudowords containing target phonemes.  The participants spoke the 

pseudowords either holding no facial expression, smiling, or frowning, and the utterances 

recorded using a high-definition microphone and phonologically analysed using PRAAT 

analysis software. Analyses revealed a pervasive gender differences in frequency 

variables, where males showed lower fundamental but higher formant frequencies 

compared to females. Significant main effects were found within the fundamental and 

formant frequencies, but no effects were discerned for the intensity variable. While 

intricate, these results are indicative of an interaction between the activity of facial 

musculature when reflecting emotional valence and the sound properties of speech 

uttered simultaneously. 

Keywords: Ekman; Whissell; PRAAT; phonological; phoneme; gender differences; 

mean pitch
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INTRODUCTION 

Whether phonemes carry meaning in and of themselves or whether one ascribes 

meaning arbitrarily or through convention has been the subject of phonosymbologist 

discourse across disciplines for the better part of the last 2500 years. The discussion itself 

could be said to originate at least with Plato in the Socratic Dialogue Cratylus, in which 

Socrates eventually reveals his (Plato’s) position to be a synergism of the two – some 

sounds may be naturally expressive while others are completely arbitrary [1]. Many 

esteemed scholars of Aristotle point out his desire to seek a compromise between the two: 

although the relationship between written and spoken words is conventional, as is the 

mental state evoked by words and their intended meaning, the relation between mental 

state and external object is universal – thus, different languages use different sounds for 

the same object [2, 3]. Aristotle’s approach and emphasis on the purpose and use of the 

DEFINITION indicate the ostensive relation between metaphysical truth assertions and 

extralinguistic objects; that is, a heavy component of Aristotle’s philosophy and 

metaphysics depends on the assumption that linguistic statements are true if and only if 

they correspond to some reality [2, 3]. 

An extensive body of literature exists bridging the gap between Aristotle and 

Wittgenstein, however, it is within the mind of the 20th Century philosopher that some of 

the most important conceptualizations of language occurred; in stark contrast to 

Aristotle’s realism and truth, Wittgenstein sees only unverifiable subjectivity. 

Wittgenstein posits that language is more akin to a game that we all know how to play; it 

is a strongly metaphorical game, and he uses it to illustrate the fact that many games 

proceed without conscious reference or adherence to the rules – we just play the game33. 

Yet within this game, any definition of a word presents itself with a plausible 

counterexample, rendering any attempts to completely define it impossible – which would 

be in direct opposition to Aristotle [2-4]. Despite this inability to come to universal 

                                                   
33 The equation of language interactions with games should not be taken too literally 
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definitions, we as a species all know how to use language, and through additional 

situational context and use we are able to discern what words mean, even potentially 

meaningless ones or those used inappropriately [4].  

Wittgenstein argued that the connection made between words and meanings 

occurs through family resemblances of clustered concepts - if at no point did TABLE refer 

to the overarching concept of a TABLE, then the word would be as utterly meaningless as 

gruklit. His approach is fairly amendable to modern psychological models of language and 

learning, reflecting the basic processes of pair associating and generalizing, and to some 

extent reflect neuroscientific analyses of processing linguistic information and the 

localization of semantic knowledge [5-9]. Wittgenstein might explain this in terms of the 

original TABLE being the PARADIGM CASE for any table, and as the word becomes used in 

more abstract ways (e.g. a table of contents), it becomes a FRINGE CASE, less resembling of 

the original meaning intended by TABLE. Here we might consider Frege’s distinction 

between the SENSE a word evokes – its family resemblances of clustered concepts – and the 

physical object it explains, its REFERENT, in order for meaning to be possible [10]. A similar 

discussion occurs within Julian Jayne’s Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind, wherein he uses 

the terms DEFINER, DEFINAND, METAPHIER, and METAPHRAND in much the same way; 

essentially, words obtain meaning through their close resemblance to some reality under 

attempt of verbal description, much as stated above [11]. A thorough analysis is beyond 

this paper, but suffice it to say Wittgenstein’s postulations were not ex nihilo, and his 

emphasis on the subjective experience of language is paramount. 

Of the various linguists and psychologists who have directed the discussion on 

phonosymbolism, de Saussure, Skinner and Chomsky have been amongst the most 

influential. De Saussure argued strongly in favor of the arbitrariness of the sign, that any 

word can represent any concept so long as there is consensus about it [12].  Moreover, he 

stressed that the two parts of a word, the SIGNIFIER (the sign itself) and the SIGNIFIED (the 

thing represented by the sign), are inseparable and impossible to conceptualize as 
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anything other than a single entity; these definitions likely served as the original basis for 

the terms devised by Jaynes above [11]. Skinner viewed language as any other act humans 

engage in, a behaviour that can be explained in terms of stimulus, response, and 

reinforcement [13]. Skinner’s work has received a significant amount of criticism, 

including the one that it is almost entirely a theoretical treatise and has large conceptual 

problems, while many of de Saussure’s initial theories have expanded and improved their 

accuracy in detailing human linguistic behaviour. In his most critical review, Chomsky 

dismisses much of Skinner’s emphasis on the influence of the environment and setting 

during which the learning of a word occurs (stimulus/response pairing) as a gross 

oversimplification of a complex operation [14]. Interestingly, Chomsky’s work generated 

advances in linguistics still seen as fundamental to the field, as well as being key to the 

development of the interdiscipline of cognitive science, whereas those who follow 

Skinner’s strict behavioural approaches are a select few. 

Perhaps the most salient content in which we should explore the subject of 

phonosymbolism is within the context of human emotion. Knowledge of the internal 

mental state of another, central if not the key feature of THEORY OF MIND, is most 

frequently assessed in human interaction with probing questions such as “How are you?” 

[15] Complex social situations notwithstanding, how one makes the interrogative and the 

method of response in this particular human interaction forms the basis and foundation 

of almost any other to follow. The importance of understanding how humans express their 

emotions through such vocalizations is of the utmost importance  – emotion features 

significantly in our species’ social interactions [16]. That the words themselves might 

encode some aspect of emotional information evidences from studies of primate 

vocalizations. When viewed in the context of early primates, similar vocalizations 

expresses multiple affective states by changing their phonological properties of the 

vocalizations [17, 18]. Primate calls are not stereotyped, but rather fall under a common 

pattern and the phonological properties of a pattern are altered to infer complex, subtle 

meaning as well as giving notice of an affective state [19].   
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When an individual experiences an emotion, there is a physiological response, one 

which influences all biological systems including those involved with speech production 

[20]. Conceptually, the increased tension throughout the body one experiences when 

sobbing also occurs within the vocal chords, potentially increasing pitch; an increase in 

heart rate and the flush one feels when angry might reflect a change an intensity, creating 

more energy per unit sound. Strong links between the physical properties of speech and 

underlying emotional affect have been noted in previous studies [21]. It should thus not 

be surprising that recent works have further demonstrated this link between the 

phonological properties of sounds and a related emotional affective state. It is in this vein 

of research that Whissell constructed the DICTIONARY OF AFFECT IN LANGUAGE, or DAL, 

following a tradition of lexical-emotional analysis [22, 23]. In several works since its 

inception, Whissell has demonstrated the validity of the DAL in ascertaining the 

underlying emotional meaning in written text along three affective dimensions: 

Pleasantness, Activation, and Imagination [24-26].  

A small gap in the literature exists stemming from Whissells’s work as to what 

extent humans modulate this underlying emotional content in verbal interaction, if 

consciously at all, and similarly how an interlocutor responds to these emotional 

modulations; if anything, the limiting step of the DAL is its reliance on written reports and 

assessments34 [23]. The overall gap this work seeks to fill is the connection between words 

observed and their assessments of emotionality given; if a word is pleasant, but I am 

unhappy, what is the overall outcome of emotional affect? The connective structure, as 

discussed, is the vocal apparatus; it would be expected that altering the structure of the 

vocal apparatus would similarly change its function – modulating the sound produced 

[20]. However, it is questionable what role the orofacial cavity may have in this 

modulation in respect to emotional affect. The mouth and lips, subtleties such as 

differences in vowels and consonants also code many of the finer aspects of language. Yet 

facial expressions and human emotions are intimately intertwined, often occurring as 

                                                   
34 At the time of writing, the DAL is in development for digital assessments and tabulations. 
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constants across cultures as aptly described by Ekman [27, 28]. Taking the works of 

Whissell and Ekman together, the present study seeks to explore whether facial 

expressions can alter the phonological properties of speech sounds. In this way, we hope 

to enquire to what extent Ekman’s emotional theories are synergized with Whissell’s DAL 

when investigated in the context of spoken rather than written language.  

METHODS 

PARTICIPANTS 

Prior to recruitment the experimental design received ethics approval from the 

Laurentian University Research Ethics Board (LU REB). After approval, participants we 

recruited from Undergraduate Psychology courses where the principal investigator 

presented a general overview of the experiment and asked those interested to leave their 

university email addresses to arrange a time to enter the lab. We applied no exclusionary 

criteria to the 24 participants who volunteered, though lost four due to attrition. We 

removed one final participant from the database as the audio recordings from this 

participants’ session were not useable. The findings here are thus based upon 19 

participants (8 male; 11 female) aged 20-30 (median 22). Recordings were conducted while 

the participant was comfortably seated within a soundproof room with the experimenter. 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND STIMULUS 

Participants were seated in a comfortable chair enclosed in a soundproof chamber 

with warm ambient lighting. The recording microphone and experimenter’s laptop was 

on a small desk in front of the participant. After signing consent forms, participants were 

briefed on the actual study – they would receive a piece of paper upon with several 

pseudowords; contained in each of those pseudowords were target vowels and the aim of 

the study was to observe how facial expressions held when saying the pseudowords 

altered the physical properties of the sounds. The participants had the opportunity to view 
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the words beforehand to clarify expected pronunciation, and then the experiment began. 

We then asked the participants to read the line of pseudowords corresponding to the 

number read by the experimenter naturally as if reciting for someone new to the language 

(not slowly or artificially, but with a natural prosody and enunciation). After the 

participant read the entire sheet of pseudowords, a brief 2-minute pause was given and 

then the participant was prompted to read the list once more, this time holding a smiling 

facial expression. After this session of recordings, the list was read a third time following 

a short 2-minute pause with the frowning facial expression. We recorded and saved  each 

line individually using Audacity® v2.1.2 open source, cross-platform audio software for 

multi-track recording and editing. 

The pseudoword stimuli consisted of six vowels – /e/, /oʊ/, /ɪ/, /i:/, /u:/, and /ɑ:/ – 

within four pseudowords – H—T; F—T; D—T; K—T – for a total of 24 stimuli. As planned 

in advance the fourth word in each line consisted of the K—T construction, and was not 

used in the analyses due to the natural tendency for falling intonation during recitation. 

The remaining three constructions – H—T; F—T; and D—T – were randomised between 

each line in two iterations of the stimulus presentation. That is, two copies of the stimulus 

paper were generated. The stimulus paper was standard letter sized white paper in 28-

point Constantia font, chosen for the clear distinction between letters.  

DATA RECORDING AND PROCESSING 

Audio recordings were made with a Samson C01U USB Studio Condenser 

Microphone (Samson Technologies, Hauppage, NY) with an operational frequency 

response of 20-18000 Hz and a 19mm diaphragm with a maximum Sound Pressure Level 

of 136 dB, capable of digital recordings of up to 16-bit, 48-kHz output. The microphone was 

operated with a Lenovo IdeaPad Y580 laptop with Microsoft Window 10 operating system 

through the USB 3.0 port and facilitated by the Audacity (©2016 Audacity Team) open-

source digital audio workstation for recording. Recordings were made at the maximum 
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16-bit; 48-kHz allowance to maximize data collection and while the laptop remained 

plugged in as to prevent unwanted power drain. Individual recordings were exported as 

high quality mp3 files for further data processing. 

The mp3 files of the subjects’ audio recordings were then imported into PRAAT 

Phonological Analysis software (Boersma & Weenink, version 5.3.86, September 2014). 

This open source phonetics software was used to quantify the physical descriptors of each 

of the target stimulus, which were Minimum Pitch, Maximum Pitch, Mean Pitch, Minimum 

Intensity, Maximum Intensity, Mean Intensity, and the first four Formants (F1-F4). These 

values were gathered for each stimulus and entered into an SPSS database for further 

processing and analyses. SPSS was used to calculate additional variables such as Pitch 

Range, Intensity Range, and the distances between all formant combinations, i.e. F2-F1, F3-

F1, F4-F1, F3-F2, F4-F2, and F4-F3. 

The pitch of a human voice is quantifiable as the fundamental voice frequency, or 

F0. It is the most sexually dimorphic quantum of the human voice as it is a direct measure 

of the vibrational frequency of the vocal chords [29]. While pitch reflects the frequency of 

the sound produced, intensity is a quantum of the sound pressure level (volume) of the 

sound. Clinical research has shown not only a strong correlation between F0 and the 

intensity of speech, but these can be used as diagnostic criteria [30, 31]. Voice intensity has 

also been linked with more complex forms of human verbal behaviour, such as deception 

[32]. Finally, the four formants (F1-F4) link intimately with the fundamental frequency of 

the individual, but occur as the result of associated speech structures in addition to the 

vocal folds. Research has demonstrated that the first two formants are typically sufficient 

to distinguish any two vowels, in particular the ratio of F1:F2, known as vowel space [33]. 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSES 

Statistical analyses were carried out using IBM SPSS Statistics v23 for Windows 

operating systems, and all errors displayed in the figures to follow are standard errors of 

the mean. 

RESULTS 

The results will be organized according to the dependent variable focussed on in 

each analysis. 

FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY 

The results of the generalized linear model with pitch as the dependent variable 

and including gender (GEN), facial expression (CON), pseudoword type (WORD), and target 

vowel (VOW) variables indicated significant main effects for GEN (F=34.072, partial 

η2=0.709), CON (F=7.208, partial η2=0.34), VOW (F=23.885, partial η2=0.63), WORD (F=3.375, 

partial η2=0.21), and a two-way interaction between CON*WORD (F=2.91, partial η2=0.172). 

As expected, males displayed lower mean fundamental frequency compared to females 

(152.743 Hz vs. 225.493 Hz; not shown). Figure 1 displays the CON*WORD interaction, 

reflecting a potential pattern that smiling increases the pitch of vocalization with a more 

word-conditional increase when frowning. Of interest, only the H—T and D—T 

Figure 1 – The con*word interaction effect. 
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pseudowords appear to show significant pitch shifts; those for the F—T pseudoword were 

not significantly different with respect to facial expression. 

 

Figure 2 displays the three main effects revealed for CON, VOW, and WORD, showing 

a possible trend that both facial expressions increased the pitch of vocalization, but 

contrary to Figure 1 it suggests that the first two pseudowords H—T and F—T were 

significantly higher than the D—T construction. Of most interest is the different effects on 

pitch that the individual formants had on pitch, possibly reflecting a point of articulation 

effect; in general, more forward formants had a higher pitch and those articulated near 

the back of the oropharynx had lower pitches. 

INTENSITY 

The results of the generalized linear model with overall intensity of vocalization as 

the dependent variable and including gender (GEN), facial expression (CON), pseudoword 

type (WORD), and target vowel (VOW) indicated no significant main effects nor interactions 

with respect to the mean intensity produced in the vocalizations. 

Figure 2 - the collected main effects on Fundamental Frequency separated by vertical black bars. 
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FORMANT ONE 

The results of the generalized linear model with the FIRST FORMANT as the 

dependent variable including gender (GEN), facial expression (CON), pseudoword type 

(WORD), and target vowel (VOW) indicated significant main effects on formant one with 

respect to GEN (F=9.431, partial η2=0.357), CON (F=5.880, partial η2=0.251), VOW (F=8.903, 

partial η2=0.344), and WORD (F=3.651, partial η2=0.177), as well as determining a two-way 

interaction between CON*VOW (F=27.220, partial η2=0.616) and a three-way interaction 

between GEN*CON*VOW  (F=3.691, partial η2=0.178). Perhaps most interestingly, females 

showed the lower mean Formant 1 frequency as compared to males (702.184 Hz vs. 

842.924 Hz), an effect which pervades the three-way interaction, as shown in Figure 3 

which breaks down the analysis into the three-way interaction. The effect of the vowel 

itself presumably due to point of articulation is still somewhat present, though it appears 

masked by smiling and somewhat inversed for the frown. The male-female difference is 

more apparent in particular word-vowel combinations than others, though females 

uniformly have lower Formant 1 Frequencies.  
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The two-way interaction appears in Figure 4 which again illustrates a point of 

articulation effect for Formant 1, but one that is dependent on the facial expression. The 

forward-back differences are most apparent for the neutral facial expression, while 

smiling seems to remove much of the significant differences between vowels within 

Formant 1. However, an inversion of frequency peaks occurs when participants were 

frowning. Figure 5 demonstrates the power of this inversion, where in general frowning 

induced a shift to higher frequencies in Formant 1, an effect also seen in the pseudowords 

where H—T and F—T did not differ from one another yet D—T in general increased 

Formant 1 frequencies. The point of articulation effect is less visible within this analysis 

but is still suggested by direct comparison of /oʊ/ with /ɑ:/. 
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FORMANT TWO 

The results of the generalized linear model with Formant Two as the dependent 

variable and including gender (GEN), facial expression (CON), pseudoword type (WORD), and 

target vowel (VOW) indicated significant main effects for GEN (F=10.800, partial η2=0.388), 

CON (F=53.968, partial η2=0.760), VOW (F=47.817, partial η2=0.738), and WORD (F=4.290, 

partial η2=0.202). The generalized linear model also indicated two significant two-way 

interactions VOW*GEN (F=2.760, partial η2=0.140) and CON*VOW (F=40.722, partial η2=0.705), 

as well as a three-way interaction between CON*VOW*GEN (F=5.917, partial η2=0.258). 

Females once more show the lower mean Formant Two frequency as compared with 

males (1887.966 Hz vs. 2009.961 Hz), an effect pervading the three-way interaction 

although not as powerfully as within Formant 1, although particularly prominent in the 

neutral and smiling condition and vowels articulated near the back of the oropharynx and 

in the frowning condition for forward-articulated vowels (Figure 6). 

 

 The two-way interaction between VOW*GEN follows in Figure 7 which further 

illustrates that males and not females vocalized with higher Formant 2 Frequencies for 

each of the target vowels. Figure 8 shows the con*vow interaction effect, where it provides 
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further evidence of potential point-of-articulation effects, as in the neutral condition there 

is an incredible drop in Formant 2 frequency for those vowels produced at posterior 

oropharynx, while the inverse is true while smiling. No consistent pattern is discernable 

while frowning. Figure 9 displays the collated main effects, where an impressive effect of 

an upward shift in Formant 2 frequency occurs during the smiling condition, the anterior 

vs. posterior point-of-articulation effect is again quite apparent, and only a subtle effect of 

pseudoword is visible irrespective of other variable interactions. 
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DISCUSSION 

The central thrust of the present work was to investigate the interaction between 

emotion as expressed in facial expressions and the physical sound properties of 

vocalizations; that is, the anecdotal effect of “sounding happy or sad.” While there are of 

course more powerful and obvious sources of variance that contribute to the ultimate 

sound properties of a vocalization in any given circumstance, the present paper sought to 

explore the contribution of the facial musculature. The results resoundingly point to a 

strong interaction between the musculature of the face and the sound properties of 

vocalizations, albeit no consistent pattern has emerged. Of the numerous effects, those 

expected were the general increase in pitch during the “smiling” facial expression 

corresponding to a happy mental state, where previous research has suggested that 

angry/happy emotional states leads to a widening of Pitch Range and an increase in 

Intensity, and the opposite for sad/bored states [21]. The present results would thus seem 

to corroborate the findings of an increase in Pitch Range associated with happy states 

(smiling); however, the results are somewhat conflicting as “frowning,” a facial expression 

commonly linked with a “sad” mental state, also lead to a general increase in pitch, with 
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the exception of the d—t pseudoword. While somewhat contentious, these results 

corroborate previous studies that have correlated affective states with Pitch Range [34-

36]. Similarly, the expected male vs. female dichotomy occurred in Fundamental 

Frequency, with males having generally lower F0’s than females, which may be in line 

with literature suggesting the Fundamental Frequency as being a potential contributor to 

conveying affective states in speech [34, 37]. Further studies are necessary to determine 

the true extent that specific sounds influence the emotional state of both speaker and 

listener. 

The vowel/phoneme specific differences are of note but when viewed in the context 

of speech are to be expected – the physical differences in the sounds of phonemes is what 

enables the classification into different phonemes, lest we have languages of allophones 

[38].  Accounting for these natural variations, the present study found significant 

interactions between facial expressions, words, and the vowels vocalized within Formants 

One and Two, including significant gender interactions, perhaps corroborating previous 

findings and those reported above [21]. However, the most unexpected effect within both 

formants was that males displayed higher mean frequencies in all conditions compared to 

females, an effect that was exaggerated dependant upon facial expression and vowel. It is 

possible that this may be due to interactions between point-of-articulation of the vowels 

and the facial expressions/musculature as well as general muscle exertion; holding these 

particular facial expressions alters were vowels are produced, albeit subtly, but enough 

that it may reflect the emotional state of the individual producing them. Although we 

expected for formants to change with respect to vowel, it was not expected that male 

formant frequencies would be universally higher than females; despite this surprise, the 

phenomenon has been detailed in the literature previously [39-41]. Thus, our findings 

corroborate these earlier studies and also emphasize the interplay with emotional or 

affectual context, although once more we emphasize further and more rigorous studies 

are necessary to elucidate the interplay of sound and emotional valence of 

speaker/listener. 
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Despite this with some certainty it is clear that the gender variable is a very large 

source of variance, contributing to the dispersion of the Fundamental and Formant 

Frequencies, although it is somewhat intriguing no intensity effects were present. 

Although we did not pursue discriminant functions here, a number of previous works 

have demonstrated strong classification accuracies ranging from 50-90% using identical 

or similar variables as those measured in the present study [42-45]. Taken together, it 

would seem to support the overt effects of sexual dimorphism on the physical structure of 

the vocalization apparatus primarily, but coupled with the interaction effects may also 

suggest a dichotomous ability in the production or even mimicry of emotional states. 

Whissell’s work demonstrates that at least some aspect of emotional affect is 

carried within words themselves, and more specifically that this inherent affective 

domain is a result of the composite phonemes of each word [23, 24]. The present study 

would seem to corroborate this finding, as the word main effect occurred for Fundamental 

Frequency, Formant One, and Formant Two, which together comprise the most important 

constituents of speech, in addition to the interaction effects. Although it is difficult to 

surmise a pattern in a specific manner – i.e., that h—t is a sadder sound compared to f—t 

or that one always results in a lowering of frequency – suffice it to say that the present 

work demonstrates the complex interaction between sound and emotional state as likely 

reflecting a deeply structured system, much as postulated and refined by Chomsky [46]. 

While the present study may indirectly support Whissell’s work, one requires a more 

rigorous design with the explicit objective of demonstrating the phonoemotional profile 

of phonemes to truly elucidate the interaction effects discussed above. The present study 

does show that some sounds are more emotionally salient than others, although whether 

the affect arises from the sound or the intention of the speaker remains in question. 

When engaging in communicative behaviour the goal is to alter the mentation of 

the other individual, whether through the imparting of knowledge or sharing of 

experiences [47].  However, the successful impartation of knowledge requires a listener to 
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be able to discern the speaker’s intent [48]. In the context of this experiment, there was no 

real intent from the speakers to communicate an underlying affective state, aside from 

complying with the wishes of the experimenter. Although volunteers are attempting to 

mimic the mental states of neutral, smiling, or frowning individuals, ultimately their 

intent does not change during the task. Significant differences in brain activation within 

the dorsal medial frontal cortex and ventral prefrontal cortex indicate to what extent 

intent plays a role in metacognition for communication [47, 49]. In addition, speech aspects 

such as prosody and melody may carry this communicative intent, as demonstrated by 

research on mothers’ speech to infants [50]. Taken together, these studies suggest that the 

interpretation of the present manuscript be with respect to the mechanistic effects of the 

facial muscles, through holding facial expressions, on the vocal tract and sounds it 

produces, rather than underlying affective states targeted by the expressions. 

When considered from the context of COMMUNICATIVE INTENT the present work 

establishes an interesting prescience in the philosophy of language. The pseudowords 

used in the study are, by definition, meaningless, thus arguing more in favor of the 

mechanistic explanation noted above. Communicative intent is impossible if the medium 

used to communicate cannot carry meaning. Yet despite this apparent ‘meaninglessness’ 

of pseudowords, through the context of the experiment and the participation of 

volunteers, the words have acquired some meaning. HEHT does not have a definition, but 

the experimenter and participants now have a REFERENT for this non-word, an associated 

explanation to go along with it, memories, and contexts where it does (or did for a time) 

“make sense.” The non-word is thus usable in numerous language-games by the 

experimenter and participants, as analogously as Wittgenstein’s ‘beetle’ [4]. If this holds 

true then are words any different, or are they excluded from the principle that meaning 

is derivable at whim through use and context? Words it seems are placeholders for future 

semantic information storage and retrieval; a number of anthropological works on the 

development and evolution of language would seem to suggest so [51-54]. 
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Overall, the present study demonstrates a significant and complex interaction 

between the musculature of the vocal apparatus and the emotional-affective system, much 

in the way many cultures anecdotally state that one “sounds happy.” However, by far 

gender differences and interactions dominated much of the results; despite this, it was 

determined conclusively that different facial expressions do in fact alter the phonological 

properties of speech, as demonstrated by the significant differences in Fundamental, 

Formant One, and Formant Two frequencies in line with previous research. There 

interactions between words, vowels, and facial expressions also lend credence to 

Whissell’s phonoemotional theories of language, synthesizing with ideas put forth as well 

by Ekman and Chomsky, reflecting a deep, perhaps even convoluted, structure of 

language. Further research is required to explore to what extent a ‘semantic’ or ‘meaning’ 

dimension for words may exist, as evidenced by other recent studies, and whether 

communicative intent can occur with ‘meaningless’ words [55, 56]. Evidence exists 

supporting the independence of speech sounds from their composite words, 

demonstrating heavily influence from the environment, thus suggesting physical referents 

for these sounds [57-59]. It appears as though both sounds and their composites words can 

be both meaningful and meaningless, dependent heavily on the context and situation in 

which they occur in; and thus Socrates’ middle ground on the origin of words combines 

brilliantly with Aristotle’s compromise on the subject, and rings as true today as it did 2500 

years ago [1-3, 60]. 
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CONCLUSIO GRANDIS 

EXORDIUM 

The most difficult task facing any researcher regardless of their discipline or field 

is this current section – the conclusion. Admittedly, in some respects it is a fairly easy 

section to compose; one at minimum needs only to restate the hypotheses presented 

earlier in the work and discuss whether, overall, they are to be accepted or rejected – such 

is all that is necessitated when applying the SCIENTIFIC METHOD, irrespective of discipline. 

However, the great difficulty arises when one steps away from statistical approaches to 

hypothesis testing, or as in the case of many researchers, how to frame their work as if 

hypotheses were tested, despite often not proposing nor testing any hypotheses, and thus 

cannot in reality be accepted or refuted. A potentially disturbing trend in Academe is the 

blunt assumption that what is being tested IS testable and reflects objective truth, enabling 

a somewhat facile deduction as to whether the authors are right and more troublingly how 

their results proves the falsity of other individuals.  

An exceptionally recent example of this pattern of behaviour is the phenomenon of 

magnetogenetics – the manipulation or activation of genetic sequences using magnetic 

fields, analogous to the use of light similarly in optogenetics. First presented in a series of 

papers in 2015-16, the papers demonstrate the activation of transient receptor potential 

vanilloid 1 (TRPV1) within a collection of neurons in the ventromedial hypothalamus in 

glucokinase-Cre mice; this activation increases plasma glucose and glucagon which lowers 

insulin levels and stimulates feeding. Conversely, inhibition lowers plasma glucose and 

raises insulin, thereby inhibiting feeding [1]. The results clearly demonstrated in this 

instance the ability to target and temporally stimulate particular neurons, albeit ones that 

genetically modified to respond to the application of magnetic fields, and as mentioned 

saw some replication [1, 2]. However, before 2016 ended Meister wrote a purely 

theoretical paper downplaying these discoveries, arguing primarily that the physical 
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energies of magnetic fields are not sufficient to induce any meaningful biological effects 

[3].  

Meister here is simply restating the well-known KT PARADOX, best elaborated by 

Binhi & Rubin in 2007 – suffice it to say the magnetic field community is more than familiar 

with Meister’s arguments; however, this does not explain the copious literature 

demonstrating supposed impossible biological effects [4]. All this to point out that the 

recent attempts at replication of the magnetogenetic studies were unsuccessful [5, 6]. Yet, 

retuning to my original point, the authors of these new studies conclude that the 

magnetogenetic effects earlier reported were false – flat out stating that support for 

magnetogenetics is “unwarranted” or the result of “represent mismatched spontaneous 

firings” – or in short, dismissing the earlier works entirely. Naturally, Meister agreed, 

stating “By now, if it worked as advertised, you would expect a small industry of people 

doing this and using it for all kinds of purposes.”  

What these individuals fail to recognize about electromagnetic field interactions 

with biological systems is that they do not operate under “brute force” mechanisms, and 

even less so with respect to the traditional and dogmatic “lock and key” model of protein 

interactions. Rather, bio-magnetic effects involve the incorporation of specific 

SPATIOTEMPORAL PATTERNS – or specific PERIODICITIES in energy transductions – as 

emphasized by Persinger in his years of research and tutelage. Martin & Persinger 

validated this concept with a magnetic field whose specific spatiotemporal parameters 

induced robust analgesia equivalent to 4 mg/kg of morphine; Mach & Persinger found 

biologically patterned fields of the hippocampus selectively enhances memory; and 

numerous works illustrate particular patterns are effective cancer-treatments, in vitro and 

in vivo [7-13]. Clearly, Meister’s disregard for magnetic effects and recapitulation of the KT 

PARADOX are premature in the least, and reflect an ignorance of the field at the most. 

Eddington would be quick to note that spatiotemporal patterns are, essentially, specific 

STRUCTURES. 
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As I stated in the introduction of this work and am attempting to reiterate here, few 

scientists permit the possibility that the Universe simply does not operate in the way they 

think it should, and unfortunately resort to conducting studies that aim at dismissing or 

disproving another’s work, rather than trying to compile the varied and potentially 

conflicting results to get a better picture entire. A brief skim of Neuropsychopharmacology 

will illustrate the often conflicting results of pharmacological interventions; it is simply 

the Nature of things [14]. Similarly, recent work suggesting DNA binds optimally due to 

the creation of hydrophobic interior regions that then promote hydrogen bonding 

between base-pairs goes against the dogma of base-pair stacking through hydrogen 

bonding being the most important feature enabling the formation of the double helix [15]. 

Despite the fact that this would support the early formation of DNA-type molecules (such 

as in micelles) and thus help to potentially explain the origins of life, many are likely to 

find this result troubling and disconcerting to their beliefs about biology and science in 

general; it should be clear by now that belief is simply something unnecessary and 

ultimately damaging to academic pursuits. The truth of the matter is that biology is 

incredibly more complex than we care to admit. 

Yet such behaviours do not occur only within biology; many in the field of 

astrophysics take Einstein’s THEORIES OF RELATIVITY as being fact, perhaps understandably 

so, as there are no legitimate alternatives that explain the myriad phenomena that 

RELATIVITY comprises. Despite this, it is also the source of a rather confusing collection of 

contradictory results. For example, the HUBBLE PARAMETER, a value denoting the speed of 

expansion of the Universe, within the last year has no fewer than three different values 

each highly dependent on the method used to measure it; using supposed objective 

methods, H0 values include 67.4 ± 0.5 km·s-1·Mpc-1, 71.9 ± ~3.0 km·s-1·Mpc-1, 73.48 ± 1.66 

km·s-1·Mpc-1, and most recently 82.4 ± 8.4 km·s-1·Mpc-1 [16-19]. These clearly are not results 

that support one another, and yet very little of this fact is spoken of in media – academic 

or otherwise – and when it is discussed, the potential that our understanding of the 

Universe might be wrong is simply not an entertained possibility. Although a far cry from 
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an authoritative source, Ethan Siegel’s popular science blog35 in Forbes is one of the rare 

voices which emphasizes that the results may be indicating the existence of some 

unforeknown “new type of physics,” though I personally cringe at the term “new type of 

physics.” It may be a poor analogy, but just as North America was not “discovered” there 

is not a “new type of physics,” more likely our current theories and studies are simply 

wrong – or in the least misguided. It is important to note in the studies just mentioned 

there are no hypotheses proposed – the authors make measurements, analyse data, and 

draw conclusions from their preconceived expectations; the possibility they are entirely 

wrong does not occur at all. Straight hypothesis testing may be somewhat passé in 

Academia, but at least it reminds the researcher of their fallibility. 

It is possible to lay similar charges against those who adhere to the STANDARD MODEL 

and the most frequent interpretation of quantum results, the COPENHAGEN INTERPRETATION. 

There are hundreds of papers written each year in support of the STANDARD MODEL, where 

rather than pushing the boundaries of what is possible beyond it they merely test the 

framework within it – necessary work, definitely, but to the extent that it is conducted it is 

somewhat self-serving. Few physicists, or anyone in a particular field for that matter, 

desire to be the one “rocking the boat” against mainstream acceptance, despite the fact 

that all academics work in fields where the boat should be continuously rocking. Two 

prominent examples in recent times are Sabine Hossenfelder who wrote two opinion 

pieces of note in the New York Times against building a larger particle accelerator because 

it would not test any theories or push the boundaries of physics, but rather it would serve 

to “just see” if making particles smash at faster speeds and greater energies may result in 

even smaller particles than we are currently aware of36,37. The other is Sean Carroll38, one 

of many self-defined “Everettonians,” or those who do not agree with the COPENHAGEN 

INTERPRETATION of quantum mechanics and rather support the “MANY-WORLDS 

                                                   
35 https://www.forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2019/06/15/ask-ethan-what-could-solve-the-cosmic-
controversy-over-the-expanding-universe/#1f0e3fff564e  
36 https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/23/opinion/particle-physics-large-hadron-collider.html  
37 https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/01/opinion/letters/physics-research-collider-cern.html  
38 https://aeon.co/essays/how-the-many-worlds-theory-of-hugh-everett-split-the-universe  

https://www.forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2019/06/15/ask-ethan-what-could-solve-the-cosmic-controversy-over-the-expanding-universe/#1f0e3fff564e
https://www.forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2019/06/15/ask-ethan-what-could-solve-the-cosmic-controversy-over-the-expanding-universe/#1f0e3fff564e
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/23/opinion/particle-physics-large-hadron-collider.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/01/opinion/letters/physics-research-collider-cern.html
https://aeon.co/essays/how-the-many-worlds-theory-of-hugh-everett-split-the-universe
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INTERPRETATION,” first proposed by Hugh Everett in the 1960’s [20, 21]. The specifics of each 

of their positions are beyond the scope of this work (though I will present Carroll’s in brief 

below), but suffice it to say both received highly negative feedback for their equally valid 

scientific positions – many seem to forget the COPENHAGEN is just an interpretation of the 

physical meaning of quantum systems, and not a statement of physical fact –, and in some 

cases were ridiculed on social media for not “accepting” what is apparently a matter-of-

fact for the vast majority of scientists. It is interesting to note at this point, however, that 

CERN may recently have produced the first evidence of science “beyond the Standard 

Model,” indirectly supporting Hossenfelder’s point that a larger accelerator is unnecessary 

in the least.39 

There is one final example in this line of thinking I wish to present to illustrate this 

troubling pattern in science, and it pertains to perhaps one of the most central dogmas in 

the biological discipline – that of EVOLUTION. Although many changes to the general THEORY 

OF EVOLUTION have taken place since its first inception by Darwin, later popularized by 

Huxley and ultimately based upon the earlier works of Spencer, many of the core tenants 

of DARWINISM continue to be promulgated as fact – even working its way now into physics 

in the novel term QUANTUM DARWINISM, which really is little else than a barely-novel 

interpretation of quantum mechanics, and recently shown to be unnecessary [22-24]. 

Now, this is not to argue against evolution in general or some of its features, such as 

natural selection or MENDELIAN INHERITANCE; both of these possess an incredible amount of 

independent and verifiable data in support. However, DARWINISM in its original form and 

as used by many general biologists simply does not (and can not) account for numerous 

observed evolutionary features, including but not limited to:  

1) the role of species selection in shaping large scale evolutionary patterns; 

2) the role of prior genetic and genomic configurations resulting in evolutionary 

variation; 

                                                   
39 https://ep-news.web.cern.ch/content/na62-experiment-presents-new-results  

https://ep-news.web.cern.ch/content/na62-experiment-presents-new-results
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3) how fitness landscapes shape the success or failure of speciation; 

4) multilevel genetic selection as opposed to single-point mutations driving 

speciation; 

5) non-Mendelian inheritance, such as epigenetic and cultural inheritance; 

6) individual organismal development producing phenotypic diversity in addition 

to individualized developmental plasticity; and 

7) the impact of organisms on the environment, particularly through the 

construction of biological niches, and resultant interactions with other species. 

These problems with classical Darwinian evolutionary theory led to the generation 

of alternative theories, such as the MODERN SYNTHESIS, PUNCTATE EQUILIBRIUM, and the 

EXTENDED EVOLUTIONARY SYNTHESIS, all of which better account for our current 

understanding of evolution – yet few academics (and certainly not the lay) are even aware 

of their existence, nor the problems inherent in Darwinian thought [25-27]. Interestingly, 

CLASSICAL DARWINISM and its reliance on NATURAL SELECTION seems to disregard large-scale 

patterns, relationships, and periodicities in development cycles. That is to say, they seem 

to ignore the powerful driving effect of EDDINGTONIAN STRUCTURE at the level of biological 

organisms; although developed in the mind of atomistic and quantum systems, 

EDDINGTONIAN STRUCTURE plays a role at all levels of scientific discourse. 

These are significant problems only now becoming addressed in the literature, 

particularly in the discipline of ANTHROPOLOGY, where a series of papers beginning at least 

in 2016 have questioned the traditional “out of Africa” hypothesis and supported by 

genomic analyses. It is highly probable that at least two groups of early Homo sapiens 

migrated from geographically distinct regions of Africa, and that only one of these groups 

interbred significantly with Neanderthal, Denisovan, and other hominid populations [28-

31]. Perhaps the most striking find comes from the 2019 study by Haile-Selassie; they 

found little evidence of anagenesis between two distinct Australopithecus species, A. 

amanuensis and A. afarensis, ultimately concluding the species likely did not diverge due 
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to anagenesis, or the gradual evolution of one species into another [32]. That is, our own 

species Homo sapiens, too, is likely not the result of gradual evolution from ancestral 

species, calling into question the whole process of anagenesis and Darwinian evolution; 

evidence supported by observation of the whole paleontological record and in the specific 

example of Gryaulus sp., altogether lending credence to PUNCTATE EQUILIBRIUM and/or 

EXTENDED EVOLUTIONARY SYNTHESIS [25, 27, 33-35]. Related to these upheavals in commonly 

held thought are the numerous studies that have “pushed back” traditional dates for 

anatomically modern humans’ arrival in varied regions across the globe; and in a 

harkening back to the importance of structure, the environment could 

anthropomorphically be said to “impose its will” on all living things – including humans – 

where patterns of weather and geography led to diverse speciation and in humans 

potentially a catalyst for technology and language development [36-43]. If something as 

fundamental to life as evolution itself is subject to spatiotemporal patterns, then perhaps 

a far greater set of natural phenomena should incorporate investigations of a 

spatiotemporal – or PATTERNED and STRUCTURED – ilk. 
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SUMMARII 

By now, you, the reader, must be wondering what any of the previous has to do 

with the works presented in this dissertation proper, questioning the purpose of this now 

quite long-winded rant. I began this conclusion by emphasising the importance of 

hypothesis testing – or at least in formulating a hypothesis to inform one’s research – and 

it links with the main text precisely because the work proposed a series of hypotheses 

which aimed to be explored by the experiments contained herein. However, the 

hypotheses themselves may appear in contradiction to commonly accepted scientific 

doctrine, and at the outset may be firmly rejected by many a reader as incongruent with 

current Academe, a poor-mans or inadequate understanding of particular disciplines, an 

indication of the failings of interdisciplinarity, or ultimately the fruitless tree of my own 

efforts. Yet each of the examples provided and discussed demonstrate the necessity for 

open-mindedness for novel approaches to commonly held “beliefs” about science and 

knowledge produced thereby, and perhaps signalling the weakening position of the Old 

Guard of Academia. It attempts to emphasize the overt importance of patterns – STRUCTURE 

– in virtually every phenomenon imaginable, and to bear in mind the not-so-subtle impact 

of SUBJECTIVITY in every aspect of discovery, from inception of idea to production of the 

conclusion. All I ask is that you bear in mind these examples as I summarize the findings 

of the experimental chapters. 

One final digression, but a necessary and tantalizingly important one. At the outset 

of this work and as expressed strongly within the Introduction, I argued for the continued 

relevance of Classical philosophers – in particular Aristotle and Plato – as well as specific 

concepts elucidated by them; this is because, although it may seem like fitting pegs into 

neatly carved out holes, their conceptualizations of POTENTIA and ACTUALITAS in the former 

and the FORMS in the latter bear striking familiarity with modern conceptions of physics. 

These will not be retraced here, but a final one added – that of Plato’s PRINCIPLE OF 

PLENITUDE. In short, the PRINCIPLE states that the Universe contains within it all possible 
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forms, iterations, and examples of existence – if it is conceivable, the PRINCIPLE asserts it 

exists, somewhere in the infinitude of SPACETIME. Lovejoy earns much credit for identifying 

the historicity of the PRINCIPLE, and it is mentioned now with specific reference to the MANY 

WORLDS INTERPRETATION of QUANTUM MECHANICS. The PRINCIPLE first occurs within Plato’s 

Timaeus: 

For since God desired to make it resemble most closely that intelligible Creature 

which is fairest of all and in all ways most perfect, He constructed it as a Living 

Creature, one and visible, containing within itself all the living creatures which 

are by nature akin to itself (Plato, Timaeus 30 c-d). 

Where one must bear in mind the metaphorical sense by which Plato uses “God;” 

not as the Supreme Being of Judeo-Christianity, but as the single source of all existence, a 

purely rational entity more akin to Aristotle’s UNMOVED MOVER – thought thinking thought. 

Similarly, Aristotle and Plato conceived of the Universe as a “Living Entity.” The principle 

is central to the atomists Epicurus and Lucretius; the former states that “that nothing new 

happens in the Universe when compared to the infinite time already passed40” and much 

more poetically though the latter in De Rerum Natura (5.526-33)41: 

Yet which of these is cause 
In this our world 'tis hard to say for sure; 
But what can be throughout the universe, 
In diverse worlds on diverse plan create, 

This only do I show, and follow on 
To assign unto the motions of the stars 
Even several causes which 'tis possible 

Exist throughout the universe All 

The MANY WORLDS INTERPRETATION is essentially the PRINCIPLE OF PLENITUDE born out 

to its natural conclusion within Modern Physics – the Universe contains all possible 

                                                   
40 Usener fragment 266 from http://www.attalus.org/translate/epicurus2.html#us3  
41 http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Lucr.+5.526&fromdoc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.02.0131  

http://www.attalus.org/translate/epicurus2.html#us3
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Lucr.+5.526&fromdoc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.02.0131
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outcomes of a quantum event; perhaps not directly observable by us, but each possible 

outcome is entirely true. Carroll explains that this results not in a Universe but a 

MULTIVERSE, where that baseball game you went to ended the way you wanted it to, you 

earned that research grant you were denied, or (in the extreme) you are the star player 

for a particular sports team [44]. At once ludicrous, it is demonstrably an “old” idea, one 

garnering new support in current Academe – but opposed vehemently by those who are 

firm “believers” in the COPENHAGEN INTERPRETATION. The point to take away from this final 

digression is though the ideas and theories presented in this work may seem far-fetched 

and perhaps outdated, it is in reality merely one of many possible interpretations. 

However, Carroll does emphasize that the interpretation is really of least importance, and 

of greatest is the observable results of experimentation, especially if the results reveal a 

consistent PATTERN, or as I now border on brow-beating, EDDINGTONIAN STRUCTURE [44]. 

With digressions aside, let us not move on to those. 

The present manuscript presented three experiments, all hopefully aimed at 

illustrating the following main points: 

1. The continued relevance of the Aristotelian concepts of POTENTIA and 

ACTUALITAS, specifically with regards to quantum mechanics, but also with 

regards to general EPISTEMOLOGY;  

2. The continued relevance of the PLATONIC FORMS, in the specific context of 

Eddingtonian STRUCTURALISM;  

3. Eddington’s SELECTIVE SUBJECTIVIST STRUCTURALISM as central to scientific 

EPISTEMOLOGY;  

4. Focussing on structural relationships reveals aspects of phenomenon 

otherwise hidden by other approaches;  

5. Most importantly, our knowledge is fundamentally limited by points 1-4. 

The question remains – have I demonstrated thus? Here lies the main purpose for 

the lengthy digression so far; I argued for the central role of SUBJECTIVISM in science, and 
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naturally I would further argue I have indeed demonstrated the POINTS above – truly a 

subjective position. One might argue the POINTS must be objectively demonstrable; but my 

thesis is that no point IS objectively demonstrable. Furthermore, the only way we might 

acquire some semblance of an OBJECTIVE reality arises when we consider the observable 

world as relationships between those observable components, as illustrated by the 

patterns, periodicities, and ultimately the STRUCTURES we can create from them. With 

respect to SUBJECTIVITY, we would appear to be at an impasse; with respect to STRUCTURE, 

the data shall speak for itself. Let us recall the experiments individually in brief in order 

to find our way through the thicket. 

STUDY #1 – DO BACTERIA COMMUNICATE WITH LIGHT AT A DISTANCE? 

In this experiment, we demonstrated that bacteria cultures located at a distance of 

5 m from one another in dark boxes communicate with one another via light; one culture 

was damaged with injections of hydrogen peroxide while recording the other for 

emissions of light. The emissions were specific to the type of bacteria being damaged and 

more simply whether it received an injection or not. The emissions specifically showed 

peaks in 7.2, 10.1, and 24.9 Hz [45]. In this, the study emphasizes EDDINGTONIAN STRUCTURE 

as a “relationship;” the frequency patterns revealed through spectral analysis is 

demonstrably a STRUCTURE – overtly the frequency of light refers to a particular 

configuration of light – and covertly those peaks point to a specific relationship within the 

bacteria – whether it was species A or B, and whether there was an injection or not. 

Indirectly as well, it encompasses the PLATONIC FORMS as though there might be an “ideal 

form of light,” because of the myriad interactions and interferences that exist we 

seemingly only observe one of the “shadows;” this is not pure light per se, but rather 

altered or otherwise configured light.  

Together, these address POINTS 2-3, and it should be inferable that POINT 4 is also 

demonstrated – no other technique would reveal this phenomenon; albeit I admit the 
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interpretation is highly subjective, and the inclusion of PLATONISM somewhat unnecessary. 

Aristotle may disagree with this, but there were many possibilities, or POTENTIA, by which 

the emitted light could be structured – yet it became resolved into a specific ACTUALITAS 

through the action of the observer(s) involved and the overall structure of the experiment, 

or rather the structure of the relationship deigned a priori by the design of the experiment. 

In this sense, both Eddington’s condition of mathematics being put there by 

mathematicians and Aristotle’s own geometry created by the geometer are also met. 

Similarly, Roger Penrose’s interpretation and conceptualization of both consciousness and 

quantum fits neatly with these results. Labelled by some as a TRIALIST, Penrose proposed 

three “worlds” – the PLATONIC IDEALIST & MATHEMATICAL, the PHYSICAL & MATERIAL, and the 

MENTAL – where the PLATONIC & MATHEMATICAL world is accessible only by those rational 

creatures possessing the necessary configuration of PHYSICAL ARCHITECTURE enabling the 

generation of MENTALITY through the conscious “collapse of wavefunctions.”[46] The initial 

concept was taken up by Stuart Hameroff and elaborated by both as the ORCHESTRATED 

REDUCTION OF QUANTUM COHERENCE theory and gives central importance to the structure of 

the cell, namely the microtubule – though the details are beyond the scope of the present 

manuscript [47-49]. Their combined emphasis on the configuration of PHYSICAL 

ARCHITECTURE for EMERGENT PROPERTIES is in line with Eddington’s concept of STRUCTURE, and 

reflects the findings of the present study indirectly in the guise of particular periodicities 

being central to the observed phenomenon; particular periodicities (or STRUCTURES) of 

photons feature in studies of consciousness itself, suggesting this linkage is not so indirect 

after all [50-55]. In the end we must conclude that further studies are necessary while 

acknowledging the limitations of our efforts (POINT 5). 

STUDY #2 – IS HUMAN HISTORY SPECTRALLY ANALYSABLE? 

In this study, I explored an open source collection of military/battle statistics known 

as the CBD90 BATTLE DATASET which contains detailed information on over 600 human 
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military conflicts for the period of 1600-197542. While the common approach to history is 

that it is somewhat unpredictable where the present will take us, as historian Mary Beard 

states “If we knew how to analyze what we were going through, at the time we were going 

through it, we wouldn’t need historians,”43 such an approach seems irreconcilable with 

the vast amount of literature available from human and cognitive psychology, sociology, 

and neuroscience [56]. While the subtle nuances of human progress might be beyond 

reproach, these disciplines definitively show that human behaviour is, ultimately, highly 

predictable – even more so when copious amounts of data are available to analyse. 

Periodicities and STRUCTURES always emerge given a large enough Δτ. 

The experiment aimed to model human conflict behaviour along that of the known 

FIRST ORDER APPROXIMATION OF SATIATION; that is, any evoked behaviour eventually reaches 

a point of habituation or extinction. Persinger expressed this relationship mathematically 

as 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑇𝑇2 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡⁄ , where Te is the extinction period, IRT is the “inter-response time” or time 

between responses, and Rt is the duration of the response. Thus, the study attempted to 

investigate whether a common Te exists for human conflicts much in the same vein as 

other human patterns of behaviour, such as cycles in GREAT POETS, GREAT THINKERS, and 

exceptional PERIODS of HUMAN PROGRESS [57-64]. The work was also an extension of 

Persinger’s detailing increased aggressive behaviours during periods of greater 

geomagnetic activity [65]. In short, the study demonstrated significant peaks in the 

periodicity of human conflicts – namely 7- and 29-day periods – that are most apparent in 

the 20th Century and the introduction of mechanized warfare, as well as standardized time. 

Although the relationship 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑇𝑇2 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡⁄ was not satisfied in the precise way predicted by 

Persinger, the relationship is apparent in this particular facet of human behaviour, 

contrary to the held beliefs of many a disciplinary historian (Point 4). 

                                                   
42 Original available at https://github.com/jrnold/CDB90 , while there is an updated version available at 
https://github.com/lifelike/CDB13. Both files are within the Public Domain. 
43 https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2019/09/23/stop-saying-americas-problems-are-like-ancient-
romes-decline/ 

https://github.com/jrnold/CDB90
https://github.com/lifelike/CDB13
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2019/09/23/stop-saying-americas-problems-are-like-ancient-romes-decline/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2019/09/23/stop-saying-americas-problems-are-like-ancient-romes-decline/
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Connecting the study to the POINTS presented above, we immediately must 

recognize the nature of the relationship as expressed by mathematics – this is precisely 

the kind of STRUCTURE Eddington spoke of, albeit not in the realm of fundamental physics 

– as well as the literal pattern or STRUCTURE of behaviour revealed by it, as well as a 

potential METAPHYSICAL STRUCTURE governing the interaction between Solar & Lunar 

periodicities and organisms here on Earth (the 7- and 29-day periodicities; POINT 3). These 

periodicities in fact emphasize the relationship between human behaviour and Lunar 

activity; the 29-day cycle is the natural Lunar cycle, and the 7-day period a subset of it, 

together epitomizing Eddington’s STRUCTURE. Such an interpretation also incorporates 

PLATONIC FORMS; 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑇𝑇2 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡⁄  is the “ideal” form of habituation and satiation, but as we 

are not in a perfect PLATONIC world, it is dysregulated and interfered with by numerous 

variables, resulting in a not-so-perfect relation (POINT 2). These two POINTS are most 

strongly covered within this study, but it is possible to argue that a less-quantum 

interpretation of POTENTIA and ACTUALITAS is also inferable; it is potentially possible for 

human behaviour to be precisely predictable, yet the actuality is less certain (POINTS 1 and 

5). I address POINT 4 above; historians likely see this result as a one-off, but the pattern is 

apparent through this and other works demonstrating predictable events resulting from 

seemingly unrelated phenomena – geomagnetic activity, solar cycles, etc. I daresay history 

may indeed repeat itself, albeit in subtly different manifestations. 

STUDY #3 – DOES HUMAN EMOTION STRUCTURE LANGUAGE? 

The final study explored in the present work sought to apply the methodology of 

elucidating underlying STRUCTURE in the context of human language. While investigating 

structural patterns in language is by no means a new approach, the study hoped to reveal 

a relationship specifically between human facial expressions (or rather the musculature 

used to produce them) and the emitted vocal utterances. Put plainly, it sought to explore 

the commonly felt phenomena of “you sound happy/sad.” To do so, we asked participants 

to speak pseudowords, chosen to maximally explore variations in speech due to vowel-
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consonant combinations and incorporating phonemes most likely to respond to the 

musculature/facial expressions. When speaking, participants held either a smile, a frown, 

or their resting/neutral facial expression. We analysed the recorded vocal utterances using 

the open source software PRAAT, which operates under similar principles to the spectral 

analyses used in Study #1 and Study #2 – thus, the results are thematically relatable to the 

works discussed previously. Although data is readily available detailing the fundamental 

frequencies and formants for vowels and phonemes, there is comparatively little 

discussing the role of affect (as represented by the facial expressions) on these vocalization 

variables. 

The results for this study are the most complex – there were pervasive gender 

differences, as well as two-and-three-way interactions between words, vowels, and facial 

expressions – but together they overall reveal the striking effect of facial musculature on 

superficial and deep-STRUCTURE of vocal utterances (that is, both within the FUNDAMENTAL 

FREQUENCY of the voice in addition to within the FIRST and SECOND FORMANTS of the 

vowels/phonemes.) The work unfortunately does not relay a specific pattern or relation 

between the variables included, but it definitively shows a strong interaction between 

them; there is a STRUCTURE, but we cannot describe it in full. While previous research 

suggests “happy” affective states increases frequency range and higher pitches in general 

and “sad” affective states lowers the pitch, our research points to a generalized increase 

in FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY regardless of the facial expression [66]. Rather than emphasize 

changes in the range of pitch, our study indicates FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY as being the 

most important purveyor of affective state in vocal utterances.  

The study also desired to explore whether some aspect of language might be 

“concretized;” that is, it sought to elaborate on the 2,500-year-old discussion as to whether 

sounds are randomly put together to create words, or whether there is some objective 

basis for how words come to be constructed. As the study found consistent effects with 

particular phonemes and illustrated the power of one’s mental affective state to shape the 
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production of sounds, it fits neatly in line with Socrates’ conclusion and the ARISTOTELIAN 

COMPROMISE – some sounds are indeed naturally expressive, and though the relationship 

between many written and spoken words and sounds is conventional, there is likely some 

aspect – historical and antiquated – that demonstrates some relationship between mental 

state and an external object that is universal, as evidenced by Blasi et al.’s recent work on 

sound-meaning biases across languages [67-70]. In this the present work is not alone – 

Jackobson first proposed that some sounds evolved natural correlations with physical 

objects based on early human development, i.e. the m sound and its association with 

mothers due to mammary tissue and the STRUCTURE of the mouth necessary to evoke milk 

production [71]. Changizi et al. also present a compelling case that many letters and their 

associated sounds may have arisen due to the natural landscape and the patterns we 

observe in them, a theory continued and expanded upon by the neurolinguist Hodgson 

[72, 73]. Finally, a recent publication by Lausen & Schact demonstrate conspicuous gender 

differences in the recognition of emotion within vocalizations; corroborating the findings 

of the present work [74]. 

Relating back to the POINTS above is most difficult for the present work, but possible. 

First and foremost, Eddingtonian STRUCTURE is again displayed through the relationship 

between both sounds and affect, but as well as sound and facial expression, and 

represented by the mathematical description revealed by the PRAAT/spectral analyses 

(POINT 3). The demonstration of PLATONIC FORMALISM is addressed if one considers the 

literal interpretation of his FORMS – there exists the IDEAL HAPPY and SAD, and it is through 

these IDEALS that we experience shadowed versions of them, which impacts upon the 

vocalizations made during their respective states (POINT 2). The ARISTOTELIAN COMPROMISE 

reflects the dichotomy of POTENTIA and ACTUALITAS – it is possible for words to be entirely 

conventional or entirely objective, but in actuality they are comprised of both, an 

interesting realization considering the duality of quantum phenomena (POINT 1). Finally, 

these phenomena are only discernable through the STRUCTURAL approach taken here – the 

fine nuances between frequencies may be subjectively experienced, but only when 
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considering a) the relationship between affective state and vocalizations, b) the 

relationship between gender and vocalizations, and c) how they both interplay within the 

facial musculature and musculature of the vocal apparatus is the current effect revealed 

to its present opacity (Point 4). 

COGITATUM POSTREMUM 

There remains a bit of a final and somewhat unaddressed POINT – number 5, or that 

through the stipulations of POINTS 1-4, we are fundamentally limited in the knowledge 

we are capable of producing and understanding. It is part of a larger philosophical 

problem, that of the ANTHROPIC PRINCIPLE, or the notion that sentient creatures can only 

produce knowledge they are capable of understanding; that is, the Universe might 

ultimately be different from how we describe it, but we must be able to describe it, which 

entails the limitations of our human understanding [75]. However, the reason POINT 5 is 

not directly addressed within the above SUMMARII is resolutely because it is itself 

something of an untestable hypothesis – at least until some other form of sentient life 

makes itself known to us and we are able to compare our laboratory notes with theirs. Yet 

this might indirectly be demonstrated if one considers GÖDEL’S INCOMPLETENESS THEOREM – 

given any set of postulates known to be TRUE, there will exist some final postulate very 

likely to be TRUE but entirely impossible to prove using the known TRUE postulates [76]. 

That is, even if POINTS 1-4 are entirely true, POINT 5 may remain forever beyond the realm 

of testability. 

What can be said definitively is that Eddington’s concept of STRUCTURE – essentially 

a metaphysical relationship between entities – although conceived of as an interpretation 

of quantum phenomena and as a descriptor for the fundamental “being” of the Universe, 

is exceedingly applicable across the DISCIPLINES OF KNOWLEDGE. It is because EDDINGTONIAN 

STRUCTURE evolved from his epistemological approach to knowledge production and not 

solely from quantum considerations; STRUCTURE is the answer to “what can we know,” 

period. STRUCTURE must be recognized as an organization of RELATIONS and RELATA, their 
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interplay and inter-reliance on one another for existence, and not merely as a catch-all for 

exploring comparisons and contrasts of elements within a system in a non-superficial way. 

It is best exemplified in PERSINGER’S AXIOM – structure dictates function – at first reading 

suggesting the classical interpretation of STRUCTURALISM, but as elaborated on in the 

INTRODUCTIO it speaks in actuality to the myriad complex interrelations reiterated here. In 

short, if one accepts the role that STRUCTURE plays in the production of both phenomena 

and knowledge, then the pursuit of knowledge can proceed more efficiently, more 

accurately, and potentially more objectively. 

Along similar lines, the present work emphasises the role of spatiotemporal 

patterns – PERIODICITIES – in describing physiological responses, large-scale phenomena, 

and extrapolated to infer their equally powerful capability of evoking particular biological 

responses. Though we recorded particular frequencies (i.e. periodicities) of light from 

bacteria, it is equally possible that exposing those same bacteria to those same frequencies 

may induce the same physiological responses that we purportedly recorded them from; 

that is, shining a certain type of light on them may result in the pattern of hydrogen 

peroxide damage associated with those frequencies. Altering the periodicity of 

subjectively experienced time results in exceedingly well-known cognitive deficits in 

virtually every organism with a CIRCADIAN CLOCK. With respect to the 7- and 29-day 

periodicities, we may wish to consider the long-term effects shift workers face when their 

natural 7-day cycle is interrupted by “three on, four off” and similarly patterned schedules. 

Lastly, rather than raw frequency recordings, calculating the frequency shift of 

vocalizations across different affective conditions may be even more revealing as to the 

interplay with subjectively experienced affective states; using those same shifts in what 

are nominally neutral vocalizations may result in the perception of a happy or sad voice, 

despite the actual physical recording being entirely neutral. Taken together, the 

STRUCTURAL component of this dissertation asks of anyone reading it that they might 

consider more thoroughly the effects of patterns, periodicities, and the myriad 

relationships contained therein. 
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We return to the final thread coursing through this work – that of SUBJECTIVITY. It is 

encapsulated best by the ANTHROPIC PRINCIPLE, and simultaneously is revealed as the most 

difficult to test in an “objective” manner. The statement itself is somewhat oxymoronic – 

to test the subjectivity objectively – yet it remains a testable hypothesis; in fact, a recent 

work by Prioretti et al. sought to accomplish just that, where in an effort to explore 

observer-independence in quantum theory they conclude that “…this result implies that 

quantum theory should be interpreted in an observer-dependent way.”[77]. There is no 

separation of the experimenter – the subjective – from the result of the experiment – the 

objective – at the most basic and fundamental level of the processes governing the 

Universe. Similarly, I would argue that for one to conclude whether I have answered my 

hypotheses sufficiently or not, whether I have fully addressed the POINTS laid out earlier, 

and ultimately whether I have succeeded in accomplishing the task I set out before you in 

the INTRODUCTIO – well, that is entirely up to you.  
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